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Reported Here

James Lawrence Is
Quota Club Speaker
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Charged Last Night

Honor Roll For Calloway
High School Is Released

Indian Forces Cross Border
Into Pakistan, War Feared
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Almo Honor
Roll Given
For Period
The honor roll for
Alm°
Elementary School has been
announced by the principal,
George Dowdy,and is as follows:
Fourth Grade—Lisha Bucy,
Tammy
Grankhouser, Max
McGinnis, Debra Pritchett,
Sherri Roberson, Jeannie
Shroader, Roger Scott, David
Thorn, Sheri Wilson, Sheri
Walter, Chandra Watkins,
Brigitte
Bynum, Timothy
Feltner, Thomas Gearheart,
Timothy Graham, Sharon Jones,
Karon Walker, Sharon Walker.
Fifth Grade—Daron Ahart,
Eddie Beach, Michael Carr,
Charlotte C,oursey, Renee McDougal, Janet Rowland, Tommy
Boggess, Johnna Brandon, Renal
Edwards, Lisa Hoke, Kim Starks,
Connie Taylor, Terry- Tucker,
Billy Vincent.
Sixth Grade --Lisa Cleaver,
Luana Colson, Rita Edwards,
Mark Jones, Randall Starks,
Trine Swift, Jerry Thweatt.
Susan lines, Tina Thompson.
Tammy Feltner, Keith Starks,
Randy Stalls, Terry Cleaver.
Michael Duncan. .
N
Seventh Grade-I-Candace
Ramsey, Janet Thweatt, Philip
Peeler, Cresti Bucy, Mike Haley.
Candy Hargis, Regina Hopkins
Mike Murphy, laDonne Roberts,
Renee
Thompson,
Wanda
Watkins.
Eighth
Grade—Gena
Cleaver, Kim Perkins, Kevin
Penick, Joe Don Taylor, Sherry
Haley, Rebecca Imes, Rodney
Jones, Vicki Weatherford.

FRANKFORT, Ky. —From
"eligible, irresponsible and ablemanagement's
point of view,
other destinationswithin
have a high "lottery
letters of constructive criticism bodied"
miles trorn Mairray
cannot under
percent state tax.
are welcome because that is one number" and
regulations be "drafted".
current
Post Office, Murray, Kenti„c
way of telling whether Kenframe of low "lottery
tucky's "draft boards" are doing Within the
numbers" (the cut-off for 1971 is
The 0:tstandlien civic Asset Oa Community
a
good
or
bad
job. Even with
is the inteerity et its Newspaper
1251,the "draft board" must
smaller "draft" calls, we con- RSN
the records of its
screen
tinue to receive letters written to
WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 24, 1971
registrants very carefully in
the President, members of
order to assure that each young
Congress,the Governor and other
man receives the same fair and
elected officials soliciting their
equal treatment.
help
in
keeping a young man
LEDGER A TIMES VILE
about to be "drafted" in a This column may or may not
deferred classification.
placate the writer from Central
A dream of years materialized yesterday for the Murray High
sit
In some instances the writer is Kentucky. But hopefully we have
4
1)
Tigers when they captured the State Class A championship by
convinced the "draft board" is given her, and others who have
downing Lynch 14-13 at Lexington.
not attaching enough importance posed the same question, a much
Deaths reported are Mrs. A. B. Warren, age 80, and Rowdy
to a particular man's job, while better understanding of why the
Stalls, age 51, both on November 23.
noting others who, in their Selective Service System cannot
Mrs. James Garland, Girl Scout leader, is in Cuernavaco,
opinion, are not contributing to involuntarily defer a young man
N.M., for two weeks stay at '`Our Cabana", a house sponsored by
the betterment of the community because of an alleged octhe World Association of Girl Scouts and girl Guides. She is
and therefore should be in cupation contribution he might
sponsored by the Murray Girl Scout Council.
uniform. We do not question the be making in his community.
Thirty young violinists from the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades at
5,
sincerity of most correspondents
Murray College High School, under the directorship of Josiah
but often they do not have all the
Darnall, presented the program at the meeting of the Music
Routing roaches
facts.
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Normally. we are not a
NEW YORK (UPI) - For
paragraph picker because it the cockroach, the ideal tempcreates a risk of a few senter•cest 'REMO?,IN 28 to 75 degrees,
being taken out of context. says Or, Ralph E. Heal execuLaaKilit•TLIONI FILE
However we hope that a Central tive secretary of the National
Election results from an old Calloway Times of August 8, 1917,
Kentucky woman will not object Pest Control Association.
are reprinted today in the Ledge! & Times. The paper was
to our quoting the final
Heal says there are few
brought in by A. V. Story.
homes to which the cockroach
paragraph of her letter to the
Kuydendall Brothers Service Station was broken into sometime
President, especially since it is a stranger. This hitch-hiking
last night. Missing are ther.ash register, five new car batteries,
says very well what many others invader finds that even the
And three tires.
have written. The paragraph cleanest people get careless
Mrs. H. M. McElrath will teach the mission study book,
reads, -Why with thousands of occasionally and give him what
"Pilgrimage To Spanish America" at the Memorial Baptist
eligible, irresponsible and able- he needs. And his habit of
Church on November 26 and 27.
bodies men to choose from must grabbing a ride on shopping
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. —When by the Office of Economic Op
bags or soda pop cartons
Starting tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre is "That's My Boy" someone mentions "backyard," portunity
we suffer the loss in our com(0E0) to eliminate
assures him of easy access to a
with Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
munity of such a good teacher
the usual connotations don't poverty in Christian, Todd and
home. He says the experienced
and human being? You will, if pest control
come to Roy McDonald's mind. Trigg counties.'
operator is wise to
Hang all woolen jackets and
Y.,
November
YORK,
N
NEW
you take this young man, be all the hiding places of
McDonald and Porter figure
Instead of grass, flowers, and the
cock- coats on wooden hangers to
like, he sees corn, tomatoes, the federal money will have more 24, 1971 —Construction of new doing us a great disservice. He roaches and can get effective prevent
stretched seams and
on
hunger
and dwelling units dipped four per is, to us, indispensable."
control.
Ye loosen for much, and lo it came to little; and when ye beans, asparagus—the whole impact
wear marks.
quarter
of
the
cent
in
the
third
In all fairness, we must remind
malnutrition if it is used to buy
brought it home. I did blow upon it. Why? salth the Lord of hosts. range of garden vegetables.
As director of the Emergency vegetable seeds and plants for year, compared to the previous this writer that the System is in
Because of mine house that is waste, and ye run every man to his
Food and Medical Services the disadvantaged. The practice quarter, which is usually the the process of phasing out ocown bouse.--Haggai 1:9.
(EFMS)
.program in Hopkin- of issuing food
vouchers in year's strongest, but showed a 36 cupational deferments. In the
First—God—then Others—lastly self. Try it sometime for a God
emergency
sville,
McDonald
has
been
ensituations
could be per cent gain in units over the past, teachers have had to
ordained and blest life.
couraging the disadvantaged to measurably reduced, they comparable 1970 period, it was receive several deferments in
reported today by the F. W. order
to
complete
plant gardens. Even a small plot reasoned.
the
With the blessing of the EFMS Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill requirements for a degree and
will do, he says.
"One
garden—just
a Policy Advisory Committee (one- Information Systems Company. get and retain employment as
by Carl Riblet Jr.
backyard—had about every kind half of its members are poor) According to F. W. Dodge, teachers. While these men were
• The weather shifted for a few hours last week of vegetable you could name— Porter and McDonald invited which produces Dodge Reports enjoying student and ocTonite thru Sat.
• when winter borrowed a few hours from summer; about 15 different varieties, I several different agencies to help on construction activity and is a cupational deferments, it was
source
of
marketing
leading
necessary
for
the board to
- something like a congressman going back home for think. Why, she had only one- with the program.
Serving as co-sponsor of the data, 539,004 new dwelling units, "draft" one or more of their
a day, early in the election year, to bestow a smile or fifth of an acre, but she had
vegetables growing in every project was the Extension Ser- valued at $9,760,265, were built peers to take their place.
two on the voters—damn 'em!
corner."
vice of the University of Ken- during the quarter. In 1970's It has now become a "numbers
A cynic is a man who knows the price of everything
The EFMS garden program, tucky's
Department
of third quarter, 396,189 new game" with the change from
and the value of nothing."
started earlier this year, is Agriculture. Indirectly involved dwelling units were constructed. "drafting" the oldest man first to
sponsored by the Pennyrile is the United States Department Chicago regained its rank as the the method of "draft" by "lot—Oscar Wilde
Community Action Agency of Agriculture which supplies nation's leading housing area, tery" number,beginning with the
in "Lady Windermere's Fan"
(CAA
for which McDonald funding for the Extension Ser- producing 14,570 new dwelling January 1970 call. With men
units in the third quarter. It was being selected by the numbers,
works.
I.
Fred Porter, executive vice.
THE BEST OF HEALTH
The University of Kentucky followed by Houston, which obviously those with a high
director of the agency, hired
McDonald, who had been Agriculture Department con- added 13,930 units to its housing number are more fortunate than
Coming Sun.!
those who receive a low one by
superintendent of schools in ducted a seminar, "The Art of stock
Liodae
in
by
named
Others
virtue
of
the
draw.
Trigg County for 25 years.
Gardening,” in Paducah for
latest quarterly report on the top It would not be unreasonable to
"BLUE WATER,
The Pennyrile CAA is funded project supervisors.
UK extension specialists in ten housing areas of the nation: assume that many of those men
WHITE DEATH"
Priyate health in.urarh.e Loni- would be iniptoved--and at a cost
The hunt tor the Great White
home economics, as well as in Atlanta, 11,998 units built; Los who the writer refers to as
pan:es are now backing a natiipal that both the public and govern*CINEMA CEN TER o,lals HETI St HTATION
agriculture, along with the CAA Angeles-Long Beach, 11,494
L NAT IONA./ GENIE RAE NW T LW* S HELL A SE
heath insurance plan which is de- ment can afford.
Washington, D.C., 11,413 **************
units;
TF CHNICOT ON
outreach
workers,
health
sijned to guarantee quality
provided
Maw Tab_
Ammil
yd=
Kam
technical assistance. Although Units; New York , 11,355 units;
care to all Americans regardless of
The Healthcar.:. plan is currently
income.
each advisor was responsible for San Diego, 11,024 units; San
being cons!dered by Congress, with
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
The plan. called ,rHealthcare.- testimony already having begun
NOPITH
AO
approximately 25 gardens, a Francisco, 10,051 units; Detroit,
primarily
would be financed
before the House Ways and Means
gardener could generally expect 9,677 units; and Phoenix, 9,052
753-3113
through employer-employee con- Committee, which is looking into
a visit once every 10 days during units. These ten cities, with total
First Run
tr;:iutions. Government subsidies various other proposals including
the growing season. He was of 114,564 new dwelling units, w
inwouldAupPort- state-sponsored
Family
Double Feature
one sponsored by the Administraof
the
accounted for 21 per cent
surance pools for those who can- tion.
The honor roll for Faxon advised on garden preparation,
the
during
built
units
housing
new
*
Giants
7:30
Shoot out 9:15
cannot
or
who
type
of vegetables, cultivation,
nal afford the care
If approved, Healthcare would Elementary School as released
olita'n the insurance because of go into operation in 1973 and ex- by the principal, Billy D. harvesting and even food third quarter
• Sat. & Sun. Matinee 2:00
"During the first nine months, *
pCiOr health.
GEORGIE C. sCOTT,
preservation.
pand in stages to prevent increasThe expectation is that the na- ing demand for medical services Outland, is as follows:
than 1,450,000 new housing *
more
ACADEMY AWARD
Salary
and
travel
costs
Barnett,
Fourth
Grade—Jamie
delivery
system
t on's heahh care
from touching off more inflation
units reached the construction *WINNER FOR BEST ACTO
Regina Cunningham, Cindy totaling $3250, as well as a $2500
n health costs. The plan would be Eldridge, Rhonda Garland, expenditure for seeds, plants, stage, 35 per cent more than *IN'PATTON
The Almanac
during the same period in 1970,"
ully operational by 1979.
Cathy Jones, Thomas Jones, fertilizer and insecticides were
Its first year cost in new taxes,
financed jointly by the extension pointed out George A. Christie,
Ifiy United Press International
Jackie
Miller,
Mark
Miller,
Turing fiscal year 1974. according
president and chief
•
Today is Wednesday, Novem- o J. Henry Smith, president of Terry Miller, Laura Morgan, service and the Pennyrile CAA. vice
Special Movie is .
of McGraw-Hill Ineconomist
Local
merchants contributed
ber 24, the 328th day of 1971.
i,quitable Society, who testified on Penny Overby, Anita Underhill,
Company.
Systems
formation
The moon is betwen its new ehalf of the bill, would be 54.2 Tovrnya West, Jennifer Williams, by selling goods at reduced cost.
"All major regions shared in the
iillion.
phase and first quarter.
Gary Emerson, Sandra Thomp- The program participants, who
1971 housing advance," he
were
bill,
The
he
said.
would:
selected
.The morning star is Saturn.
back in March, had strong
son, Tina Sheppard, Ken Cohoon,
the 11 Western states,
"but
said,
•
Increase
the
supply
and
imto
be poor and generally had
The evening stars are MerDonald Colson, Ron Childress,
large families and available land. ahead 44 per cent in dwelling
cury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter. irove the productivity and distri- Mary Elkins, Rose Herndon.
nition of health manpower.
units, paced the nation."
Those born on this day are
Fifth Grade—Marion Adams, They agreed in writing to
According to Christie, one- and
•
Develop
iffittulattifk•
health
provide suitable land ( not owned
under the sign of Sagittarius.
are sersRics to promote health Sharion Adams, Karen Bynum,
two-family homes accounted for
.President Zachary Taylor naintenance and reduce costly Ricky Cunningham, Mary by participants, in all instances)
A UN,ERSAL 5 AMA1,4
58 per cent of all the nation's new *
Was born Nov. 24, 1784.
Denny, Tammy Hargrove, and the necessary labor.
MAN PICTURE TECHNICOLOR' M
'uvula! use.
units during the first •
dwelling
Statistics
indicate that the
On this day in history:
• Improve health care planning Brenda Miller, Angela Noel,
months of 1971. and apart- * Plus 2nd. Big Feature
In 1869 women from 21 states O cl,stribute current and future Mark Outland, Rhonda Un- project was a huge success. A nine
buildings 42 per cent. New
ment
met in Cleveland to draw up lealth care resources more equita- derhill, Rose Marie Ross, total of 237 gardens on apEnds Tonite
West
England states and the
proximately
-ly
and
effectively.
70
acres of land
plans or the organization of the
FIAL WALLIS
Tammie Jo Rudolph, Mike
somewhat higher
showed
a
each
American
Women
Suffrage • More directly control the es- Thorns', Patty Bynum, David produced vegetables for 1243
„ilation in health care costs and Cohoon, Ken Morris, Renee persons in Christian, Todd and proportion of apartment units
Association.
than the nation as a whole, while * A uwvrRsA nc TON TECHNICOLOR*
In 1944 Super-Fortresses of 1,3grade the quality of health care. Overby, Joule Parrish, Robby Trigg counties.
the mid-Atlantic and
•
Establish
national
goals
and
Many participants who canned the ratio in
the American Air Force took
Parrish, Patty Robinson.
Pi
mid-Western states remained
,
, riorities for health care.
vegetables
will
benefit
off from Saipan for the first
Grade—Elaine
Sixth
tll
close to the national average. In
•
Improve
the
financing
of
throughout
the
4•11
winter
World War II raids on Tokyo.
Blankenship, Connie Bogard,
lealth care for everyone.
Nitely at 7:45 & 9:45
McDonald sees less tangible the South, however, the
In 1961 the U.N. Security
Ultimately, Healthcare would Katie Duncan, Jerry Houston, benefits,
too. "This experience proportion of one- and two-family * Plus Sat & flue at 2:111
Council gave Secretary General nay for 300 days of semiprivate Tommy Story, Terme Vance,
homes was greater.
Thant authorization to use force hospital care, 180 days of convaL Regina Morris, Tens Eldridge, has been valuable for these
•
* HE CONOUERED THE
-4
people,"
he
said
They have
to settle the Belgian Congo escence in a skilled nursing home, Brenda
Patricia
Hicks,
NILLS,PIECE 8T PIECE I
*
ind 270 days under an approved McKinney, Paul Guy, Marc learned to do something for FOREIGN AID
crisis.
VALI.
themselves."
In 1963 Lee Oswald, accused home health care program.
Darnell, Beverly Garland.
The bill is sponsored by Sen.
UPI) — • COW
WASHINGTON
assassin of President John F. Thomas .I. McIntyre (D.-N.H.) and
Seventh Grade—Teri Morris, 2 M1LLWORKER3 KILLED -•
NOW!
Nixon has signed a
Kennedy, was shot to death by Rep, Omar _Burleson ID.-TexJ. _— Donna Smith, Debbie Eldridge, VICICSI3URG, Miss. (UPI) — President
measure to keep the
temporary
Jack Ruby in a Dallas jail. The
It is backed by the Health In- Tammy Outland, Sandra Stom, Two men working in a bin
program alive until
shooting was witnessed by surance Association of America, Sherri Thomas,Christi Conaway, about the size of a football field foreign aid
,
1 /1
the American I.ife Convention; the Linda Miller, Janice Hughes at the Paymaster Soybean Mill Dec. 8 while Congress works
millions on television.
legislation.
The
conLife Insurance Association of Jerry Don Morris, Ricky Horton, were buried under two-million out new
r3
tinuing resolution also extended
A thought for today: Scottish America and the Life Insurers Debbie Brooke.
bushels of soybeans Monday.
onference.
spending for the
government
The bodies of Everett M.
poet Robert Gilfillan said, The tom orgagizatiom repreEighth Grade—Mark Wilson
period for the Office of
"There's a hope for every woe sents some 500 companies which David Rudloph, Marty Storey,1Richardson, 20, and Lell Ander- same
Opportunity, the DisEconomic
- and a balm for every pain, but handle approximately 90 per c'erit Randy Houston, Danny Brittain 'son Jr., 24, both of Vicksburg,
the Health Insurance underwri• Vanessa Eickoff, Teressa Turley, were recovered several hours trict of Columbia and some
the first Joys of our heart never
Defense Department programs.
ten by private insurance companies, Debbie Bynum,Becky Blackford later
come back again."
Subscription Rates:

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years,Ago Today

,oge

Backyard Gardens Aid Dwelling
West Kentucky's Poor Units Take

Small Drop

Bible Thought for Today

When You Care Enough
To Attend the Very Best

Isn't It The Truth!

,irimmtmaThoznirr
uhitia
"PAINT YOUR
WAGON" GP
* Lee Marvin
* Clint Eastwood
at !.3u NitelyPlus 1.30 Thur Fri.-Sat.

MAT EATiBlit

Congress Studying Bill to Insure
Quality Health Care For Country

Faxon Honor
Roll Given
For Period
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See Special Ad on Woman's Page
about the Special Show Saturday from
10 a.m. til 5 p.m.—Admission FREE with
ticket from listed stores!
Admission 50' Without Special Ticket
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irTheyMightBeGiants'
*GREGORY PECK
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"ARIZONA RAIDERS"
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Wednesday, November 24
The Kirksey Baptist Church Mn. Billie Downing was the
will have a book study and Film on
speaker at the meeting of the
"New Drums Over Africa" at the Alpha Department of the Murray
church at seven p.m.
Woman's Club held on Saturday,
November 20, at noon at the Club
The Blankenship Circle of the
House.
South Pleasant Grove United
The speaker Mrs. Billie:.
Methodist Church WSC-S will
Downing, Director of Special"
have a bake sale in front of
State..
Education at Murray
National Stores on the north side
University spoke on, "How To:
of the court square starting at
Work with Children With Lear-7
nine a.m.
ningsabilities". Her speech'
was very informative as well My
Sunday, November 28
interesting.
Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon
Mrs. Downing was introduced
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with an by Mrs. John Nance, program
open house at the home of their chairman.
daughter, Mrs. Will Ed Stokes,
1612 Keeneland Drive, Murray, The department chairman.
from two to five p.m. All friends Mrs. M. P. Christopher,
presided. She welcomed Dr. H. H.
and relatives are invited.
Visher as this was the first
meeting she had been able to
attend
Mr. and Mrs. HerUe I. Craig of
Announcement was made by
Hazel Route Two will be honored
Mrs. Robert Scott, that a book
at a tea in the social hall of the
honoring a deceased member,
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Miss Kathleen Patterson, had
Church from two to four p.m. in
been placed in the local public
celebration of their 50th wedding
library by the Alpha Department.
anniversary. All friends and
A collection was taken for,
relatives are invited to attend.
CARE.

19-year-old_should stop

seeing married man
THE ANNUAL Girl Scout Fund Drive ends November 27.
Donations may be given to the scout's parent who calls at your
home or be mailed to Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout Fund,
Peoples Bank,500 Main Street, Murray,
42071. Pictured above
Is Troop 65 with Adult Leaders Mrs. Marsha Johnson and Mrs.
Touts McEllen. Not pictured Is Miss Debbie Elliot, recreation
major from Murray State University, who assists the leaders. The
twenty troop members attend fifth grade at the Murray Middle
School. They participated in the Murray Woman's Club "CleanUp-Murray Day" held on Saturday, November 20.

By Abigail Van Buren'

International Students Present Program
At November Meet Of Music Department
A group of international that the purchase of a new grand
students from Murray State piano for the clubhouse has been
University presented a program approved.
of music and dance at a recent The Music Department voted to
meeting of the Music Department continue to provide a $100
scholarship to a sophomore
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Mina Cositimer, who is music major at Murray State
from 4Turkey, opened the University&
program with a performance of d 7...1rs. PAW Johnson reminded
Turkish folk dance. Miss N'enette the group that the dedication of
Chow, whose home in in Taiwan, the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building will take place on
sang a Chinese folk song.
Charoen Gunpangari, vice- December 5. The public is inpresident of the International vited to attend the ceremonies
Students Association, and his and open house between two and
partner, Miss Apasra Potisuk, six p.m..
demonstrated two dances inMrs.
digenous to Thailand.
Laxmi Desei and Mrs. Urmali
Patel who are from India acted
out a story through an expressive
dance.
Mrs. Charles Moffett presented The Women's Society of
a check from the Music Depart- Christian Service of the Coles
ment to the president of the In- Camp Ground United Methodist
ternational Students Association, Church
Wednesday,
met
S.P. Saraswat,and asked that the November 17, at seven-thirty
contribution be used as needed in o'clock in the evening at the home
the projects of the organization. of Mrs. Charlie Lassiter.
Mrs. Joe N. Prince, chairman "A Thanksgiving Prayer" was
of the Music Department, the program topic and was
recognized several members who presented by Mrs. Homer Fred
have recently received honors: Williams, Mrs. Ned Coleman,
Mrs. Morgan Sisk, Kentucky and Mrs. Standley Letterman.
Conservation Educator of the Following the program a
Year; Mrs. Charles Moffett, who business meeting was held and
received blue and red ribbons for refreshments were served by the
her entries in the Kentucky hostess
Federation of Women's Club's Those present were Mrs.
Crafts Festival; Mrs. Rob Ray, a Austelle Crouse, Mrs. Marvin
winner in the City Doubles Tennis Scott, Mrs. Maurice Crouse, Mrs.
Match; Mrs. C.C. Lowry, State Ned Coleman, Mrs. Homer Fred
Honorary Chairman of the March Williams, Mrs. James Griffith,
of Dimes.
Mrs. Keith Letterman, Mrs. Fred
Mrs. John Thompson an- Lovett, Mrs. Standley Letnounced that the children's terman, Miss Gwenith Crouse,
concert will be given December and Mrs. Charlie Lassiter.
7. The Murray State University The December meeting will be
Choir, directed by held Wednesday, December 15, at
'Capella
Professor Robert Baar, will 6:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Bill
present the program.
Williams. A potluck Christmas
Mrs. Josiah Darnall reported supper will be served and sunshine friends will be revealed.

Women's Society Of
Church Meets At
Lassiter Home

Downtown,

DEAR JUST: The only good thing I can say about tight
pants Is, it makes one careful not to drop anything.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem. My wife's cat. I do not
care to have animals in the house and my wife knows it.
The stench of the cat's box on that first trip to the bathroom in the morning fills me with such nausea that it ruins
my breakfast, and starts my day off wrong.
If that's not enough, then there's the constant threat of
torn and scratched furniture, and little messes from "accidents" here and there, etc.
My beef is this: Why would my wife, knowing of my intense dislike for cats, so arbitrarily refuse to get rid of hers?
When I complain, she says if she had to make a choice between me and the cat, she'd choose the cat!
We've been married for seven months. It's the second
time around for both of us, so you'd think we'd have the
common sense to find a solution before things go from bad
to worse. What do you think?
DEAD SERIOUS IN HOUSTON

The marriage of Miss Susan
Rose Pierce, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frelon Pierce of Kirksey
Route One, to Daniel Lewis
Belcher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Urban Belcher of Benton Route
Three, was [solemnized in an
October wedding at the Kirksey
Baptist Church.
Rev. David Brasher, pastor of
the church, officiated at the
double ring ceremony read at
seven o'clock in the evening as
the wedding party stood beneath
the white wrought iron arch
flanked by arrangements of
white gladioli.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Thyra
Crawford.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in her
Victorian style wedding gown

Faith Doran Circle
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Vaughn

Murray

The Faith Doran Circle of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church held its regular
meeting on Tuesday, November
16, at two o'clock in the afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn.
Mrs. A. L. Rhodes presented
program on "Thanksgiving".
the
cats
about
know
DEAR DEAD: What your wile doesn't
She read thoughts written by
do
would fill a cat care manual. IGive her one.] Cat boxes
James Whitcomb Riley on the
not have to smell! And cats, properly trained are not dein thought of what the real
"depth
time
It's
cat!
a
than
bigger
is
problem
your
structive. But
thankfulness means. She also
you and your bride leveled with each other. Find out why
quoted John Neff's thought on
she's using an innocent little animal to punish you.
Thanksgiving and read her
CONFIDENTIAL TO GRANDMA G.: I know you mean
scripture from Psalms 118. In
Advice,
it.
for
ask
who
those
to
only
well, but I send advice
closing she sued the letters in the
regardless of how much it is needed, is useless unless it is
Thanksgiving, to give
word,
least.
sought. And those who need it most, usually want it
thoughts for putting thanks into
the approaching holiday obWhat's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
servance.
Cal
Angeles.
Los
MOO,
Box
-ABBY.
to
Write
chest.
your
A pledge service was conWOO. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
ducted by Mrs. Bun Swann.
envelope.
New officers of the circle for
1972 are Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
Huie, coand Miss Meadow
chairmen; Mrs. A. L. Rhodes,
4
vice-chairman; Mrs. J. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Arm- Sammons, secretary; Mrs.
strong of Murray Route Five Calista Clanton, treasurer; Mrs.
announce the birth of a baby boy, Jack Wilcox, flower chairman.
Johnson Drew, weighing seven
SHOP EARLY
The chairman, Mrs. Vaughn,
pounds 402 moves, born on
Wednesday, November 17, at opened the meeting by reading a
AND SAVE!
12:11 p.m. at the Murray- thank you note from Mrs.
William Britton for the circle's '
Calloway County Hospital.
They have two other sons, part in the luncheon at the
Dana Rob, age Vs years, and general WSCS meeting in which
eleven she was presented a pin and
Stewart Benton, age
months. The father is employed silver service for her dedicated
work with the WSCS while
at Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. residing in Murray. She and her
Robert B.
Armstrong, Sr., of husband have moved to Mayfield.
Williamstown, W. Va., and Mr.
Announcements
were made
and Mrs. David Dale Johnson of
Charleston, W. Va. A great of the Officers Training Day at
grandmother is Mrs. Dessie B. Greenfield, Tenn., on November
18, the Stewards dinner on
Johnson of New Yotic, N.Y.
VALUES TO 19.99
Mrs. Rachel Chevalier of December 1, and the desire of the
• Holiday dresses
Williamstown, W. Va., is here youth groups of the church to do
polyester, ornel pli
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arm- odd jobs to earn money for
velour, acrylic print
community projects.
and double knits
strong and family.
all sizes
Rev, and Mrs. Thomas Powell The hostesses, Mrs. Vaughn,
of Hazel Route One are ow Mrs. Aaron Chapman, and Mrs.
parents of a baby girl, Lydia Joy, Mettle Parker served delicious
weighing seven pounds three refreshments to the fourteen
ounces, born on Thursday, members and one visitor, Mrs.
November 18, at 10:38 am at the Cletus Fain.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is pastor of the
Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Include hot cornbread on
Sherman Powell of Benton Route
Four and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. fall camping menus. To
make cornbread on the
Reeves of Paducah Route Six.
grill. grease and Mite two

1 PC. DRESSES
Hiket

SALE

FASHION
ROBES

;I,

9-18$

Color

599

Not Show

rr r;,I.
4t•
is

tricot ond fleece robes
in solids and prints
trimmed with embroidery
r lace .
size's 10-18

ROW'
start 645
Tonite

11

X

Outdoor bread

•

ALL
RAI NCOATS
ON SALE

FULL SLIPS
1 7600& 276
99

Antron III, ny1,-and sot,
sizes 32-48

Rir,

acetate and nylon tricot

A baby boy, William David II,
weighing eight pounds 5,-2 ;minces, was born to Mr and Mrs.
David Driver, 505 Central,
Saturday,
on
Mayfield,
November 20, at 1020 am at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Driver Motor Company,
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Driver of Mayfield and Mr.
and Mrs. George Page of Cuba.

OFF
1 0tY0

8, 2

PACKAGE PANTIES
5 pr. to a package
176
pithier Christmas gift
REG. 1.,,

fashioned of white lace over
satin. The dress featured an
empire waist line, standup collar,
and Juliet sleeves. Tiny satin
covered buttons were used on the
sleeves and collar. Her three
tiered chapel length veil was
trimed with white lace and attached to her headpiece of pearl
and crystal trim. The clpess was
Dampen a cloth through which
made by her aunt, Mrs. Mary you strain juice for jelly. Dia
keepp the cloth from absorbing
Pierce.
She carried a bouquet of white the luice.
carnations placed on a white
Bible with purple trim.
Miss Sherry Pierce was the
maid of honor for her sister. The
Miss Dot
bridesmaids were
Pierce, also a sister of the bride,
and Miss Tammie Pierce, cousin
of the bride. They wore purple
floral dresses and each carried a
single white carnation with
purple streamers.
Phillip Bazzell was the best
'The
man for Mr. Belches.
groomsmen were Phillip Darnall
lifichael
and Lanch Adams.
Pierce, brother of the bride, and
Bobby Stevens, brother-in-law of
the groom, were the ushers. The
groom and the attendants all
wore dark suits with purple shirts
and white ties.
The newly married couple is
now at home on Benton Route
Three. Mrs. Belcher is a senior
at Calloway County High School.
The groom graduated from
Calloway County High School and
Room
is now attending the Mid Con-.
tinent Baptist College, Mayfield.

Luncheon was served at the
noon hour with Mrs. G. C. Ashcroft, Mrs. P k.Jdotuison, Mrs.
Sylvia Atkins, and Mrs. Rolf E.
P. King as hostesses.

Mademoiselle
Shop
presents

The Latest Fashions
Friday - 12:00-1:00
Shoes from

Holiday inn
Dining

Ryan's

MOTHERS!
Shop Downtown Murray on Saturdays
{
and we will entertain your children . .

FREE!
at the

Fop-

I Ne,c Gifts

from
with

DEAR ABBY: What do you think about tight pants? I
mean skin tight! Print this I want to show it to somebody.
JUST ASKING

Mr. and Mrs. Da niel Lewis Belcher

rBIRTHSj

(._'44410Prio4itop.
graimr*Vilb
Vert/

Page

DEAR ABBY: About a year ago I got involved with a,
married man. The relationship was really quite beautiful.
The next thing I knew, I was pregnant. He led me to believe
he would divorce his wife and marry me, so I let things go
until it was too late to do anything. Then I had the baby, and
gave it up for adoption.
I kept my mouth shut about who the baby's father was
because I didn't want to hurt him or his family. He promised
to pay half my expenses for the baby. This happened five
months ago, and so far all he has given me is $20. [He said
his wife handles all the money and he doesn't want her to
get suspicious.1 Abby, I know he could have done better than
that. He is an executive with his company.
After the baby was born we kept on seeing each other
because he said he loved me and I still loved him. Now I am
getting disgusted with him. I want to move away, and find
another job, but he doesn't want me to. [We work at the
same place and I see him every day.)
I don't want to cause trouble, but I feel like he took advantage of me. If you were my mother, how would you adALONE
„
vise me? I am 19.
• DEAR ALONE: I would advise you to see a lawyer and
let him handle it, to have nothing further to cto with this
man, and to move away and find another job.

Alpha Department
Hears Program By
Mrs. Downing

Miss Susan Rose Pierce And Daniel L
Belcher Are Married At Kirksey Church

ewt
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Wosh 'n wear raincoats
.
with zip-out linings
also in denim and the nylon
silos
clre wet-look
8-20, 16142-204.

4

8 to 9-inch metal pie plates.
Prepare, one 12-oz. pkg.
corn muffin mix as directed or use the recipe on the
24-oz pkg enriched cornmeal., Pour batter into one
pie plate: cover with inverter! second pie plate. Place
on grill over low coals.
4 Place stone on top for
windy weather.) Rake until
brnwn on the bottom Invert pans and continue baking until brown or a cake
tester comes out clean.

DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS

THEATRE PARTY
On These Saturdays: Nov. 27, Dec. 4, 11, 18
10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
See Us for Your Childrens Free Tickets
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
STORE

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

SUPER

PARKER'S
MARKET

BOONE'S LAdVDRY
THE YOUTH SHOP

PARKER FORD
THE PEOPLE'S BANK

RUDY'S RESTAURANT

NATIONAL STORE

LITTLETONS

CRASS FURNITURE

BILBREY'S

HOLLAND DRUG

RYAN'S SHOE STORE

MADEMOISELLE SHOP

FURCHE'S JEWELRY

SETTLE-WORKMAN

THURMAN'S

MURRAY SUPPLY

PURDOM & THURMAN INS.

WARD-ELKINS

FENTON & HODGE

PURDOM'S INC.

LINDSEY'S JEWELRY

ADAMS SHOE STORE

BANK OF MURRAY

I.ERMAN'S DEPT. STORE

FURNITURE

These Tickets Good Only at The Capri Theatre
* THIS SATURDAY'S PROGRAM *

"ARIZONA RAIDERS"
with AUDIE MURPHY

Plus 4 Color Cartoons

Ytilialiwileimirmeawasowameosimmarts•

• IL
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Blue Hens Named UPI
Small College Champs

Season Climax To
Come Thanksgiving

By Itt
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By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) -Lightning has struck for the second
time in the 80-year football

history of the University of
Delaware as the United Press
SMITH
By CHARLIE
International Board of Coaches
And the Nebraska passing been hampered by an ankle
UPI Sports Writer
game, centered around quarter- injury all year. Wylie, however,
has named the Blue Hens 1971
NORMAN, Okla. UPI) - back Jerry Tagge and slotback was held out of the Kansas
Small College National chamwrote
that
once
someone
When
Johnny Rodgers, is quick- game arid has had 2 weeks of
pions.
ABA Standings
they were playing for all the striking.
rest.
The Blue Hens, who finished
marbles," he must have had
By United Press International the season at 9-1 and averaged
Colorado Sports Information "He's looked 100 per cent to
Nebraska-OklahoEast
Thursday's
Director Fred Casotti, who me in practice," Mildren says,
over 40 points per .game, were
W. L. Pet. GB also named UPI's National
ma football game in mind.
watched his team fall to "but I guess he and the trainer
13 5 .772
They just don't come any Oklahoma 45-17 and Nebraska would know more about it. I
Kentucky
Champions in 1963.
/
2
11 8 .579 21
Virginia
bigger than the 1:50 p.m.(CST) 31-7, says, -my comparison is expect he'll play, though."
Delaware's final point total
9 9 .500 4 including 20 first-place votes
game thdt will be witnessed by like asking two dead men who Mildren, incidentally, is not
New York
/
2
10 11 .476 41
61,826 at Owen Field and an died the better death -they expecting Nebraska to roll over
from the 32 coaches participattelevision both killed us."
/
2
national
ABC-TV
8 11 .421 51
Floridians
if the Sooners do strike quickly.
ing in the balloting was 306,
audience of 80 million.
7 11 .389 6 while second-ranked McNeese
Carolina
And Colorado, incidentally, -We felt like if we could go
At stake will be:
West
was good enough to win nine out and score one or two quick
State of Louisiana received five
-Nebraska's 29-game strin other games and gain an Astro- touchdowns all year that most
W. L. Pct. GB
first-place votes and 267 points.
without a loss and Oklahoma's Bluebonnet Bowl berth.
13 7 .650 ...
Utah
teams would wonder if they
Among Delaware's 1971 vic9 9 .500 3
nine-game winning streak.
Indiana
Defensively, Nebraska has could stop us. But if we score
tims were three major colleges
-Undisputed possession of
.444
4
10
8
Dallas
edge. The Cornhuskers, led quickly against Nebraska, well,
-Rutgers, Villanova and Bos/
2
the Big Eight Conference
8 11 .421 41
LET'S ALL GIVE HIM PLENTY OF ROOM-Nobody seems to know what to think as Rick Scar- Memphis
y tackle Larry Jacobson, I don't think they'll wonder.
ton University -and the only
championship.
7 11 .389 5
middle guard Rich Glover, end They've been in many, many borough flies through the air to pick up two of his eight points last night against South Marshall. Denver
Blue Hen loss was to a fourth
-The No. 1 ranking in the
Results
Tuesday's
major college-Temple.
Willie Harper and the best big games. They have confi. Watching the aerial show are Larry Henson (41), Jim Slack (21), Sherman Cothran (31), Dennis
national poll, held by Nebraska
Carolina 102 Virginia 98
secondary in the Big Eight, dence and they'll fight back." Smith (24), and Jim Hall (35), of South Marshall, and Jerry Duncan (45) of Calloway.
since the season began and
Dallas 104 Denver 101
McNeese (9-0-1), which had
And what if Nebaska scores
Staff photo by David Hill
allowed only 6.4 points per
threatened only by No. 2
Utah 114 Pittsburgh 112
only a 3-3 tie with Northwest
quickly?
game this season.
Oklahoma.
(Only games scheduled)
Louisiana marring its record,
"I think it'll work that way,
Oklahoma's defense, despite
-The prestige of the Orange
Wednesday's Games
was second throughout most of
the fact that its offense held the too," says Mildren. '`Our
and Sugar Bowls, which selectNew York at Indiana
the latter part of the season.
ball much of the time, yielded defense has confidence in our
ed Nebraska and Oklahoma,
Pittsburgh at Memphis
The Cowboys were unable,
offense to score quick and to
16.2 points per game.
respectively, last Saturday.
Dallas vs. Carolina at Raleigh, however, to combat Delaware's
"I think we have a pretty score a lot."
In the year of the running
N.C.
week-in and week-out romps
So, the biggest game in the
good defense," Sooner Coach
back, both teams have excepFloridians
Denver
at
over
nationally,. recognized
Eight
history
of
the
Big
Chuck Fairbanks says. "It's not
with less than two minutes to Utah vs. Virginia at Richnicat tomr
tional performers. Oklahoma's
overpower:2g, but it's pretty narrows down to which team Momentum. Just a word; or is 51,2 freshman, James Wells. At
Greg Pruitt and tts'magician of
Va.
sound. We'll be in the best plays best Thursday. Mistakes, it? Coach Jerry Conley doesn't halftime, the Lakers led by 38-33, Play.
Eastern Michigan, which had
The Lakers' m.arkspaanPhi
a quarterback, Jack Mildren,
and
James
Wells
had
22
of
those
think
so.
play
a
big
part.
no
doubt,
will
physical shape to play that
NBA Standings
a pair of ties blotting its 7-0-2
had
improved
last
night
from
have burned up the midlands.
Momentum
in
the
form
of
the
PointsNebraska has lost 19„turnovwe've been in all season."
Nebraska's Jeff Kinney, though
- Defense was the name of the both the field and the free throw By United Press International record, picked up three firstOnly one key player may not ers (13 fumbles, 6 pass South Marshall Rebels, defeated
Eastern Conference
place votes and wound up third
not as fleet as Pruitt, is a fine
game in the second half, and the line. Calloway hit 40 per cent of
be able to play up to his interceptions), while Oklahoma his Calloway County Lakers.last
Atlantic Division
at 238 points. The Hurons were
the
attempts
runner.
from
the
floor
and
a
Rebels
came
out
of
the
dressing
night
79-68
.
capabilities. That is Joe Wylie, has committed 26 errors (24
W. L. Pct. GB No. I for one week during the
The score was tied nine times room with one thought foremost sizzling 64 per cent of their gratis
Oklahoma halfback who has and 2
12 7 .632 ••• season.
Boston
shots.
during the contest, and the lead in their minds. Stop Wells!
10 9 .526 2
South Marshall sank 41 per New York
And they did stop him. The
changed hands constantly. The
Philadelphia
9 10 .474 3
Tennessee State, with one
two teams seemed to take turns Rebels put a full court press on cent of the field goals and matBuffalo
8
11
.421
4
first
place vote and 185 points,
ched
the
Lakers
64
per
cent
of
going on scoring sprees, in a run- the Lakers and quickly regained
Central Division
was fourth and C. W. Post,
and-shoot contest that won't see the'slead. The young, relatively their free throws. Calloway won
W. L Pct. GB Delaware's opponent in the
By BOB DI PIE'TRO
inexperienced Lakers, with only the battle of the boards with 29
its match very soon.
Baltimore
8 11 .121 ... upcoming Boardwalk Bowl at
UPI Sports Writer
By United Press International converted two insurance tows First one team, then the other two games behind them, just rebounds to their hosts 18.
6 10 .375 Y2 Atlantic City, N. J., finished
NEW YORK [UPI) -Earl
James Wells took game high Cincinnati
Practice makes perfect for for Dallas as the Chaparrals would explode in a drive that couldn't hold up under the
Atlanta
5 12 .294 2 fifth with 130 points.
Williams, who wound up the the Utah Stars
beat the Denver Rockets 104- gained momentum as
it rolled pressure. Their shooting cooled scoring honors with 29 points.
5 14 .263 3
Cleveland
season as the regular catcher
101. Hamilton scored 21 points and would rack up eight or
South
Marshall's
Sherman
ten off and they had trouble even
Completing the top 10 were
Western Conference
of the Atlanta Braves, today
One of the Stars' patented and Steve Jones tallied 24 for points before the other team getting the ball downcourt under Cothran paced the Rebs with 24.
Arkansas
Tech, Samford,
Division
Midwest
player
second
thebecame only
plays is geared for split-second Dallas. Ralph Simpson of could scose.
Calloway just the very effective press of the Jim Hall added 21 to the Marshall
Northern
Colorado,
Louisiana
W. L. Pct. GB
at that position to be named the timing. It worked Tuesday Denver took scoring honors happened to be behind at
Cause.
the host quint.
Tech and Howard Payne.
.857
Milwaukee
18
3
National League Rookie'of the night as Glen Combs flipped an with 31 points.
Next
Tuesday
is the Lakers
The Calloway Countians finally
wrong time.
Seventh-ranked Samford will
Chicago
13 5 .722 31
/
2
Year by the Baseball Writers out-of-bounds pass to Jimmy
And that's what counts. It's not found themselves late in the third next outing as they travel to
McDaniels
Jim
Seven-foot
Detroit
9 10 .474 8 host the Amos Alonzo Stagg
Association of America.
Jones with five seconds remainhow you play the game, it's quarter and pulled up to the Hickman County for their third
Phoenix
11 .421 9 Bowl Nov. 25 against unranked
8
Johnny Bench of the Cincin- ing and Jones tossed a 10-footer converted a free throw and whether you
game
of
the
season.
Last
night's
three-quarters mark with a 55-51
win or lose.
Ohio Wesleyan. The only other
Pacific
Division
nati Reds, in 1968, was the first from the right of the key to connected on a hook shot that Calloway may
have lost the lead. They couldn't hold on to it, loss leaves them 2-1 after a loss to
post-season bowl involving the
102-98
win
Carolina
to
a
rallied
W. L Pct. GB
catcher to be honored as the break a tie and give the Stars a
battle but they're still in the war. however, as the Rebs came back Carlisle County and a win over
top 10 is the Pioneer Bowl in
McDaniels'
over
Virginia.
Los
Angeles
17
3
.850
circuit's top rookie.
Sedalia.
114-112 victory over the PittsThe Lakers put on a show of with an explosive fourth quarter
Wichita Falls, Tex., Dec. 11,
points came after Virginia held
Golden State
14 7 .667 3i2
that netted them 28 points to their
Williams, 23, spanked 33 burgh Condors.
which will match up No. 3
a 98-96 lead with two minutes teamwork during the first half
13
7
.650
4
Seattle
SCORING
that astounded everyone, in- visitors' 13. Four of Calloway's
home runs and drove in 87 runs
Eastern
Michigan and No. 9
Miller
paced
remaining.
Larry
4 17 .190 131
/
2
Houston
Zelmo Beaty scored 35 points
an a .260 average. He polled 18
cluding the South Marshall team' starters fouled out in the closing
Louisiana Tech.
3
15
.167
13
for Utah as the Stars increased the winning Cougars with 25
Portland
Callostay 68)-Stockdale, 7,
of 24 votes cast by the selection
They ran, they passed, they shot, minutes of the contest. Howard,
Tuesday's Results
their American Basketball As- points and Charlie Scott had 27
Camelia-bowl-bound Chico
Wells, Wyatt, and Stockdale Wyatt, 2, Wells, 29, Howard, 14,
committee. Willie Montanez,
they did everything perfect.
for
the
losing
Squires.
Milwaukee 112 Detroit 104
sociation Western Division lead
State headed the second 10
Shelton,
4,
Duncan,
2,
Ferguson,
the centerfielder of the PhilaThey centered around their 6- left the game with five personals
to three games over idle
New York 125 Cincinnati 110
teams and was followed by
2, Scarborough, 8.
delphia Phillies, attracted the
Indiana. Combs netted 24
Western Kentucky, Boise State,
South Marshall 179)-Smith, Chicago 130 Portland 94
remaining six votes. Montanez
points, including a pair of three
undefeated
12, Cothran,24, Slack, 11, Hall, 21, Buffalo 102 Atlanta 97
Westminster
of
tatted .255, with 30 home runs
Cleveland 104 Baltimore 102
-pointers from outside the 25Pennsylvania and Southwest
Henson, 11.
and 99 runs-batted-in.
Phoenix 178 Philadelphia 107
foot circle, and Jones tallied 21.
Texas State.
BY DON CARR
Williams, a
resident of
Only games scheduled r
George Thompson led the
Montclair, N. J., became the
TWENTY
TEAMS
Kentucky
NOVEMBER
24,
West
152
After that it was Alcorn
Wednesday's Games
Condors with 31 points.
first Atlanta player selected
1
NEBRASKA
- 118,0
21
103.6
TENNESSEE
A&M, Livingston of Alabama
New York at Baltimore
and only the third Brave in the
ALABAMA
2
- 116.6
12
ARIZONA STATE
102.7
Basketball Scores
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* TURKEY DINNER *
Turkey & Dressing
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No Lay-Away
No Exchange
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This offer includes Men's, Womens' and Childrens' Shoes!
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!!
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)o Refunds

I
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Murray, Kentucky
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Thanksgiving Features
Much Football Action
By BOB DI PIETRO
send coach Tom Landry scram- Moorman (shoulder ) and reUPI Sports Writer
bling to the computers for a serve guard George 'Daney
Thanksgiving Day in the
hasty revaluation, but since the neck). Quarterback Greg'
National Football League will
former middle has taken the Landrey suffered an attack of
include a menu of bump-andhelm as regular quarterback stomach flu early in Detroit's
run, stunting, blitzing and
the Dallas ship has sailed to a 3 28-3 win over the Bears last
bombing and the piece de
-0 record.
week, but will probably start.
resistance: A division lead.
Staubach has a lot of
Linebacker
Mike
Lucci
That's what's at stake for
to whom he ankle), are listed as probable
Dallas and Los Angeles as the receptive people
makes his pitch —people like starters for the Lions. Wayne
teams clash at 3:30 p.m. EST
Bob Hayes (26 catches for 570 Rasmussen will replace free
at Dallas in the second half of
yards) and Walt Garrison (36 safety Tom Vaughn (hamthe nationally-televised Turkey
for 330). Duane Thomas, after string) for the second straight
Day doubleheader.
beginning, is week.
his troubled
Kansas City and Detroit have coming on strong once again
The first regular-season bata lot riding on the outcome of
with 455 yards rushing so far. tle ever between the two clubs
their game in Detroit, beginis rated a pick-'em affair.
ning at 12 noon EST. The won- What it all means is that Dallas
Detroit, however, is 6-0 against
lost record of each team puts it is No. 1 in the conference in
AFC teams, including a 28-14
(35.4
yards
per
total
offense
into contention as the "wild
victory over Oakland last
(203.9
yards
game),
passing
card" entry in the playoff
Thanksgiving.
per) and scoring ( 253 total.
sweepstakes.
go
roman
Gabriel
goes,
so
As
A loss would spoil a recentlygained first-place advantage for the Rams. Like the girl in the
both Dallas and Los Angeles nursery rhyme, when he's good
The Cowboys (7-3) took the lead he's very, very good, when he's
in the National Conference east bad look for San Francisco.
this past Sunday with a 1341 Gabriel will be throwing to
Jack Snow, Lance Rentzel and
Removable multi-pane winblanking of Washington
Bob Klein when notAhanding off dow grilles have a multitude of
2 Leaders' Dilemma
virtues.
A defeat at the hands of Los to Willie Ellison' whose 653
career
rushing
yards
mark
his
For one thing, rigid vinyl
Angeles would drop Dallas to 7grilles. available with all An4 and a .636 percentage, high and place him fourth dersen window styles require
compared with idle Washing- among conference runners.
no painting When ftfted - bum
" t.4is2f4t Given Edge
ton's 6-3 and .667.
the inside glass surface, they
Staubach
to
possibly
Look
for
reveal one large easy-to-clean
The Rams ( 6-3-1), though
outperformanced in nearly emerge as the game's leading pane instead of many small
panes
with hard -to-reach corevery department by San rusher since both clubs put a ners
passer.
Los
of
heat
on
the
lot
Francisco (6-4). nonetheless
In addition, the grilles are
wrestled to NFC west lead from Angeles has sacked the enemy
a quick. economical way to
the Forty Niners with a 17-8 quarterback 31 times and its give windows a new look and
secondary —led by cornerback change the home's architecvictory Sunday.
Gene Howard —has pilfered a tural decor Multi-pane grilles,
an Francisco players can conference-high 21 passes. The traditional with double - hung
sit comofortably in front of the Cowboys have got to the windows and Colonial archiTV munching on a drumstick opposing passer 34 times and tecture, are equally effective
with casement windows and
and watch their team gain a are second to the Rams with 18 contemporary house styling.
share of the top spot if the ineterceptions.
Rams fail to cope with Dallas.
The Cowboys, who have not
Obviously, it's a dilemma for beaten Los Angeles since 1962, HOMBERGEN WINS MATCH
Morocco
CASABLANCA,
the two division leaders. are given a three-point edge.
Thursday's twin-bill kicks off Since both conferences need a KUPI) —Patrick Hombergen of
the Ilth week of the season and second-place team with the best Belgium upset Hababi Souchaid
the days grow short when you won-lost percentage to complete of Morocco, 3-6, 6-3, 6-2,
reach November. The situation the playoff merry go-round Tuesday in the surprise match
in the standings now is both the chiefs (7-2-1 in the of the opening round of the
comparable to the stickiness of American Conference West) International Morocco tennis
a goal-line stand. It's a must tti and the Lions (6-3-1 in the NFC championships.
come out on top.
Central) will try to advance In other first-round matches,
John Paish of Britain beat
Thomas' Game Strong
their cause.
Jacques Thamin of France, 6-4,
The,Iv)teams will face their
Threat of Injuries
predicament in different ways. Injuries may be a big factor 6-4; France's Jean-Claude BarDallas, with the makings of a in deciding this one. Kansas clay defeated England's Stesuper —if not super bowl — City lists four
probables: phen Warboys, 7-5, 6-1, and
team, has the all-round talent. cornerback
Jim
Marsalis Australia's Peter Doerner
Roger Staubach and his neck), running
back
Ed topped England's Stanley Matimprovised play-calling may Podolak (leg), Guard
Mo thews, 8-6, 6-1.
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CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET
203 North Brewer Street

DOUBLE KNIT

SPORT COATS

Pial

qv and Belted Becks - Stripes, Printt,
Solos, All Colon. Size 35 to 46 - Regular
And ton9

1

DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
ALL COLORS

DOUBLE KNIT SUITS
SOLIDS - STRIPES - PRINTS

$ 1 00

TWO PIECE SETS

By FRANK sIACONIBER
Copley News Service
There was a time when golf
was a game which required, in
addition to skill, a considerable
amount of courtesy and good
manners
Unfortunately, as the game
grew to outlandish proportions
and was popularized across the
length and breadth of the taxi,
many oafish customs crept into
golf. Such as driving into the
foursome ahead and yelling a
warning "fare" only after the
ball is winging its way towards
human target.
Or showing great impatience
if the foursome ahead isn't
moving along with the same
swift tempo of your own group.
Cr moving the ball about with
the clubhead in violation of
U. S. Golf Association rules.
Those were unheard of encroachments of the laws of golf
a few years ago. But today
most courses are so crowded
it's often necessary to overlook
violations of established golf
etiquette. Which brings us to
another abase of this royal and
ancferit aline — the behavior of
the golfer toward his competitor during a crucial match,
especially if there are various
wagers riding on the outcome.
Rules are necessary to
govern this part of the game of
golf becanse many players,
either deliberately' or unintentionally, commit countless
sins of omission and commission. If you are a golfer who
plays for stakes — high or low
— you will understand most of
the admonitions contained in
the following canons of competitive golf etiquette.
Your opponent is not interested in hearing you say
you're not playing as well as
your handicap — the number of
strokes above par you usually
shoot. Until he has watched you
perform for a few holes he
won't be interested in playing
you for more than a dollar on
each nine holes and perhaps
another dollar on the 18-hole
match outcome.
What your rival really is
looking for is a foe with a very
fast backswing, a quick lurch
and a pocketful of money. /C
little arthritis wouldn't hurt,
either, as an added handicap.
Your golfing foe does not
want you to embarrass him by
asking him to concede short
putts. If he wants to concede
one, he'll tell you.
Don't tell him about your
past triumphs or debacles on
the links. He is only interested
in the round you two are play-

bounds " He already feels bad
enough about it, without your
shallow sympathy.
Your opponent may have
several imperfections in his
game. If so, he already is
painfully aware of these flaws,
such as: standing too close to
the ball; standing too far away
from the ball; bending the left
arm; too open a stance; too
closed a stance; not enough
pivot; no follow-through, etc.,
etc., etc.
All these faults and others
long since had been pointed out
to your opponent by his friends,
some of whom.now are classed
as former friends.
Your foe has been striving for
years to play respectable golf,
so drawing attention to his
shortcomings only can add to
his grief. Your time could be
spent more profitably concentrating on your own game.
When the match at last is
over, your rival will let you
know if he is interested in
playing with you again. And
relative to the traditional 19th
hole, your opposite number has
no objection to a friendly drink,
especially if he wins the match.
Indeed, it helps him often to
forget or at least become more
reconciled to his imperfections.
If you won the match, he will
expect you to pay for the
drinks. If he wins, he can be
expected to do the same.
In some cases your opponent,
if he is meticulous about golfing
etiquette, will reel off all or
most of these rules and admonitions on the first tee,
before the match ever starts. If
that occurs, he likely will end
his recital with these words:
-And so, before we tee off,
may I thank you for what I hope
will be an outstanding
exhibition of consideration and
courtesy."
To 'the uninitiated, the
foregoing might sound a little
farfetched, But to the average
amateur golfer it should make
a lot of sense.

By GAY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
Revenge is sweet for Walt
Hazzard.
There comes a time in every
player's mind that he'd love to
look good against the team that
traded him. Hazzard is no
different and he received that
opportunity Tuesday night as
the Buffalo Braves defeated the
Atlanta Hawks, 102-07.
Hazzard, sent to Buffalo in a
trade for Don May and Herm
Gilliam, missed the first chance
for a confrontation earlier this
season because of an injury.
This time he made a deep
impression on Atlanta coach

Richie Guerin as he scored a
game-high 30 points and the
clinching points in the last
minute of play.
Hazzard's basket with Buffalo
leading 9847, came on an offbalance 18-foot jumper just as
time ran out on the 24-second
clock. Elmore Smith, who
blocked eight shots and
grabbed 11 rebounds, netted the
game's final points with a pair
of free throws with two seconds
left.
Never Looks Back
"I never look back," Hazzard
says of his fortunes in the NBA.
He was a first round draft
choice by the Los Angeles

Lakers after leading UCLA to it.
30-0 season in 1963-64. Hazzard'
was picked up by Seattle in the
1967 expansion draft and traded
to Atlanta in 1968 for Lennie
Wilkens.
"Walt is the real teanb,,
leader, our quarterback," sayai.
Buffalo general manager Eddie,.
Donovan, who mastermindedi
some of the deals that made,
the New York fCnicks NBA
champs in 1970.
Washington, recentty
Jim
acquired from Philai
netted 25 points for Atlanta.
Pete Maravich scored 11 for the
Hawks.

National PTA Reaffirms UN Support
World Health Organization educational exchange between possible instrument for world:
(WHO),the Food and Agriculture the United States and other peace."
countries, and assistance by the
Quoting from the 1971-72
Organization (FAO), and the
United Nations Development U.S. in the training of teachers legislative program of the
and other professional and National PTA,Mrs. Mallory said,
Program (UNDP).
"In addition, hemispheric technical personnel for other "Diligent efforts for international
cooperation should be made
programs such as the Alliance for countries.
Progress, which are related to "The programs of the UN through use of United Nations
the
regional organizations which involve children are of channels—to improve
established within the framework particular importance to the economic, social, physical, and
of the United Nations and which members of the National PTA— spiritual welfare of all children
largest
vohintir* and youth."
are designed to develop un- the
Mrs. Mallory also urged
derstanding, respect, and organization working totally in
cooperation among nations, the interest of children," Mrs. senators and congressimenn to
should be supported," Mrs. Mallory pointed out. "If these continue the program of the'
programs are not continued, the United Nations Children's Flifld
Mallory said.
She said
the
The National PTA supports a losers will be the young people (UNICEF).
broad program of cultural and with whom our children are National PTA supports in pringrowing up—the builders of the ciple the work of specialized
world of tomorrow."
CLEMENTE GETS A VOTE
agencies of the UN, such as the
NEW YORK (UPI) —Roberto
United Nations Educational,
Chicago, Ill—On the heels ef
Clemente, who was voted the
Scientific,
and
Culturiiir
recent criticism of the United
most valuable player in the
Organization (UNESCO), tAdi
Nations, Mrs. John M. Mallory,
Pittsburgh Pirates' World Serpresident of the multi-millionies victory over the Baltimore
member National PTA has issued HONOR BOBBY JONES
Orioles, was the overwhelming
NEW YORK (UPI) The New
a statement to all members of
October choice Tuesday in the
the U.S. House of Represen- York Metropolitan Golf writers
race for the 22nd annual Hickok
tatives and the Senate in support Association announced Tuesday
Professional Athlete of the
that its 1972 annual awards
of the UN.
Year Award."
"We are aware that important dinner will be dedicated to
Clemente had 428 points
decisions are being made about grand slam champion Bobby
followed by Steve Blass (145),
Jones.
George Blanda (72), Bill the UN and about U.S. parJones, who holds the record
ticipation
in
this
international
Kilmer (54), Lee Trevino (30),
organization,- Mrs. Mallory, of 13 major championships won
Gary Player (23), Otis Taylor
said. "On behalf of its mem- during his career, scored his (22), Norm Bulaich (19), Herve
bership, the National PTA wishes grand slam of the U. S. and
Filion (15) and Jack Pardee
to record its belief that the UN British Open and Amateur
(11).
should be supported as the best championships in 1930.
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BOYS SHIRTS
PERM- pREST - SOLIDS & STRIPES
$100

SHIPMENT

6:30 a.m.

11

C.P.O. JACKETS
AMERICAN MADE UNLINED PLAIDS - SOLIDS AND BELTED STRIPES
SIZE S-M -L- XL
REGULAR
$8,005$1000

$6'

ME

SHIRT JAC
LONG SLEEVE - SIZE S-14-1.-XL
GOLD

rtised
t•

BANK AMERICARD

Your rival would appreciate
it if you would avoid such
cliches as: "That would have
been a beauty if it hadn't
caught the trap," or "You got
an awful bad kick," or -The
ball wouldn't have gone out of
NEWARK VS. OTTAWA
DUNN, N. C. (UPI) —
Newark (N.J.) College of
Engineering will meet Ottawa
(Kan.) in the first match of the
National Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Soccer Tournament,
Dec. 1-4.
Erskine will face Keene State
in the second game on the fourgame Dec. 1 card followed by
defending champion Davis and
Elkins vs. Goshen and Westmont vs. Quincey.

IN CORDUROY AND-ORLON

SIZE 2 To 18
REGULAR
81.50 to 82.75

$100.00
VALUES

AKE

FLARE PANTS
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100 NEW

5
TS

200 PAIR

SIZE 29 to 44
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VG 00 to 825.00
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SAMPLE SALE
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MATCHING
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LUCKEY YOU ... IF YOUR
LITTLE BOY CAN WEAR SIZE 5

SOLIDS-STRIPES-JEANS
$2.50

$75 00
VALUES
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Hazzard Leads Braves
Golf needs return In Win Over Atlanta
to good manners
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MEN'S
BELTED - VESTS & PULLOVERS
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$6'.$9°'
MEN'S FIRST DUALITY

JUMP SUITS
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nreen R1,11. Aloe Corel r.nid fl•evovr,

MASTER CHARGE

AEROS GET HODGES
CLEVELAND (UPI) —Harold
Garner" Hodges, early-season
pinch hitting sensation in the
American League last season
was sold outright by the
Cleveland Indians Tuesday to
the Wichita Aeros of the
American Association.
Hodges finished the season
with 17 hits in 83 at bat for a
.205 average after attracting
attention with four straight
pinch
early in the
hits
!campaign.

TALUS NAMED
ST. LOUIS (UPI) —Cedric
Tallis, general manager of the
Royals, was
Kansas City
named Major League Executive
of the Year Tuesday following a
poll conducted by the Sporting
News
Also honored in the poll were
Bobby Grich of Rochester as
the Minor Leagues' Player of
the Year; Del Rice, manager of
Salt Lake City, as the Minors'
Top Manager and minor league
executives Carl Steinfeldt of
Rochester )AAA), Miles Wolff
of Savannah (AA) and Ed Holtz
of Appleton (A).

WAITING

Here now. The no.1 selling
import truck that'll save
you money in a hurry.
At last we've got a lot of our little truck, the working machine that
• Delivers up to 25 money-saving miles per gallon.
• Runs smooth, strong and long with an efficient overhead
cam ermine.
• Hauls up to half-ton of most anything in a steel bed.
• Rides you first class in a vinyl upholstered tab.
The Datsun Truck. People drive it for size, for economy, and becaus):
it gets the job done. Drive a Datsun...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIPF

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
-Open Evenings Tit 8:00'
So. 12th Street

Phorip /53 /114
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Peres How toManageMedicalCareCosts Business

Is
Against New
Welfare Aim

QU can still d,.) something to
!
rising medical care costs from
ning away with your mone),
e klegitk Insurance Institute
rs the following suggestions on
,
to exercise some control ovei
ir personal medical expenses.
• First of all, do your best tc
id getting sick. Thismeans pracpresentixe medicine by taking
net care of yourself and by treatng an ailment before it becomes
are -erious—and expensive tc
rest.
• Resiew your health insurance
o make sure it can adequately
rotect against the catastrophic
:financial effects a prolonged stay

P—Nearly everyone agrees that
comprehensive reform of the
nation's welfare system is a

;:in the hospital will cause.
...: • Mks% the hospital and doe

4,r.' fees in your area. Then make
.:•tire your health insurance is on
'at lesel with these coats,,,:- • If you have any financia
roblems and will have troubli
aying your doctor bills, let hin
now about this. Often you car
rearrange a feesceinvenierit for
ith of you.
• Take allowable tax deduc
lions. That means keep a record or
very expenditure advised by youi
octor—from rubbing alcohol tk,

ARLY TREATMENT IS IMPORTANT. According to medical expert
me of the most critical d:seases can be cured if treated earl).

must. But the Congressional
move toward Federalization of
welfare with guaranteed income
payments is a step in the wrong
direction, in the view of most of
the nation's independent business
proprietors.
This is revealed in a poll by the
National Federation of Independent
Business on the
basic question, should the
Federal government or the States
decide what types of welfare
programs are to be esta blished?'
A comprehensive welfare r
reform bill which has passed the
House of Representatives would
establish
Federally-insured
minimum family assistance
payments in place of the present
State-established payments.
In the Federation's poll of
business people, this Administration-backed reform bill
gained support from only 13
percent of the respondents. But a
rival measure introduced by
Senator Carl I. Curtis of

paid for—you are throwing your skier your complaint and possibly
ask you to appear' before it.
• Invest in a regular health
• Finally, the Institute suggests
check-up. This may sound simplis- that if you do not feel well and
tic, but regular check-ups are im- believe something is wrong, don't
portant and too often ignored. delay in finding out.
They can nip a disease before it
Frequently people try to cut
becomes costly. If you are past 35, down on their medical bills by not
nose drops—and declare them.
annually
is
a
physical
complete
a
seeking treatment until they are
• Cut unnecessary visiting ex- must.
seriously ill. This not only defeats
penses by seeing your doctor at his • Purchase as much health in- the purpose of preventive medicine,
office rather than at your home surance as you need, but don't try the foremost way to preserve your
His Office equipment will allow to overinsure. Health insurance is health, but it is more expensive
him to make a more efficient ex only meant to help you meet your in the long run.
amination at a 10Wef COSE.
bills. Keeping extra policies to _ Remembek, even diseases as cri• Use your telephone When you tome- out "ahead" is 'a mistake. tical as cancer can be cured if
4
• Consider the purchase • of
rtnt to consult y3ut physician. major medicat dexperisiPx..trance detected'at an early stage.
Nebraska which would decrease
' ince he has your family medical to help you with the really big
the Federal role in welfare won
istory and knows you, he can
Manor medical is designed to
backing from 84 percent of the
_ ften advise ycu over the phone. Clo this and to help pay outpatient
anything Atatibtful or seriou
businessmen. Another 3 percent
diagncistic- sevices'is
treatment
or
oil can be treated in person.
offered no opinion.
well as hospitalization. It's geared
,• Follow- yap doctor's orders.
Poll results from Kentucky
any medical
for
virtually
to
pay
f you refuse to listen to his advice
your doctor prescribes.
show 7 percent of the inwhich you have solicited and treatment
• Remember to put aside a
dependents endorsing the House
mall reserve fund to take care of
measure, 81 percent favoring the
the little extra medical expenses
Senate alternative and 2 percent
that come along.
abstaining
• Don't abuse your health inThe honor roll for Lynn Grove
While the House measure
surance. That is, do not demand
hospitalization —merely because Elementary School has been proposes to establish one system
your policy covers it—for routine released by the principal Freed . of welfare for the entire nation,
diagnostic procedures that could Curd, and is as follows:
with standard payments of $2,400
be handled on an outpatient basis.
Fourth
Grade—Cathy
a
Yearfc'fatarnilY "
° °urviithn°
That's' one of the practices that
Crawford, Shirley Elkins, Tripp other income and lesser aid for
have led to price- rises.
the
working
poor,
many of the
• Always discuss the doctor's Furchess, Kenneth Griffin, Mark
businessmen feel that much of
fee
with
him—and
at
your
first
Jackson,
Melissa
Miller,
Keith
B.R. Allen, principal of New
the present welfare "crisis" has
meeting with him. Waiting until
Elementary School, has after you receive the bill can be Overby, Meleah Paschall, Mike been brought about by Federal
Smotherrnan,
Rogers,
Richard
eased the honor roll for the a mistake. But if you decide a
regulations which States must
at six weeks period and it is as medical fee is unreasonable after Tehresa Tucker.
Fifth Grade—Karol Kemp, follow if they are to receive
ollows:
a service has been provided, the

money away.

4

Lynn Grove
Honor Roll
Is Released

r

New Concord
Honor Roll
Is Released

SERVICE

Even the nonlive exhibits are

•

By JACK TUCKER
Copley News Service

WALNUT CREEK, Calif. —
The Alexander Lindsay Junior
Museum here has a unique
library for children. It has no
books. No records. Just small
animals for the kids to check
out and take home.

''A child's need for having
pets is a normal part of
growing up," says curator
Gary Rogue, an ascetic-looking
youngish man with a crew cut
and neatly trimmed Van Dyke
beard.
"However, this need should
be :...oupled with responsibility
and the learning of humane and
proper care of pets.
"The purpose of our Pet

Library Club is to supply just
this opportunity."
The pet library works just
like a public library. The
youngster applies for a library
card which must be completed
and signed by both child and
parent.

the Pet
Library Club is $1 a year —
considered well within the
range of most allowances.
Children must be at least six
years old to join.
When a child is issued his
library card, he or she may
check out a pet for one week.
The circulating stock includes
rabbits, guinea pigs, hamsters,
white rats, turtles, frogs, toads
and lizards.
Cages and feeding instructions are provided. The
borrower must provide food —
and loving care.
Fines are imposed for
overdue pets 110 cents a day)
and replacement costs are
Membership in

levied on lost or damaged
cages or animals.
In case of mistreatment of
the pet, the library card may be
revoked.
be
animal
may
No

orphaned little creatures in
their home — and let them
loose
than most children
"The only exception to this
(renewal) rule,'' the curator
adds,"is if your pet should give
birth while you have it We feel
that this is an important experience for a child to see, and
we will renew such an animal
several tirnes."
Over the last two years, more
than 8,000 children and
teachers
have
borrowed
animals from the pet library.
On some busy days at the
library, as many as 200 little
animals are in circulation.
The pet lending library is lust
one of many activities of the
Alexander Lindsay Junior
Museum in this shaded city
nestled among the sensuous,
golden rolling hills of Contra

As part (
program,
rainbow ti
three year
flow into 1
hatching f
reservoir,
the lake
population
return to
spawn
establishe
additiona
opportunit
TVA is s
for help in
needed to
this progr.
know, !Ii
caught, ax
whether o
had mau
dozninal c
about the
peas), fill

...program under which the
youngsters become junior
curators.
There are also summer backpacking natural history field
trips, as well as classes for the
blind and the emotionally and
physically handicapped.

Early American- model 7324 Also in Contemporary and Mediterranean styling Your choice

Space-saving fine-furniture
console with Big Screen

The museum was founded in
1955 and named for the Late
Alexander Lindsay, a Walnut
Creek civic leader and prime

TAC is a complete electronic system that lets you kick
the bothersome TV tuning habit. It automatically keeps
pictures sharp and flesh tones natural. No more green
or purple faces! You set it once and forget it:You'll

instigator of the program.
In addition to the pet library,
the museum maintains a small
zoo housing touchable native
birds and mammals; many

enjoy perfect 23" diagonal measure pictures. And—
the Magna-Power Chassis uses predominately solidstate components for improved
performance and increased reliability. A real value. Only ...

aquariums of native fish and

weight of
Fisherr

IVIciignewcoc

Leach's Music & TV
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7575

411

SHOES

DRESS & SPORTS
Values to '16.99
$990
Just

DRESS & SPORTS
Values to 1 19.99

CHILDREN'S

1 2 OFF
/

SHOES

• Shop now for Christmas and
use Mastercharge and Bank*
• Americard

• sherr

SHOES

Just $12
"

r as h tons For The Younger Set *

Parts, Tennessee
•
* 1244. Washington
Ph 642-29i
1******************************************

Use aluminum foil pans to hold
potted plants on furniture. They
keep plants from damaging furniture. These are less noticeable
if enameled to match'the color
scheme of the room in which
they are used. -

\\\ll I I 1///Open
LITTLETON S

*

I/414Pf

0
trbt In!

Lee-

tttr

DRESS SHOES
Values to 1 26.99

'
169°

Now

2

ONE GROUP

Values to 1 24.99

Now

I'1690

Values to 1 19.99
Now

BURNETT'S SHOES

$

2
"/

master charge
YMS .01...111.11S

PARIS, TENN.

l'Itterto ltrever

Ohl in!

int

*

IMO

_J
tie tetettrect4wi

ft rtt

Every Sunday 1:00-5:30

MD Ole
*

/Ayr
BANKAMFPICAPO

*

MEN'S SHOES MEN'S SHOES *

Values to 112.99

Now $790

ONE GROUP LADIES

Free Coffee
Free Parking

Until Christmas

* Free Gift Wrapping
* Use Your Charge

"The Happy Yellow Store"

inciucie a
the head E

dorsaL I
scales ca
manner a
tree to de
Informi
sample s
boat docl
brought
Fisheries
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TVA F
boratoi
37828

Callow
Of Fh

* Open Friday Night Until 8 P.M.

-*• STRETCHINI
• SPORTSWEAR

NorFish
Up

year in th
catch, whi
declined so

Costa County, half an hour's
drive east across the bay from
San Francisco.
Director Sam Smoker points
out that the museum also
sponsors the "Museum Aides"
— a children's volunteer

amphibians, plus collections of
rocks, fossils, shells and Indian
artifacts
But there is no stuffy
'museum atmosphere.' about
the Lindsay, housed in a
cavernous old concrete block
building that used to be a
pumping storion for the
municipal water supply.
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TOTAL
AUTOMATIC
COLOR TV

3 DAYS ONLY!.. . FRI., SAT. & MON.
November 26-27-29

— ONE RACK

•

Kids check out
pets at library

tett/tette tett tette tee ei...ette
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

Did You Know?

Phone 753-9999

all tethered
but uneaged fur easy touching
and petting

Holly LaMastus, Terry Lassiter, Federal funds.
Shelia McKenzie, Ginger Mit- Welfare rolls increased 30 "renewed" — with one exThere's an air of amiable, but
chell, Terry Lynnn Paschall, percent last year, and the ception.
"It's hard enough to bring
purposeful, harum-scarum as
Debbie principal program in which the
Randolph,
Mike
Federal government is in- 'ad Spotty' back after one dozens of teen-age staff
Thomason, Chuch Williams.
volunteers bustle about their
volved—Kid to
Families with week," Bogue explains.
Grade—Bonnie
ArmSixth
He should know. His own
countless housekeeping chores
Dependent
Children—now
covers
strong, Tamrnie Calhoun, Grpg
youngsters probably have amid assorted live owls, young
Minion
persons.
Cooper, Regina Gentry, Denise 10
care of more sick or eagles and hawks, a rumtaken
Howard, Mike Howard, Kevin Congressional studies indicate
that
adoption
of
the
House-passed
Hutson, Kim Kemp, Cindy
Lassiter, Tammie Miller, Gary welfare reform bill would inIII'
Int
ink
Morris, Steve Sills, Perry Sims, crease total welfare recipients
from 15 million to 251
/
2 million.
Alesa Walker.
Seventh Grade-Donna Adams Increased costa would be borne
Tom Chavis, Charles Glisson, by the Federal government.
welfare
adGay Howard, Randy Hutchins, Increased
Carl Kelleher, Gene Dale ministration from Washington, in
Lockhart, Janet Murdock, Kenn the view of most independents,
Orr, Tammy Overby, Gail would be like throwing gasoline
It appears that
crease of nearly 53 billion over thc ,Smotherman, Teresa Starks, on a fire.
California Governor Ronald
benefit high set the previous yea- Pam Todd.
• It means that private insurer
Eighth Grade-Pat Adams, Reagan summed up their feelings
The idea of
are paying close to S1-1,4 billio• Stanley
Anderson, Kathy when he said:
each month to help Americar Calhoun, Hal Crouch, Carl simply
surrendering
our
meet their health Care bills.
Doran, Mike Farris, Kathy authority and administrative
ONE GROUP LADIES
ONE GROUP LADIES
• The dramatic increase in her
Jackson, Rita }Cimino, Don machinery to the same huge
efit payments is. illustrated_by
Federal
system
that
created
the
cCuiston, Sandra -Pogue, Lisa
figures: Total private health incrisis in the first place is simply
surance benfits paid. in 1950 Rogers, Terry Rogers, Te
51.3 billion; in 1960, $5.7 billion Vance, Regina Windsor, Margre unacceptable to me."
Senator Curtis, in introducing
in 1970. a record $17.3 billior Thompson.
the Senate bill which would allow
States to regain complete administration of welfare, said:
"Putting it quite bluntly, the
Pair
States have been robbed of the
authority and power to effectively determine the kind of
ONE GROUP
ONE GROUP
programs which best fft the needs
of their people and any semblance of real control over the
administration of the programs
inposed upon them. Under HEW
regulations, the State must do it
FAMOUS BRANDS
Washington's way or there will be
no money to do it at all."
His bill would reduce the
Federal role to revenue-sharing,
and allow each State to design its
own program to the level that its
taxpayers want to support.

Third Grade—Cindy Johnson, first step is to negotiate directly
;Connie Garrett, Kim Weather- with the doctor. Fees are not inford, Ricky Barrow, Jeff Wyatt, flexible.
What if you do not get satisfacAllen Hill.
tion'
Fourth Grade—Joanne Green, You can then put your com4iLesley
Herndon, Melissa plaint, and the details, in writing,
and send them to the grievance
V Brinkley, Cindy Hutson.
Fifth 'Grade—Kenneth Mc- committee of the local county
medical society in your county.
'Cuiston, Debbra Smith.
Any physician can give you the
Sixth Grade—Johnny Brinkley, address.
The committee will conatricia Cunningham, Laura
arrett.
Seveath
Grade—Ronnie
For Imniediate Release
ibson, Linda McCuiston, Steve
cCuistEighthon, Cindy Williams.
• This nation's private healti
Grade—Linda Avery, insurers paid $17.3 billion in health
Randy Herndon, Rida Hicks, insurance benefits to policyholder
'*.Judy Kimbro, Benny Pittrnan. last year.
• The record total was an is

MURRAY
MUFFLER
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Norris Lake
Fish Trips
Up Over '70
Fishing trips to Norris Lake in
1971 are up 4 percent over last
year's figures, say TVA fisheries
biologists.
They interviewed about 1,300
fishermen during a 12-week
period from April through June,
and estimated the number of
fishing trips to the lake in that
period at more than 53,000. The
survey indicated fishermen
averaged 4.5 hours per trip, down
from last year's average of 5.2
hours.
The number of fish caught
remained the same as last year,
however—about two fish per trip
averaging a total of 1.3 pounds.
Significant gains showed up this
year in the crappie and bluegill
catch, while catches of other fish
declined somewhat.
As part of its fish management
program, TVA has planted
rainbow trout eggs for the past
three years m two streams which
flow into Norris. Hopefully the
hatching fish will migrate to the
reservoir, live, and mature (with
the lake's abundant shad
population for food supply), then
return to the stream or origin to
Once the trout are
spawn.
established, they may provide an
additional year-round fishing
opportunity at Norris.
TVA is asking area fishermen
for help in supplying information
needed to evaluate the success of
this program. Biologists need to
know:(1) If these trout are being
caught, and when and where, 12)
whether or not any trout caught
: had mature eggs in the ab,dominal cavity mature eggs are
about the size of small green
peas), and (3) the length and
weight of the trout.
Fishermen are also asked to
include a fish scale from behind
the head and just beneath the top
dorsal) fin. The rings on the
scales can be read in the same
manner as rings on the trunk of a
tree to determine the fish's age.
Information can be placed in
sample scale envelopes at any
boat dock on Norris Lake, or
brought to the Forestry and
Fisheries Laboratory on U.S. 441
south of Norris Darn, or mailed to
: TVA Forestry and Fisheries
Laboratory, Norris, Tennessee
37928

Calloway Chapter
Of FFA Has Meet
The Calloway County Chapter
of the Future Farmers of
America held its regular
meeting, Nov. 10, with president,
Randy Lee. presiding. The
meeting was opened with the
official ceremony.
Greenhand Initiation was held.
Seventy-five members received
the Greenhand Degree.
The Chapter voted to participate in the District Burley
Show and Sale at Paducah
and to participate in the school
activities by selling mixed nuts,
candy, pepper, flavoring, and
magazines. They also voted to
Initiate Chapter Farmers at the
next meeting.
Janey Kelso has been selected
as the Chapter Sweetheart. Other
girls in the contest were Brenda
Collie, Kathy Hopkins, and
Carolyn Smith. Janey will enter
in the District FFA Sweetheart
Contest.
Officers for this year are
Randy Lee, president; Mark
Paschall, vice-president; David
Wyatt, secretary; Curtis Lamb,
treasurer; Pat Ross, reporter;
and Ray Murdock, sentinel.

You Don't Have
To Be Shocked
Any Longer
Static electricity in the home
can be avoided, according to
home comfort experts of The
Weet Bend Company.
Static electricity builds up in
the home when the air is dry
and there are no conductors of
electricity, such as humidity in
the air, readily available to disperse the electricity.
The easiest v ay to eliminate
the problem is with a portable
home humidifier. A portable
humidifier will place sufficient
moisture in the air, allowing
electricity to discharge into the
atmosphere rather than shocking a hand as it touches a door
knob or some other metal object.
Besidea helping to short circuit static electricity, a portable
humidifier helps relieve unpleasant physical irritations, such as
dry nasal passage and scaly
akin.

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 24, lift

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I klKiFfi. & TIMES

ROSES
In Murray

ROSES will be closed THANKSGIVING DAY

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-THURS.
9 A.M.-10 P.M. FRI.-Sat
12:30-6 P.M. SUNDAYS
LADIES

* Prices Good Fn.-Sat.-Sun., November 26-27-28 *

LADIES DUSTERS

POLYESTER

PERMANENT

PANT TOP

PRESS

LADIES
PANT SET
100% ACRYLIC

Soft pastel colors
trimmed in
delicate embroidery

2 Styles in 5
Fashion Colors &
White

Long vest with
patch pockets.
Solid color vest and

POLYESTER
DOUBLE
KNIT
MATERIAL
60" Wide
Asstd Colors

N
Reg.
3.88 20

Sizes &MI
2 styles

Sizes S-M-L

Reg.
2.99

yd.
Sizes 8-16

Reg.
s8

7-PC. - ALUMINUM

COOKWARE SET

Twin
Size

COVER
FITS BoTH

by
Wearever

Skillet
2 Sauce Pans
Dutch Oven - 3 Covers

Lovely fashion colors.

QUILTED BEDSPREAD
FLORAL Reg.
$397
TAFFETA s6.97

Petite-Med.
Tall-Ex. Tall

Reg.
'9.44

—

FOAM FILLED

SWIVEL ROCKER

REGENT MIXER

Long wearing heavy duty

Portable or Stationary
Bowl and Stand
3 Speed Motor
White-Avocado-Gold

BED PILLOW

vinyl.

Attractive print

Easy care, yet an attractive

cover.

addition to any home.

SAVE

Several colors to match

Reg.
'9.97

any decor.

99;

at
ROSES!

HASSOCKS
Ideal to go with that
Swivel Rocker.

DRY IRON

Long

wearing

Reg.
'9.77
• 5 venh
• Switches from steom to dry at
push of
the button.
• Extra high lift cord
• Ironing tempercrhire set
automatically
• Easy to fill spout

$844

Friday Saturday - Sunday
TURKEY & DRESSING
CHOICE OF TWO VEGETABLES
HOT ROLLS
BUTTER
COFFEE or ICE TEA

with
•Runs up to 7 Hrs.
On Overnight Charge
•Use Indoors or Out

Reg. '34.88

$2988

Real Racing Thrills

Reg.
12.89

99'

BIG
WHEEL

MARX

Big Daddy

Johnny Lightening
INDY 500 RACE SET

SET
DRUM
Bass Drum

2 Cars - Track

$987

•21"
•11" Snare Drum
•9" Tom Tom

Reg. '14.97

S1197

10 INCH

TRICYCLE

Reg.
13.88

nisi 1"
DRAG T
•Action
Pistons
\
t

BOY'S or GIRL'S

BICYCLE

A Great "First Bike"'

Reg.
11.97

44

Luncheonette Special

HOT FOOTBATTERY
DRAGSTER
RECHARGABLE

Looks Like
A Real
Hot Rod'

vinyl
cover

*Steel Ball
Bearings

Reg.
539.94

A

Hi-rise handle bars,
banana seat.
sew" _

Newest colors.

3494

•Racing
Sound

•••

The Smaller
Businesses
Have Trouble
As price controls move onto
Stage for presumably a prolonged
stay, a substantial question is
ildw raised as to whether the
*nailer, independent firms can
Stay even with the board.
1 The continuous surveys conlucted
by
the
National
Independent
Federation of
Business show that in October
only 64 percent of the business
firms reported higher selling
prices than a year ago. This is
down substantially from earlier
in the year when 72 percent
reported higher selling prices
over the same month in the
previous year.
At the same time the
Federation survey shows 30
Ike rcent reporting the same
Selling prices as a year ago, while
2 percent report lower prices.
Earlier in the year only 22 percent reported they had been able
to hold prices down to the 1970
levels.
However, the key indicator in
this NFIB data is the high percentage of the respondents who
report that price increases over
the past year have not compensated for the cost increases
aticounterett
' Only 16 percent of those
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WHITE
FOOD
STORES
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'

—where tHendly people
heip you save/

Prices Good thru Tuesday, Nov. 30

BRAUNSCHWEIGER
Field's
lb. 39;
Field's
CALLOWAY HONORS PAST PRESIDENTS: Eleven of the 15 men who have served as presidents
of the Calloway Country Club were present recently and posed with their pictures, which will hang in
the clubhouse, at a dinner houoring its past presidents. They are: Front row, left to right: John
Irvan 11956); Edgar (Red) Howe (1966)paho also holds the picture of James Rudy Allbritten (1965);
who also holds the picture of Russell Johnson, Corpus Christi, Tex., i 1964); Mrs.
Henry Fulton 1970.(
Ed Glover, who is holding the picture of her late husband, Verne Kyle, president of the club In 1958
and 1959; Dr. John Quertermous 119571, who also holds the picture of Buford Hurt (1963), and Dr.
Chad Stewart i 1971 ). Back row, left to right: Dr. Louis Ryan (19671; C. Wayne Doran (19681; Wells
Purdom, Jr., (1969); Joe Dick 119611; Circuit Judge James L.assiter (19601, and Al Lindsey (1962.)
James Dale Clopton, a charter member of the club, is the president-elect for 1972 and will assume his

duties in January.

Greeting Cards Aid Charities

Roses Are Red, Violets Blue
Help Yourself and Others To

Social Security
News

By Charles M. Whitaker
remosed.
[he topic of health, an ag,e-olci had his appendix
shame
a
"What
long
has
everyone's,
concern of
"It won't happen to me "
"It's so much trouble
say that these increases fully been popular with writers, as an
often do we hear this said
How
something
"Losing
on
Fterature
increased
the
compensated for
impressive amount,of
regarding many things in day to
.4You weren't .even wine'
Costs, while 64 percent report the sulisct can. testify It has been
One of the nicest—and most day life? But the threat of a
Ley compensated only partly a theme in a wide-rang ng number
therapeutic
"Camilleof all "get-well" mes- disability is something we must
Dumas'
from
works.
of
report
percent
higher
kid 15
to Schultz' "Charlie Brown". In sages to send this coming Christ- all be aware of in our lastbelling prices failed to cornrucent years, it has found yet an- mas season—is through a Christ- moving, ever-changing world,
ibensate at all for the increased
other expression in the ubiquitous mas card whose sale helps the un- and when it occurs it is not
business.
doing
costs of
fortunate and chronically ill, reget-well card.
particular who it strikes. It can
' Paradoxically, in two vocations
Who sends get-well cards? Well, ports the Health Insurance Instiaffect our financial security more
where advancing labor costs to hear some card-carrying practi- tute. Among the non-profit medical
retirement or even death of
would be considered a major Voners of the card game talk, busi- groups from whom you can pur- than
factor in a shrink between costs ness is seasonal. During these fall chase Christmas cards are: Nation- the worker.
example, most of the al Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, NaSocial Security
provideS.
and selling, prices, the reverse months, for
country seems to be made up of tional Association for Retarded disability protection if the
appears to be true. In the conwhostay
Children,
Dimes-The
of
March
Nathose
folks:
two kinds of
worker, at any age under 65. has
struction industry only 13 percent
home with colds—and those who tional Foundation, Kidney Founreport selling prices did not offset go out and send them get-well cards. dation and the Muscular Dystro- worked long enough and recent
considered
He is
enough.
rising costs and in manufacturing
You don't have to catch a cold phy Association,
disabled if his condition prevents
only 12 percent repid this to receive a card, of course. In
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Sliced Into Chops

ift

1 4
/

1 Lb.

Field's

9t
lb. Olt WIENERS5

BACONbs.89t CHILI
* FROZEN FOODS *
Jiffy Cubed

10 Pack

Frosty Acres
10 oz

1-Lb. Roll

PRODUCE

59t TANGERINES

BEEF
PATTIES.
Frosty Acres Sliced
STRAWBERRIES 16-°z.
Frosty Acres
6-oz
LEMONADE
Frosty Acres
10-oz.
MIXED VEG.
BABY LIMAS

69t

Field's

Columb-lo Thick Sliced

t

Doz.

Golden Delicious

9'
,BANANAS.
19
19, POTATOES

GODCHAUX
POWDERED OR BROWN

4-1b bag

lb

Red or White

10 lbs

29'

2/39'

Pr

WHITEMAR

794

NIBLET

CORN

TOriRp_S

MEAL

494r-; 39' 2/45'
Musselman's

FREE!!

APPLESAUCE
\N'an 2/37'
EGGS

canH
C
No 300

$100

COOKING
OIL

RED & WHITE

2/39

* JOHNSON'S COUPON *

Red & White

2 Lbs. of SCOTT'S CORN MEAL
with the purchase of 5 lbs.
Scott's Leader Flour 69t
(plain or self-rising)

HY-POWER

RED I. WHITE
MEDIUM

L
o
D
3

2 lbs

SCOTT'S

CORN
5 lbs.

39's
39'
10"
49'

Crackers CHEESE

1 Lb

SELF-RISING

*

VALLEY BROOK

FLAVOR-KIST

SUGAR

Crossword Puzzle

memo mg

SAUSAGE 59!

BEEF

withwith IBEANS

20 0;

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 6.0z. JAF1 OF
,vs iaN r

MAXWELL HOUSE.
COFFEE
Good

Only at Johnson's Grocery

6-oz. Jar

WITH THIS COUPON

35t

* JOHNSON'S COUPON *
SAVE

48 oz

89t

CATSUP

69

with
N. coupon
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Freedom is a tradition in
our great nation. From the
earliest beginnings, the
courage of our Pilgrim forefathers
made it possible. The will
and faith of our people have
kept it alive. It will remain ours
with vigilance and dedication:So—
the past, the present and the
future are,„inextricably woven
together. Through freedom. Today
we give thanks for this precious
legacy. We remember and cherish
our tradition. We pray that
freedom will become the inalienable right of all nations.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
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Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
5:30 News
6:00 Cactus
62$ Weather
-•
630 Sets. Chal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
730 Ed.
Fam.
11:00 Smith
1130 Shirley
9:00 Man-City
10:00 Weather
10:30 Cavett
12:01 wS

Cu. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam 12
/:30 Movie
9:00 Night Gal.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

Cu 5
WLAC
15:25 News
6:00 News
Sing
6:30 Mann
7:00 Burnett
1:00 Mew. Ceni
9 00 Manntx
10 00 News
0 30 Movie

CH 8
CH. 6
WSIX
WPSD
5.30 News
4.30 Nash,
6-00 Andy Grit.
7:00 Adam 12
7,30 myst. Movie 6:30 Make-Deal
7:00 Bewitched
900 Gallery
7 30 Ed's
10:00 News
Father
.1:00 Smith
Fern.
10:30 Tonight
1 8:30 Shirley
Wld.
9:00 Man-City
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett
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IP

WininemArs

C H :.
HFvs

CH. 29
WDXR
5:57 Noses
6:00 Movie
6 30 Rollin
727 Nerws
7:00 Burnett
7:30 ThIllifftr 21
1:00 C Burnett
1:00 Med. Cent•r 9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:00 Mannix
0:53 Harvey
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Grittla 10:00 Creel. Feat.
10:30 Movie
1 7:00 N0919
12:00 Sports

By JOAN O'SUUIVAN
HAPPINESS is being a
teenager who has won a national competition and a trip
to New York City At least,
that's what happiness is to
four fresh-faced youngsters:
Chrlstianne Horry of Salina,
Kans., Harriet Miller of Man,
West VI rgin a, and David
Heald and Gerald Boyd, both
of Atlanta, Georgia.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *
11:30 LaLanne,
9:00 The Hour
9:30 Dragon
WOO J. Lewis
Runner
10:30 R.
11:00 Phantom
Lidsville
11:30
5
12:00 Jackson
12:30 Bullwinkle
Ftbl
NCAA
1:30
6:30 Safaria
Ftbl
7:00 NCAA
1000 Weather
10:30 Cavett
1200 News

#

6:00 Mor Show 5:45 Journal
6:111 News
7:00 Today
AM
6:30 N'Ville
11:00 Pre-Parade 7:55 Kitc.
Korn.
9:00 Parade
1:00 Pinocchio
11:00 Ftbl.
1:00 Aladdin
2:00 cricket
10:00 Beanstalk
300 Mouse
11:00 King Arthur
4:00 Virginian
12:30 World Turns
6:30 Primus
`7:00 Flip Wilson 1:00 Love Is
:30 Guiding Light
100 Nichols
2:00 NFC Ftbl
900 Martin
Tell-Truth
4:30
10:00 News
i.°7:00 Bearcats
10:30 Tonight
I:00 News
10:00 News
10 30 Mason
1130 Movie

7 00 Today
9 00 Dinah
9:30 Concent.
10:00 Sale Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 W-W-W
11:53 News
12:00 News
12:15 Pastor
12:30 Romp.
12:55 Calendar
1:00 Lives
1 : 30 Doctors
200 World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Popeye
400 Gilligan
4:10 Dan Boone
6:30 Accent
7 00 Wilson
0:00 Jim Garner
9:00 martin
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
0:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov. Game
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Flipper
12:00 My Children
12:10 Make-Deal
LOC Newlyweds
Ftbl.
1:30 NCAA
5:00 News
6:30 Golddiggers
Ftbi
7:00 NCAA
10:30 News
11:00 CAvett

5:45 Sun. Sem,
6:15 Break. Show
7:00 News
1:00 Kangaroo
9,00 Lucy
9,30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fans. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
1100 Where Heart
1123 News
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
Pic
12:05 News
2:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 NFL Ftbl.
4:30 Primus
7:00 Bearcats
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Griffin
12:00 News

WPSD
5 - 30 News
600 News
6,30 Accent
7:00 Wilson
8:00 Jim
9:00 Martin
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

5,30 News
W
5:al News
"
545 Scoreboard
6:00 Andy Grit
:30 Golddiggers 5:511 Weather
6:00 News
7:00 Alias S&J
6:30 Primus
8:00 Langstreet
7:00 Bearcats
9:00 Marshall
10:00 TakesThief 8:°°-- Movie
10:00 News
1100 News
10: 30 Griffin
11:30 CAvett
12:00 News
-

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

•P

5:00 Mor Show 3:03 Journal
7:00 Today
1:30 LaLanne
7:00 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
9:00 The Hour
:00
Dinah
9
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:30 Content.
10:00 The Life
1:30
Concen,
7:55
Korn.
Kitc.
10:00 Sal&Cen.
10:10 That Girl
10:00 Sale-Cen.
1:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
11:00 Bewitched
10:30
Squares
0:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy
1:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
12:01 My Child.
11:30 www
10:00
Affair
Fans.
11:55 News
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Noon
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00
Our
11:00
Lives
Heart
12:15
Is
Pastor
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp. Rm.
2:00 Gen HOSo
'
0
One
2:00
An
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
World
2:3
Life
2:30 Promise
1:00 Lives
12:25 News
3:00 Love Am.
3:00 Somerset
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
3:30 Matinee
3:30
Virginian
1:00 Love IS
2:00 World
5:00 Hugh X
5:00 Mayberry
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
5:30 News
5:23 Wea.•Spts.
2:00 Secret Storm 3:00 Somerset
6:00 Cactus
5:30 News
2:30 Edge of Night 3:30 Popeye
6:25 weather
6:00 News
Pyle 400 Gilligan
3:00 Gomer
4:30 Anderson
4: 30 Dan BOOM
6:30 Mayberry
3tit • •5igan
7:00 Brady's
7:00 D.A.
5:30 News
7:30 Patridge
4:00 movie
6:00 News
730
NBC
5:25
News
News
1:00 Plimpton
6:30 Gr, Acres
1:30 Monty Nash 6!00 News
9:00 Special
7:00 D. A.
10:00 News
4:30 Tell-Truth
7:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight
4 7:30 O'Hara
10:00 News
9:30 Felony Sq
8:10 Movie
10:30 Cavett
10:00 News
10,00 News
12:00 Movie
10:30 Tonight
10:30 mason
1:00 News
11:30 Movie

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
1:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
1:30 Dragon
1e:00 J. Lew is
10:30 R. Runner
11:00 Phantom
11:30 Lidsville
12:00 Jackson 5
12:30Bullwinkle
100 NBA
Basketball
6:30 Your Life
17:00 Brady's
7:30 Partridge
1:00 Plimpton
9:00 Special
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

5:45 Sun. Sem.
6:I5 Break. Show
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Film• Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:23 News
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
P:c.
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12,30 World Turns
100 Love
Man y
1:30 Guiding Light
200 Sec. Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
400 Virginian
5:30 News
5:45 Scoreboard
5:50 Weather
6'00 News
6 30 Sports
700 Teddy Bears
7•30 O'Hara
1,30 Movie
10.00 News
10:30 Movie
12:10 News
_

• The youngsters, winners
all, were selected to model for
a good-grooming poster that
will be distributed to thousands of schools this fall by
the Educational Services of
Avon Products. The fact that
their poster picture will be
seen by some 6,000,000 students didn't seem to faze the
foursome at all.

10.00 Movie
II 40 People:
11 so Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12: 30 3 On A Match
:
100
Movie
2.57 News
3.00 Movie Game
4.00 Bozo
5:00 Now Expi
5:30 Bill Dance
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:311 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
1:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

* Ledge & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening. *
,A.-•,,,, ..,.-,.•
_
Cu. I
,
CH. 6
-- k-sfir;vy'---,-,2-r-., I
X '

,
CH. 3
-CH. 4
CS 5
.
WSIL
WSM
WLAC
5:311 News
5:30 News
5 25 News
6:00 Cactus pete 4:40' News
6 00 News
6:25 Weather
6:30 Primus
6:30 Tell-Truth
6:30 Safaria
7:00 F. Wilson
7:00 Bearcats
7:00 4114as S
04141 NichiNs
11:00 Movie
10:00 News
8:00 Longstreet
1:00 D. Martin
9:00 Marshall
10 00 News
10:30 Mason
10:00 Weather
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Movie
10:30 Cavett
12:00 News

Chosen To Model For
Good Grooming Poster

• Both David and Gerald
attend the same school and are
on the football team. The girls
were strangers----but not for
long. Before . _the .-whirlvAnS
week was out, all four had
promised to write regularly
and, hopefully, to hold a reunion some day.

IN THROES of hairstyling at New York shop, Christianne
Horry looks dubious- but finished coiffure pleased her.

CH . 29

tvoxg

r

S 57 News
6.00 Movie
7:27 News
7-30 Theater 21
9•40 News
9 53 Harvey
10-00 Creat Feat.
10 30 Movie
12 00 Sports

PEANUTS

•Although her football record isn't quite as glorious as
David's or Gerald's, Harriet
plays center on the Powder
Puff Football Team at Man
High School. A slim and dainty
girl, she looks as if she'd be

more at home at the ballet
barre. The highlight of the
trip for her was a smashing
Afro wig that is extremely becoming.
•Christianne, who has long
blonde hair, was thrilled with
the styling it reqeived at a
New York salon, although midstream she was rather worried
about how the coiffure would
turn out. When finished, with
two neat little braids at either
side, the back long and slightly
flipped, she liked it but doubted she could duplicate it.
Both girls, like most teens,
spend plenty of time on their
hair, washing it several times
a week.
• All four youngsters had
that well-scrubbed look many
mothers regretfully assume
has gone out of fashion. Happily, it hasn't. Where wardrobe is concerned, all four are
hep -but not hippy. The girls
like pant costumes and short
skirts---- --they think the midi is
middle-aged.. The boys like
sport shirts, slacks and zingy
jackets. They're not keen on
suits.
Surprisingly, despite the
good-grooming poster, not one
of the winners wants to be a
model, Temporarily, their
heads may be up in the clouds
but their feet are planted firmly on the ground.
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1000 Movie
11:40 People,
11:50 Sewing
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100 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Game
4:00 5010
5:00 Now Expl.
5:30 NFL Football
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
940 News
9:53 Harvey
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10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on November 22,
1971 filed by Evelyn Wilson,
Administratrix of the estate of
Jasper D. Ahart, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before December 27, 1971
or be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 22 day of November,
1971.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
Calloway Co., Ky. •
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
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SERVICES OFFERE.D

12x50 FULLY CARPETED, SET OF6 hole 15" chrome wheels AUCTION SALE, Saturday BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
In accordance with Kentucky
$3250.00. Lots of real nice quality for Chevrolet truck. New. Phone November 27th, 10:00 a.m. inside also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Phone
Hazel
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
mobile homes on lot. Special 1972 753-8428.
N27C the spacious building (formerly .topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
25.200: Notice is hereby given
three bedroom double wide, only
753-4953
Hwy.
T.V. Service Center), 312 North 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
D7C
that a report of final settlements
$6995. Financing available on lot.
4th Street in Murray, Kentucky.
of accounts was on November 22,
We trade for anything of value. TWO OLD timey rockers, newly
Mr. and Mrs. James now in FOR ALL your home additions,'
1971 filed by Ella Mae Quer- Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South upholstered and refinished. Good Northside Shopping Center will alterations, remodeling, etc.',
the
of
termous, Administrix
Beltine Highway, Paducah, condition Phone 753-4511 or 492- sell any amount of new and used Free Estimates. Phone 753with a
estate of Bessie Hubbard tucker, Kentucky.
Phone 4434150. D3C 8296 after 4:00 p.m.
TFC
N27C furniture used and bought to be 6123
Dec'd and that the same has been
used in their rental properties,
approved by the Calloway County
USED G.E. Refrigerator, cop- WEIMARANER PUPPIES, AKC Which are sold from time to time,
Court and ordered filed to lie over
CARROLL'S PLUMBING 8c
for exceptions. Any person pertone in excellent condition. litter. Phone 753-4647. . N30C leaving this surplus as well as Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
Phone 753-8376 for more intradeins in their business at this 489-2295
desiring to file any exception
N3OP
cv.
N24C
location.
thereto will do so on or before formation.
A
SELLOUT
ON
MANY
And Open 5 A. M. for
Will offer; three office desks,
December 27, 1971 or be forever
bed, living and dinette suites,
barred. Witness my hand this 22 CONSOLE STEREO, refinished
C5 &Me/t
ice box, large modern lamp, (make perfect gifts
mirrors (54 tables, chairs,
CHIROPRACTOR
day of November, 1971.
. Aladdin lamps, modern painting,
-Red Eye Gravy,
903 SYCAMORE ST.
electric stoves, refrigerators,
By Marvin Harris
for Christmas) chests,
MURRAY. KY. 4207'
other small items. Phone 753roll-a-way bed, odd
Hot Biscuits and Sorghum Molasses.
County Court Clerk
Pm0Ne 753.9909
LOW PRICES!'
4727.
N24C
springs atld mattresses, child's
Calloway County, Ky.
773 9960
Also
be
sure
and
see
our
desk,
two
drink
boxes,
two
By Judith Ainley,D.C. 1TP
-Cranberry
SPOTS before your eyes-on your
Salimanders (used 4 times),
HOLDERS
„sI
BACKHOE OR dozer services. .
Sauce with Our SPECIAL CRANBERRY BREAD.
new carpet-remove them with
In accordance with Kentucky
ironware, bunk beds, T.V. and
and
Phone
RINGS.
Reasonable.
work.
Expert
FOR
RENT
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
stands, 50 gallons paint, rotary
TF04
753-9807.
Phone 753-3796
shampooer. Murray Home &
25.200: Notice is hereby given
tiller, shower stall, enough new
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wan,Auto
SSonk„,
N27C
516 South iltti Street car,d4oard t% cell an entire barn, SEPTIC TANK
- tots,oeanoc‘ofl
settlement of to wall carpet with central titra
-cleaning, back!
aettoUrit# wale
November 22, and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
z•ei)iart(Metro runs good,
RELAX
AND
unwind
with
safe,
NICE LITTLE breakfast set with any amount of valuable new and hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7531971 filed by Thomas B. Gaines,
TFC effective GoTense tablets. Only four chairs, antiqbe oak dresser,
753-7850.
TFC
III, Administrator of the estate of
used shop scrap, copper wire, 5933.
$.98 Holland Drug Store.
N24P nice plain electric stove, end and motors,
With an array of good tasting vegetables
Ola M. Jones, Dec'd and that the NEW
grinders,
case
of
new
,FURNISHED apartcoffee tables, chest of drawers,
INTERIOR PAINTING and wall;
same has been approved by the ment, built-in kitchen, dining SHOW CASE, a real
Our Regular dinner menu for table service & our breakantique. cheap bedroom suite. Phone 435- large flash lights.
Calloway
County Court and area, living room, one bedroom, About seven feet long, glass all
Will have beautiful hall tree, papering. Phone 753-3163, ask for
fast menu (Breakfast any time
N3OP
4042 evenings.
N26C marble top table, large and
Bill.
order filed to lie over for exnice.
three closets, bath and hall. around the front, sides and top.
• Large assortment of our home baked pies with pumpkin
ceptions. Any persdn desiring to Carpeted' throughout. Nicely Closed in back with sliding
Rocker, old couch and other
WILL DO Interior Painting.
file any exception thereto will do
bread, walnut cake, and home made ice cream.
furnished. Adjoins college. All wooden doors. Best offer. See at MAKE BEATEN down carpet things.
D7C
Phone 753-3484.
so on or before December 27, 1971 private. Phone 753-8648.
In
connection
with
this
sale
TFC Ledger and Times. Also have nap at doorways bright and fluffy
or be forever barred. Wintess my
from
T.
V.
New
Service Center,
four modern display islands again with Blue Lustre. Big
AUTOS FOR SALE
hand this 22 day of November,
made of metal in green abd white K.
N27C they are offering large apAPARTMENT;
FURNISHED
1971.
pliances
at
great
reduction,
as
living room, bedroom, bath and with adjustable shelves. N3ONC
1969 CORVETTE COUPE,:
By Marvin Harris
BELTONE FACTORY fresh they are closing out some of the orange,
power steering and/
kitchen, private entrance and
County
Court
Clerk,
In Our Back Dining Room from
hearing aid batteries for all make larger items,due to space in their brakes, electric windows, til
driveway. All utilities furnished.
Calloway Co., Ky.
new
store
in
Northside
Shopping
N24C
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
By Judith Ainley, D.C..- 1TP Phone 753-5619 after 5:00 p.m.
Center, next to Roses Store. Visit and telescopic steering wheel,
AM-FM radio,stereo tape player,
N24P
"NEVER USED anything like their store and see their nice burglar alarm, rally wheels, side
In accordance with Kentucky
store and register for gifts given
Lustre
of
Blue
it,"
say
users
and the Regular Fri and Sat.
pipes, 427 motor, automatic
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and THREE BEDROOM house, 204
carpet cleaner. Rent new away hourly at the auction.
transmission,
new L-60 tires
23-1/16X35"
25.200: Notice is hereby given North 12th Street. Contact Robert
Evening Shows!
Enjoy
Thanksgiving and attend
electric shampooer $1. Western
that a report of final settlement H. Hopkins at 753-5422 or 753this sale. Will have eats and rear. One owner, 33,000 act
Wishing
"The
Auto,
Home
of
.009 Thick
miles. Phone Hazel, Kentucky
N26C
of accounts was on November 22, 5833.
N24C drinks. Always glad to have you 492-8722.
Well."
ORDINANCE NUMBER 546, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser.
MAC•
1971
filed
by
at
Audrey
my
Sills,
Adsales.
These plates are perfect
BEING
AN
ORDINANCE vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
ONE BEDROOM apartment,
ministratrix
of
the
estate
of
Kate
Douglas
Shoemaker
in
charge
DECLARING THE NEED, Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarVICTORIA Fou
SERVICE STATION, located in of sale.
T. Peery, Dec'd and that the close to University. $65.00 per for siding or roofing
rrc 1955 CROWN
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY mington, Kentucky.
Coldwater, Will sell or Lease
Good condition. Original interioti
month. Phone 753-4910.
N26C
same
has
been
approved
by
the
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY
barns, for placing around Fully Equipped. Call 489Must see to appreciate. Phone
AUCTION SALE, Friday, 44688
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO Clothing, dishes, bicycle, tires, Calloway County Court and orN3OP November 26, 7:00 p.m., Shorty
N27Q
bedroom, bottom of mobile homes =15.
ONE
2
dered
TRAILERS,
filed
to
lie
over
for
exANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- toys, baby things, electric mixer,
McBride's,
Highway
641,
three
ceptions.
Any
person
desiring
to
per
month.
$45.00
One 1 bedroom, to keep out the wind
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE drapes, decoupage pieces, solid
1966 OPEL SPORT Coupe.
GIRL'S 3 SPEED bicycle new miles north of Paris.
.CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- oak work table, various file any exception thereto will do $35.00 per month. Phone 489N26P Another good load from St. Beautiful car. Excellent con:
N26NC and snow, and for many Call 492-8569.
,SUCKY; AND ACCURATELY Christmas decorations and many so on or before December 27,1971 2595.
Louis; Gooseneck rocker, dition. $675.00. Phone 753other uses such as
'DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES household and utility items. N24C or be forever barred. Witness my
N270
CHEVROLET
V8,
one
1968
walnut
rocker, Needlepoint uph- 8124.
hand
this
22
day
of
November,
UNFURNISHED FOUR room
"‘DF THE TERRITORY WHICH
"building
out"
practically
owner,
extra
clean,
mlstery,
Victrola,
oak
chairs,
1971.
house with bath $3500 per
CITY OF MURRAY, KENall new tires. Traction tread on and rocker. Rifles, hand painted 1964 DODGE POLARA four doocBy Marvin Harris
month. Phone Thweatt Service
mice or rats.
PROPOSES TO AN- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
rear, heavy duty front and rear china, pressed and depression sedan. Bought new in Murray.
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
County Court Clerk'
Station, 753-2720.
N26C
springs,
heavy duty midwest glass, boat and trailer. Other Well equipped. In excellent
Lonardo
Piano
purchase.
Calloway
Co., Ky.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
condition. Phone 753-3202. N27C
grain bed, radio, 22 ton hoist, 2 furniture and misc.
Post
Company,
across
from
By
Judith
Ainley,
D.C.
1TP
TOMMON COUNCIL OF THE
UNFURNISHED HOUSE with
Call
at
speed axle. Phone Farmington Shorty McBride, James Travis
Tennessee.
N26C
Office,
Paris,
"CITY OF MURRAY, KENone kingsize bedroom, bath and
HELP WANTED
345-2225 days or 345-2681 nightAuctioneers.
1TC
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
utility in Kirksey. $40.00 per
N28C
s.
hpr
In,daa
accordance
cc
nci
.odartha the iKentucky
has been
BURGER QUEEN accepting
N30C
CARPORT SALE, Saturday, Statutes, Sections 25.195 and month. Phone 489-2553.
103 N. 4th St.
employment applications. Apply
•
SECTION I: That it is needful,
CLOCK.
November 27, 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 25.200: Notice is hereby given
GRANDFATHER
at the Burger Queen, 12th and
Murray, Ky.
necessary and desirable that the
Drive. Clothes, that a report of final settlement HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
English walnut, lovely painted MALL FARM: good kication, Chestnut between 12:00 and 2:00
?following de,scribeci lands lying .m., 707 Fairlane
small items,one new wig. N26C of accounts was on November M, sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
dial. Needs cleaning and ad- tinniness or future investment. p.m.
N27C
idjacent and 'contiguousto the
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753justment.
First MM. Phone One mile East Murray, arri
MOBILE
COLONIAL
1.1.0!x50'
1971
filed
by
Naomi
Whiteiell 9131.
.present boundaix limits of the
N2
6c,proxi1nately
10 acres pasture.
home, 1964, fully furnished with 753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
Hewitt Administratirix of the
GIFTS for Christmas are
Xity of Murray,'Kentucky, be
,Hog wire fencing, stables, water. AVON
Sirloin Steak Special
dryer.
Clean,
exestate
of
A joy to receive, an even greater
John
Waters
Whitnell,
„nrinexed to said City\of Murray,
Cozy
older
7
room
TWO BEDROOM trailer, car-.(*Lent
house,
modern.
washer
and
condition. Phone 474joy to selL. For full information
same
for Salo
`Kentucky, and beco - it part USDA Prime Complete Dinners
For appointment call 436peted, electric heat, air con- 7320.
D3C 1%5 Dodge FlIck-up 6 cylinder.
approved
by
call: after 7 p.m. collect 365-9424
the
Calloway
County
to-wit:
thereof,
2173.
ditioned. Must have references.
TFC or write Mrs. Janet Kumck
Good clean truck. Original
$1.79 -- $2.49
Court
and
ordered
filed
to
lie
over
owner.
Beginning at a point on\the
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
VII motor,
for exceptions. Any persons
Manager Rt. 2, Box 136A,
FRIGIDAIRE APARTMENT 1917 Ford 1 ton new
TRIANGLE INN
uthwest corner of North 18th
Court after 5:00 p.m.
N27C
/
2 Princeton,Ky.
12 foot stake bed. All
factory,
THREE BEDROOM brick, 11
N27C
desiring to file any exceptions
size refrigerator, avocado, extires.
Firestone
Atreet and College Farm Road;
new
baths, carpeted throughout.
miles. Must
4200
thereto
will
do
so
Guaranteed
on
or
cellent
before
condition.
Also
Allis
thence west to a point on the
BILE HOME Insurance. Low
FIVE ROOM house, gas heat, 8
Carport and fenced in back yard. WANTED: BABY-SITTER in my
see to believe. Both trucks
`northeast corner of Carl Poyner rat*Broad coverage. Excellent December 27, 1971, or be forever miles out on old Murray Paris Chalmers all terrain vehicle.
reduced to sell.
Financing available to right home 5 days a week from 6:30
Bilbrey's
property; thence south to a point claim Service. When you see die barred. Witness my hand this 22 Highway. Small family desired. Phone 753-4183 daytime, or 753753-5617 party. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m., starting
Main
ph.
day
210
of
November,
8824
1971.
nights.
N26C
.an the southwest corner of don't this* of Insurance, but
Phone 498-8748.
N27P
D1C December 1. Phone 753-8921.N26C
p.m.
after 5:00 753-1257
By Marvin Harris
. Meadow Wood Subdivision; when you think of Insurance see
CHICKENS, DUCKS, Bantams,
thence east to a point on North me. Harding Calloway, Galloway
THREE ROOM unfurnished Pigeons, fancy and old time CHROME TABLE and six chairs, ALMOST NEW two bedroom FULL OR part time openings for
County Court Clerk,
.18th Street; thence north with Insurance and Real Estate
apartment, duplex, at 509 Elm favorites. Large selection. also sofa and chair. Phone 753- house with carport. All paneled, ladies. Enjoy excellent earnings
Calloway Co., Ky.
'44orth 18th Street to the point of Agency. Phone 753-5842.
D2C
N27C Hubert Alexander, 3 miles south 5472.
Street. Phone 753-1573.
N26C hardwood floors, located five in time for Christmas. For inBy Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
minutes from Murray in Stella.
N29P
Sedalia,
3281563.
terview appointment phone 753SECTION II: That it is the
Will finance to right party. Phone 1711
home
TWO
mobile
BEDROOM
after 4:00p.m.
N30C
In
accordance
two
with
MARLETTE,
Kentucky
of
City
Intention
of Murray,
10'x55'
N26NC
489-2595.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and A nice quiet beautiful place to ONE of the finer things of life-bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted,
Shop for Christmas
entucky, to annex to City of
WANT TO BUY
25.200: Notice is hereby given live, one mile from city limits Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent call 753-5226.
D7C NEW TWO bedroom duplex
urray, Kentucky, so as to
at The
DIP
Phone 753-5109.
that
a
report
of
final
settlement
of
Begley's
electric
shampooer
$1.
apartment, central heat and air,
4)ecome a part thereof, the
accounts was on November 22,
N27C
Drug Store.
wall to wall carpeting. Low down WANT TO BUY; logs and
iterritory described in SECTION I
apartment,
NICE
FURNISHED
1971 filed by Eva Hjort,
1 jiereof.
payment with assumable loan. standing timber. Also have for
lumber and sawdust.
in Aurora, Ky.
SMALL MINI bike, perfect for
Executri%(4 the estate of Ar- electric heat. Phone 753Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C sale
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
N27C Christmas gift. Honda 50. Both
thur S. Hj ,Dec'd and that the 6044.
2
for
25'
READING ON THE 28 DAY OF
TFC
same has been approved by the
for $75.00. Phone 489-2324. N24C
LOT IN Kingswood Subdivision, Phone 753-4147.
Shirley
'AMBER, 1971.
THREE BEDROOM house; den,
Calloway
County
or
will
trade
for
Court
anything.
Phone
and
Center
orGarden
ADOPTED ON SECOND
WANT TO BUY full blooded
dered filed to lie over for ex- central heat and air, carpet, ONE MANUALLY operated cash
7534516 after 5:00p.m.
500 N. 4th
INC Collie puppy, preferably 6 to 12
,READING ON THE 11 DAY OF
ceptions. Any person desiring to drapes, 11
dishwasher.
keys.
priced
register,
6
very
/
2 baths,
:
NOVEMBER.
STOCKING STUFFERS file any exception thereto
weeks old for child's Christmas
will do Kingswood Subdivision. Phone reasonable. Phone 7534888 after FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC range 94 ACRES, $160:00 per acre, 40 present. Phone 7534141.
N26C
so
on
753-7337
N26C
' COMMON COUNCIL,
or
days,
or
4:00p.m.
bottom,
balance
20
of
this
before
489-2455
tillable,
December
V,
1971
CANDLES & RINGS
and refrigerator, both like new. timber and pasture. Year round
CITY OF MURRAY,
N27C
or be forever barred. Wanes§ my, nights.
THREE SIZES of moulding for $150.00 for both. Phone 492hand this 22 day of November,
Free Gift Wrapping
KENTUCKY
creek, .66 tobacco, 2 bedroom,
The proper use of insecticides,
1TP
1971.
FIVE ROOM farm house, bath, picutre frames. Murray Lumber 8600.
bath, frame house, new 20'x36' herbicides and fungicides is an
Open 9 to 5 Weekdays
1TC
full basement, shady lawn, Company.
By Marvin Harris
▪ • By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
pole building, 12 miles northwest important tool in the protection of
garden spot available. Located
•
City of Murray, Ky.
County Court Clerk,
lit our environment. But, the
of Murray.489-2361.
.Open at Noon on Sunda
ORGAN, YAMAHA Combo. Call
on paved road three miles east of
Calloway Co., Ky.
American Association of NurN27C
753-2290.
N27C ARMY TARPAULINS, best
By Judith Ainley,D.C. 1TP Murray. Phone 753-1665.
)47TEST:
NOTICE
serymen warns, improper use of
Murray.
DOWNTOWN
SHOP
selection
in
range
of
years.
Large
4:Stanford Andrus, Clerk
such chemical agents can be
sizes,fully repaired. Country Boy
itCity.
N24C Saturday, while your children see
of Murray,Ky
CARD OF THANKS
If
extremely hazardous. Before
You
BLUE
Toy
AKC
MARLIN
PRICE
on
SPECIAL
Capri.
the
the FREE movie at
Stores,
Surplus
Army
applying them, get expert advice
Some rare ones,
puppies.
Poodle
parfrom
Free
are
Tickets
CLUB
KenJunction
Headquarters,
tank
septic
on
The
Lymon
;
FREE ESTIMATE
family of
from your local retail nursery
Seven
one
white.
white,
and
black
N27C
stores.
ticipating
tucky
1TC
114 and 164.
Coursey wishes to thank his
...installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Friday Night
center or from your county
Call ...
weeks old. Deworrned. Price only
many friends who sent flowers
THE BARONS
agricultural agent.
753-4469
after
6:00
$55.00. Phone
and helped in so many ways
Saturday Night
D1C
p.m.
CLEAN
save
arid
CARPETS the
during his recent illness and
Maintaining good healthy soil
Between 6:00 p.m.
THE
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
Passing.
and cutting grass to a proper
10'x55'
New
TWO
BEDROOM
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
a blesseach and new electric shampooer $1.
God
and 7:00 p.m. In The length can help keep crabgrass
CATALOG AGENCY 304 Main, Murray
everyone
ITC Western Auto, Home of "The Moon 1965 mobile home. Very
1744tp
out of your lawn, the American
two
Also
fireproof
safes.
nice.
Evening
N27C
Wishing Well."
Has Limited Supply of
Association of Nurserymen
Apartment size Frigidaire range ,
If you know your route
Cutting lengths for
advises
FOR LEASE
boy's number, please call
PENTA TREATED lumber. Phone Hales Lock Shop, 753bluegrass type lawns should be
N27C
LADIES!! WHAT is Santa giving 20'x\
59e0.
get
no
him
first.
If
you
Resistant to rot and temites.
60'
no lower than 21A2 inches; the
you for. christmas? He can't Street. BUILDING. 307 North 4th Ideal for boat docks and any
results then call John
bermuda or zoysia type lawns,
Central
heat
and
air,
off
BLACKTOP SEALER, 5 gallons' Pasco , Jr at the above
bring you a new figure, but street
to AS inches. Additional advice on
parking. Phone 753-5881, weather exposed uses. Murray for $5.75 Murray Lumber
Shapemakers can. Call 753number
during
the
hours
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Jean Lampkins,for inlawn care can be obtained from
D30C
ITC
2962.
listed
1TC Company.
formation
your local retail nursery center.
N24C Murray,Kentuky.
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THE LEDG

Local Police Investigate
Six Accidents In Murray
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Hubert Outland
Rites Are Thursday

(Continued from Page I)
(Continued from Page I(
David Suns, Beverly Starks,
Funeral services for Hubert
that conclusive evidence had
Dormda Starks, Sabrina Tucker, Outland of Hazel will be iiel(1
been presented that Murray had
Connie Underhill&, Patty Un- Thursday at two p.m. at ilkThe Murray Police Depart- car, according to the police lost a major industry because of a
derwoodCampbell, Pamela
. ment investigated two traffic report.
negative attitude expressed by
Hazel Church of Christ with Bro.
White, Wendy Williams, Barbara
Damage to the Plymouth was some of the people to the plant's
collisions this morning and four
Bill Johnson officiating.
Williford,
Joyce
Winchester&,
on
injuries
were
the
left
front and to the Pon- research team.
on Tuesday. No
Pallbearers will be Rex
Vickie Workman.
listed on the reports filed by the tiac on the right side and front.
It was decided that a program
SOPHOMORES:
Highway 121 and North 18th of education would be held at
Phyllis Robinson, Lawton Robinson,
officers.
Adams, Robert Allen, Lynnette Jesse Latimer, LeRoy McCars involved in the collision at Street was the scene of the some time in the future to discuss
Burkeen, Rebecca Burkeen, Clanahan, Bill Jones, and John
6:41 a.m. today were a 1966 collision at 11 15 a.m. Tuesday all aspects of industrial
Mark Carroll, Betty Chaney, Morgan.
Pontiac driven by Charles Wilson between a 1965 Ford two door promotion for the community.
Kenneth Cleaver&, Cynthia Interment will be in the Hazel
Lovett of Hardin Route One and a hardtop driven by Richard Elroy All employers will be urged to
Coleman, James Cannot-, Beth Cemetery with the arrangements
1971 Datsun driven by Lawrence Watkins Hazel
instruct
their
employees
on
how
of
Route Two, and
Crabtree, Karen Crick, Sharon by the Miller Funeral Home of
Overbey of Murray Route Two. a 1966 Pontiac two door
hardtop to answer inquiries from
Darnell, Freda Duncan, Nancy Hazel where friends may call.
Police said both cars were owned by
Nettie Jones and driven unknown people.
Duncan,Quent Fannink, Melinda
going south on North 4th Street
A
new
Outland, age 75, died Tuesday
lease
was
arranged
with
by Harold Dean Jones of Almo
Fulkerson, Danny Futrell, Julie at eight a.m. at the Murraywhen Overbey said he was Route
the Woodmen of the World for the
One.
Greenfield, Laurel Guy, Lamar Calloway County Hospital. He
stopped waiting for two cars, in
Watkins was going west on Chamber of Commerce offices to
Harrell&,
front of him to make a left turn. Highway
Vera
Herndon, was a retired
run
painter. The
through
1975.
121, and stopped to
Amanda
Lovett said he couldn't get make
Hoke&,
Brenda deceased was born February 10,
a left turn onto North 18th James L. Johnson, Executive
Hopkins, Warren Hopkins, 1896 in Calloway County and his
stopped in time to avoid colliding Street.
Jones said he was unable Secretary, reported that he had
Suzette
Hughes&,
with the Overbey car, according to stop
Denise parents were the late Thomas
supplied
material
to
Elizabeth
in time to avoid hitting the
Johnson, Patricia Jones, Jennifer Outland and Alice Housden
to the police report.
Watkins car in the rear and Lamp of the Tappan Company in
Lovett, Phil McCallon&, Doug Outland.
Damage to the Pontiac was on
knocking it off the road, the Mansfield , Ohio to finish a
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT equipment for the Day Care Class at the Murray-Calloway County
McCann, Wade McDaniel, Jackie
the front and to the Datsun on the
magazine
devoted
to
the
The Hazel man is survived by
Murray
police report said.
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center has been purchased by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
Marshall&, Marion Outland, his wife, Mrs. Gabe Berkley
near.
The Ford was damaged on the plant and the city. The magazine Woodmen of the World. Pictured standing, are Sorority members, Loretta Jobs, Glenda Smith, Jo
Thirteen minutes later the city
Brenda Overcast, Cathy Pigg, Outland of Hazel, one sister, Mrs.
left rear end and the Pontiac on will go to all Tappan employees Hale, Jean Richerson, and Betty Hutson. Children in the picture are standing, Carl Perry and Linda
police answered a call to South
Johnny
Riley, Richard
Scott, Maggie Mason of Route One,
nationwide,
Johnson
said.
Dowdy.
and
in the center round are Bobby Perry and
the front end.
Bennett. In the chair at the left is Patricia
Lisa Seaford, David Smith, Melia Puryear, Tenn., and one brother,
4th Street
to investigate a
At 9:38 a.m. Tuesday a collision Johnson also reported that a Kimberly Cokolow.
collision by the Sager Glove
Spann, Juana Stockciale, Melinda Leonard Outland of Hazel.
occurred on North 14th Street small manufacturer that had
Staff Photo by David Hill
Company between a 1964
Taylor&, Tina Todd, Larry
been
considering
Murray
had
between a 1968 Pontiac two door
Chevrolet pickup owned by Elna
Tucker, Tommy West.
convertible driven by Clydenna decided to move to Central
FRESHMEN: Loyd Anderson,
Harris and driven by Guy Lewis
Kaye Hargis of Bucyrus, Ohio, Kentucky due to favorable
Harper of Kirksey Route One,
Betty Armstrong, Sharon Beach,
financial
dealings
that
had
been
(Continued from Page 1)
and a 1969 Pontiac four door
(Continued from Page I)
(Continued from Page 1)
and a 1965 Buick Skylark driven
Patsy Burkeen, Vicky Butowned by Charles Turnbow and offered. The plant will make boat
Scott Urged Veto
rebels
who -have freed large terworthAJenet Byerly, Norita
by Marilyn Grayson Houston of
all he here but you, and so
driven by Sandra P. Turnbow of trailers and would have
Sen. Russell B. Lone,
parts of their homeland."
Murray Route Three.
'EXIty'Altanelt Denise That's why I write to tell
ployeal
ttoute Five.
who helped mastermind me
you that
Mrs. Gandhi blamed Yahya Dumus, Craig Dowdy, Sheila
The police report said both
after
two
years. He said that strategy which attached the Si
you mustn't tell me "No."
Police said Mrs. Turnbow was
for
the
conflict
cars were going south on South
Downs,
Cilia
which
Compton,
has
Valerie
been
Your mother's not a weakling o
- pulling out from a parking lot and exchanges were still going on tax checkoff system to Nixon's
escalating towards another full- Crabtree, Cathy Futrell, Deborah
4th Street. Harper said the failed to see the Hargis car going
with a major toy manufacturer tax bill, said the Democrats
a baby, but, my boy,
FRANKFORT,
KY.—Gov. scale war between the two Garrett, Margaret Greer, Alan
Houston car pulled over to the
I thought you'd like to have me
north on North 14th Street, and and a decision was expected by would
charge
Nixon
with Louie B. Nunn has called for nations which share
right and he started on by her
the Indian Haley, Kenny Hargrove, Robert tell how you could bring me
January 1.
hit the left front fender.
planning to stage "a South special observances
joy;
during subcontinent.
when she pulled back onto the
Hargrove, James Harris, Cheryl You use to—m
the golden days
Vietnam -type election" with Thanksgiving week
honoring
She said Yahya's declaration Jackson, Patsy Kirk, Kent when
street to make a left turn onto the
you were at my knee—
"all the old mischief" of American families
and older of emergency Tuesday was Letterman, Tim Letterman,
parking lot of Sager Glove
Lisp,"Muvver, sister's helpin" —
private campaign contributions. citizens.
designed to "divert the atten- James McCuiston, Dale Mathis,
Company, according to the police
ain't you dot a job for me?"
Senate Republican Leader The governor proclaimed
report. Mrs. Houston said she
a tion of the world from Bangle Sharon Mohler, Denise Morton, So
here's your job, my grown-up
Hugh
Scott
said
he
pressed
-Salute to Senior Americans" on Desh ( Bengal Land) and to put Don Nance, Marketia Orr,
was in her lane of traffic when
child—it seems a little task,
Nixon to veto the bill when he Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 25,
she made the turn, the pohar FRANKFORT, KY. UPI
the
and
blame
Martha
on
us for a situation
Outland, Rita Paschall But oh, if you could know how
operates unprofitable sections of called at the White House
named the week of Nov. 21-27, which he himself has created." Caron Phelps, Hazel Prtichett,
report said. Police said the The state Property and Buildings the
dear to me is this I ask,
state parks.
Tuesday.
Family Week in Kentucky.
Houston car was setting on the Commission today approved
Pakistan,
which
Tuesday Donald Ragsdale, Pam Robert- That man that's still "my babe"
a
Nunn replied that Breckinridge But Nixon replied that he
He said both observances are declared a state of emergency, son, Ralph Rogers, Cynthia
parking lot and the Harper truck lease for development of campto me would let his business go
"hasn't agreed with anything wanted to see if the campaign
being called at a time when said that Indian forces had Roller, Renee Sledd, Jan Todd,
was still in the street when they sites on state park land by
And eat Thanksgiving dinner
a that I've done in four years and financing plan remains in the
Americans traditionally honor crossed the border into East Joni Tidwell, Janet Usrey,
arrived.
private developer.
he know the way to the cour- bill when it emerges from the
with his mother— is the answer
family
loyalties
Pakistan
and
ties.
but
the Pakistan Lean Lance, Kirk Van Derea, "No?"
The idea of leasing to private thouse if there is anything im- House-Senate Conference
The truck was damaged on the
Com- Governor Nunn noted older Army pushed them beck in the Anthony
Webb, Alison Wilferd,
front end and the car on the left enterprise for development first moral or illegal in this contract." mittee which must compromise
Baltimore American
citizens sometimes miss the full Jessore and Sylhet areas near Janey Williams, Susan Williams.
surfaced a year ago, but brought Nunn said the single contract the House version
side.
Thanksgiving 1951
with the enjoyment of Thanksgiving and Calcutta. Official Radio PakisA. Eugene Morris Co,
South 6th and Poplar Streets on a deluge of questions from the would give the state a chance to much larger Senate version.
urged Kentuckians to "do tan said 25 Indians were killed
was the scene of the collision at two elected Democrats on the see if the private leases would Most politicians assume
everything they can to include and about 80 wounded in the
2:52 p.m. Tuesday between a 1964 commission and was never acted work and it would also save the however that the campaign
the forgotten elderly in this year Sylhet counteroffensive, while
(Continued from Page 1)
cbevrolet two door owned by Wan.
state money in the construction of feature would remain intact.
's Thanksgiving festivities, who Pakistani troops suffered only
PIVOCTICE CANCLLED
Harry Recker and driven by Today, the commission voted the campsites.
There
are many part-time
Expected Party Vote
through no fault of their own are four dead.
Men's Basketball teams who
Harry Timothy Recker of to approve the development of
In other action, the commission Rep. Wilbur D. Mill, D-Ark.,
workers
employed
as well as the have practice sessions scheduled
isolated from family and friends. Radio Pakistan also said 79
Murray Route Two, and a 1971 200 campsites at Kentucky Dam approved boat dock permits at leader of the House delegation
He urged each Kentucky civilians had been killed by following list of full-time for Thursday have been canPontiac two door owned by Village State Park in Marshall Kenlake, Jenny Wiley, Green to the conference, implied it
community to observe Family Indian air attacks in the workers:
celled due to the Thanksgiving
Lassiter Auto Sales and driven by County by Holiday Camp River and Ft. Boonesboro State would.
Robertson Elementary holiday, according to Barry
Week
with
appropriate Jessore area.
Timothy Lee Lassiter of 207 South Grounds Inc. at a cost of $200,000. Parks. Chair lift leases were Rep. John
School—Mrs.
Lola Sherrill, Polston, director of the Murray
Anderson
of ceremonies and activities and
Practice Blackouts
The company will pay the state at approved at Natural Bridge and Illinois,
12th Street, Murray
chairman of the House noted Congress is considering a In New Delhi, Prime Minister Manager, Mrs. Mildred Tutt, Recreation Association
least $3,000 a year under the 19- Jenny Wiley state parks.
Mrs. Nadine Turner.
Republican Caucus, acknowl- national observance
Indira Gandhi met with opposilease.
Carter Elementary School—
edged there was little chance "The
} Recker, going north on 6th year
basic
tion
strength of our free
political leaders to discuss
The development by private
Mrs. Buena Rose, Manager, Mrs. ****************
the House would vote it down. and orderly
Street, stopped at the stop sign at
society has been the Pakistan's declaration of a
enterprise was advanced a year
Lillian Gilbert, Mrs. Anita Perry.
"The vote will very likely be
Poplar Street, but failed to see
family," the governor said. "'The state of emergency and other
*
ago
by then-Parks
THANKSGIVING *
Comalong
party lines and I don't current unrest and dissatisfac- developments in the fighting. Murray Middle School—Mrs.
the Lassiter car going west on
missioner W. James Host, at that
Ladeen Spann, Manager, Mrs. *
DAY
expikt we could win it," he tion
Poplar, and the cars collided,
expressed by the younger India claimed Tuesday that it
time, the two elected Democrats,
Delma Calhoon, Mrs. Mary *
said.
according to the police report.
MAT
.INEES
:
generation can be traced, in most knocked down three Pakistani
*
U. Gov. Wendell H. Ford and
Miss said a veto would cases, to a complete breakdown jet fighters in an aerial Hornbuckle, Mrs. Florence *
*
The right side of the Recker car
Attorney
General
Federal
State
Market
*
News
Hudspeth.
*
antJahl tallacaln
intensify the public's lack of in communications
was damaged and the front end of
between dogfight, while Pakistan said it
*
Breckinridge's proxy was voted Service November 24, 1971
*
CENTRAL SAIOPPRINE CENTER
Murray High School—Mrs. *
confidence in Nixon's handling parents and their children.
the Lassiter car was reported
shot
two
and
*
lost
jets
sabre
-no" by assistant Attorney
UI
NI NOM
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog of the economy.
Sallie Lawrence, Manager, Mrs. *
damaged.
*
He said that, while a Family down two Indian Gnats.
General Charles
Runyon and Market includes 10 buying Interior
Jean Burkeen, Mrs. Oneida
Twelve minutes earlier a
Secretary
Rogers
Week observance may not The Indian government de:They
Might
Larry Greathouse, and aide stations
Be
Glant4
Morris, Mrs. Alene Hargis, Mrs.
collision occurred,on South 12th
C.B. Morton, a former GOP resolve the unrest, • I view
it as a nied Pakistani claims that Ada
* Au..ERsAL,Nf....
Mae Perry, Mrs. Floy •
and Poplar Streets between a representing Ford, abstained Receipts: Act. 1363 Est. 1000 national chairman, called the giant step toward
..
1
Indian
carrying
were
troops
the
out
goal
of
from voting.
Barrows and Gilts 50 higher Sows tax checkoff plan "the
.
Herndon, Mrs. Geneva Smith. • FINAN P,c,TIJRE • TECHNICC. '
1966 Plymouth four door owned
saddest
restoring
the traditional prin- an offensive in several sectors
The last time the campsties steady
-All of these employed at the it Plus 2nd. Big Feature*
by Edward Walston and driven
piece of legislation" to come ciples of respect and self- of East Pakistan.
were considered Breckinridge
beginning of the year attended a; SHOOT OUT ;
by Shirley McMullin Walston of
out of Congress in a long time. discipline which make
this a The war fever which diand Gov. Louie B. Nunn ex- US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 20.00-20.50
seminar at M.S.U. in October for 11K A UNIVERSAL PK Tug( ,fr- NNW ot ow. *
1007 Payne Street, Murray, and a
BOAR MENACES CARS
plomats in both countries feel is
great nation."
changed hot words and again US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.50-20.75
cooks in the First District
1968 Pontiac four door owned by
Elr tcEg.
SAFI, Morocco (UPI) —
leading directly to an actual
today the issue brought a warm US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 19.75-20.00
Education Association. Only two
John Lyons and driven by
Motorists
in
war
was
this
clearly
more
seen
in
Moroccan
volley of words.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 19.25-19.75
2:00-7:30-9:15
*
schools, Murray and Fulton had *
RECORD HOP
Virginia Wright Lyons, Suntown have an unusual driving
Pakistan. Radio Pakistan
Runyon read a statement from US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.75-19.25
100 per cent employees present,"
nylane, Murray.
Murray
hazard
Parks Depart- broadcast war songs written by
a wild boar.
The
Breckinridge accusing Nunn of Sows
the spokesman concluded.
Police said both cars were going
Police said Tuesday a boar ment will sponsor a record hop at Nur Jehan, queen of the
an "11th hour contract by a US 1-2 270- 350 lbs., 15.00-16.00
south on South 12th Street. Mrs.
Center
Thursday
charged
nation's
songwriters,
Douglas
and
while
the
damaged
curtains.
lameduck administration."
Civil defense authorithree
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 14.50-15.00
Walston said she was in the right
The television showed films on civil ties called on the populace to
Breckinridge said it "does not US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-14 50, a automobiles and injured two (Thanksgiving night).
lane waiting for a stalled car
persons, who were hospitalized. record hop will be for ages high defense.
dig slit trenches wherever
make sense" to lease the few down W 13.00
when she pulled over in the left
After causing the damage the school and below and will be held There were practice black- possible "without any loss of
property to private enterprise to Boars 11.50-12.50
lane and failed to see the I•Yans make a profit while the
2:15.7:45-9:45 7.
boar was shot to death by from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Admission outs and shops immediately time" so they could be used for *
state
***************
Abbad Jose, a local gun dealer. will be 25 cents.
were sold out of blackout protection in case of air attack. *
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GOOD NEWS TODAY

Special school aids ill children
the handicapped often reject them on grounds they don't fit in with
other handicapped youngsters.
The autistic child is a dilemma, often handsome or pretty and
Los ninos is Spanish for "the children." Los Ninos also is a unique with a high I. Q. Late to learn speech, he or she may be written off
school were success often is measured in bits of chocolate or potato as retarded. Yet later the same child may develop an astounding
vocabulary and amazing recall.
chips.
Eh-. Bernard Rimland, a recognized authority on infantile autism,
Opened a few months ago at St. Luke's Episcopal Church, San believes it is caused by defective body chemistry and that someday
Diego, Los Ninos is a school for autistic children. These are young- the malady will be controlled through drugs or diet.
sters afflicted with a baffling mental illness which often
So the task at Los NillOS is not an easy one. But at Los Ninos the
locks them
into a world of their own, pushing out love and laughter.
doctors and volunteers believe it is a worthwhile one.
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

These are special children. Their smallest learning response
must be rewarded. Many times candies or potato chips will make
their eyes shine.

In Kerrville, Tex., Christmas has come early for Creed
Los Ninos' mission is to tune these youngsters in to the outside Blevins,even though in a way he shot his own Santa Claus
world so they can be educated and perhaps eventually join the soA few months ago the Kerrville businessman folded a $100 bill
ciety around them. A remedial center, it is funded by the nonprofit and stuck it in the barrel of his shotgun for safekeeping until the
Vista Hill Psychiatric Foundation.
Yule season rolled around.
When dove season opened, Blevins took his shotgun out and
Vista Hill volunteers work with the local chapter of the National started blasting away. He had forgotten about the secreted $100
Society for Autistic Children to raise funds for eight-week courses. bill.
Weeks later Blevins remembered the money, shuddered and deWhile autistic children often are bright, they are turned away by
California public schools and private institutions. Even schools for cided not to tell his wife. Then he returned to the field where he had
been hunting. He located the spot where he had fired the first shot
, and after an hour or so of searching found 11 pieces of the $100 bill.
Blevins taped the pieces together, took them to a local bank and
received a crisp new C-note
Then he told his wife about it

Eight Draiffficers
In Area To Lose Posts

Eight appointed members of —Edward L. Oates, board
Selective Service boards in the member Trigg Sounty _Board
13 western-most counties in Ken- No. 93 (age).
tucky will lost their posts at the —Fort W. Watson, board
end of this year because of a re- member, Crittenden County
cent amendment to the Selective Board No. 104 (tenure).
Service Act.
—Tom W. Threlkeld, appeals
The amendment changes the agent, McCracken County Board
maximum age of board mem- No. 62 (tenure).
bers to 65 from 75, and maxi—Loren Adams, appeals agent,
mum term of service tenure to
Graves County Board No. 30
20 years from 25 years.
(tenure).
Affected in West Kentucky will
be four board members and four —George Eldre d, appeals
agent, Caldwell County Board
appeal agents.
Both posts are appointed by No. 9 (tenure).
the President upon the recom- —Calvert Prentice Small, appeals agent, Crittenden County
mendation of the governor.
Those who will step down Dec. Board No. 104 (tenure).
31 include:
On Dec. 2 a seminar will be
—Charles Adams, board mem- conducted for the area boards to
ber, Fulton County Board No. explain the new changes in the
111 (tenure).
Selective Service Act.
—Harry Harrell, board mem- It is expected that the outgober, Marshall County Board No. ing members will be honored at
68 (age).
that time.

A city in Japan got rid of its trash by piling it into a mountain and
using the mountain as a ski slide. But a St Paul, Minn., firm has
another idea for American cities faced with the problem of what to
do with their mountains of waste
American Hoist and Derrick Co. Launched a pilot project during
which it collected trash, crushed it into a desk-sized packages and
buried it in a Landfill site. With a few feet of dirt on top, the location
was suitable for building homes, factories, office buildings or
parks.
Company officials claim the program also saves truck and manpower and cuts down on odor and litter at dumps

Mysterious ship
now a night club
The Mozambique mystery
ship Angoche, 1,230 tons, is being refitted as a floating night
club with hotel accommodations.
The Angoche, found abandoned and afire off the coast of
northern Mozambique several
months ago, is lying off Polana
Beach, in Lourenco Marques.

Speedy trial nile
trees 500 criminals
More than 500 people accused
of serious crimes, including
murder, have been freed without trial in Florida
This is because of a state
preme Court ruling that all suspects must ta, given speedy justice or released

Non-party winner stirs interest
incumbent earlier this year
Howell is an old-school southern conservative who made a
pitch for votes in the manner of
WASHINGTON — Politicians a man who spoke for the
here, analyzing the effects of people. The political
curiosity
recent big city votes for mayor, is that Howell skipped
formal
have begun paying more than party support to seek
the office
cautious attention to another as an -independent." In doing
race which might have more so, he defeated
Establishment
far-reaching partisan implica- candidates sponsored by
tions.
Democrats and Republicans.
That contest occurred in VirIt can never be said that as
ginia where state voters Virginia goes, so
goes the naelected Henry Howell, a Demo- tal. But Howell's
election did
cratic state senator, to become make a point to politicians here
lieutenant governor, filling the — that party label and support
vacancy caused by death of the are not always enough in the
political arsenal.
Those who see Howell's victory as somewhat important
cite that Sen. Harry Byrd of
Virginia won reelection last
year by also following the indeThe first telephone service
pendent route. At the same
netween Britain and Greenland
time, Conservative James
rias been opened and wW cope"- Buckley of New York won
a
ate from noon to midnight Senate seat by formally skipdaily.
..,...aa-4,44;iping support
major
-Cafiefo' one in 6"reertbstift 'parties.
3,000 phones will costa miniIn the long run, politicians
mum of $5 for the first three
minutes and $1.50 for each extra minute or part of a minute.

Greenland-Britain
phone link opened

da's ability to handle very
large conventions. They say
Miami impressed the Republicans in 1968 with the handling
of a nominating convention and
aims to do the same thing with
the Democrats.
The big goal is to put Miami
Beach ahead of Chicago and
other big city meeting places as
the nation's best convention
city.

seem to feel the "vote the man,
not the party" syndrome of the
American electorate continues
to bode well for Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama and his
now unstated presidential ambitions next year.
Those who follow the course
of Florida in the capital are
reveling in the attention that
the current condition of party
affairs is bringing to their
state.
All are confident the state's
first presidential primary in
March will draw the elite of
Democratic Party • aspirants.
Some sources say Sen. Henry
Jackson, D-Wash., will, make
his formal announcement of
candidacy soon in Miami.
Then, three months after the
primary, the state will be the
site for the Democratic National Convention.
Florida lobbyists here say
the effort is riot being pushed
solely to put the Gator Siete-On •
the political map. The real issue may be money and Flori-

William Magruder, the MIS
who unsuccessfully carried the
administration's battle for continuation of supersonic transport development to Congress,
is out of sight but not out of
mind with the White House.
Magruder's latest job — with a
high White House priority — is
W develop a program utilizing
a heavy portion of the aerospace and other economically
hurt technical industries in a
ova sloyikaeMs4rogram which
eresRleiirleron wants to kick
off early next year.

* SPECIAL *

Bad influence?
MORGANTOWN,W. Va.(UPI)hat's the likelihood of Johnny
whacking playmate Billy just
after watching his hero on teleision clobber a bad guy? Pretty good, according to a study
by sociologist William Schweiker of West Virginia University—
particularly if Johnny didn't
get that extra cookie he wanted
at lunch.

ALL DAY THURSDAY

Reg. Box
$1.25 Value
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

His study of the relationship
between children watching violence on television, frustration,
and aggressive play behavior
surprised Schweiker to this extent: when a child was shown
violent Ws and then frustrated, the aggressive play was
alsriiit three times higher in
some cases.

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101
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EXTRA STRENGTH
COUGH DISCS
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DISCOUNT DRUG

VICKS
vic„s
44
woo 31/4-oz.Formula
COUGH MIXTURE
44
'1.29
Size

SAVE

O. 33c

Regular 65' Value

VAPORIZING OINTMENT
3 1 oz
SAVE NOW!
Size

VICKS

VapoRub

SITP

Regular
'1.19 Value

ular '1.98 Value

Vicks
Sinex
VICKS
Va-tro-nol

VICKS
Va tro nol

4-oz. Size

THE NIGHT TIME.
COLD MEDICINE

HELPS RESTORE
FREE BREATHING

'1

39 Value
VICKS
Va tr

with
-vaporiction
for fast relief
of
nasal congestion

3-oz. Size

SAVE

CLEARASIL
SKIN MEDICATION
.65 oz Size
98'
Value

Cream or Tinted Medicated Cream

FIXODENT

DENURE ADHESIVE
CREAM

11
/
2-oz Size
Regular 98 Value

6 oz Size

nose drops 07 NOSE DROPS
Regular

C.
-1M MA
4.411

69;

Vicks Nyquil

Nasal Spray

Clearesil•

Distress of Colds
jRelieves

6.oz

with vapor medications

VICKS
Cough Syrup

If it is a cold or a related illness . . . Get
these •reat Vicks Products for speedy relief.
VICKS
Vicks
98
INHALER
Vapo Rub

78•:;t

Value

liBEIEEM
Vipck
cough
syrup

¶1 59
55' Value

Value

VICTOR STICKS
To Relieve That Dry Sore Throat

SAVE'

Regular
15' Value

•
NIGHTTIME COLDS MEDICINE
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Jamaica offers a
river bank party
By GUY RYAN
Copley News Service
MONTEGO BAY — Jamaica,
this lush green island in the
Caribbean, whose shores are
washed by some of the most
beautiful salt water anywhere,
offers a lot of freshwater fun
for visitors, too
Three new experiences — an
evening outing on the Great
River, a raft trip down the
Martha Brae River, and a
nightclub, The Ruin, which
uses a waterfall as part of its
floor show — rate high on the
list of diversions here.
The Great River happening,
about 10 miles out of Montego
Bay, is typically Jamaican —
the food, drinks and entertainment. It happens every
Thursday night.
You can make arrangements
at your hotel for a round trip of
the evening's fun. You are
picked up at the hotel, driven to
a bridge on the Great River
where you transfer to a canoe
and are rowed about a mile
upstream to a clearing on the
river bank where the party is
being held
A blazing bonfire is going and
bamboo torches illuminate the
area and the cliffs overhanging
the river.
You are welcomed by a
Jamaican calypso band and
rum punch as you leave the
canoe to walk along a narrow
path beside the river to the site
of the activity.
There's an open bar here —
all you can drink, and a barbecue dinner of chicken and
another meat, cooked with
Jamaican rice and peas. While
you eat, native performers
stage a Jamaican folklore
show. You are invited to participate in the limbo performance and the dancing.
Then, you are helped back to

FoQd's Share
Of DollarIs
At New Low
MUSCLE SHOALS, Alabama —
A tube of tomatoes, bite-sized
chunks of steak, ready-to-cook
meals, a carton of milk . . .
today's homemaker can buy
these and hundreds of other items
at almost any food store.
Modern
know-how
in
production, processing, and
marketing makes all this
possible, according to Dr. Gerald
G. Williams, TVA Director of
Agriculture Development.
In recognition of National
Farm City Week 1November 1925), Williams said that in
economic terms city and farm
are each dependent on the other.
''The consumer gets important
food and fiber benefits from the
farmer, and the farmer is a huge
customer of the Nation's
businesses.Williams reported that USDA
figures show that consumers
spent about $114 billion for food in
1970 This is only 16.5 percent of
total disposable personal income-the lowest in history The United
States has the best and most
cheaplv fed society ever known,
he said.
"Reasonable food costs are
brought about by farm efficiency'," he said. "The average
farmer today produces enough
food for himself and 45 other
people—compared to 15 people
just 25 years ago."

your hotel.
The raft trip on the Martha
Brae River is a daytime experience, some three miles
upriver from Falmouth and
about an hour from Montego
Bay by car. The starting point
is at Rafter's Village, situated
on an "island" in the bend of
the river.
It's a recreation destination
by itself, with a restaurant,
bar, souvenir and handicraft
shops all well stocked for your
pleasure. There's also a
swimming
pool,
picnic
facilities and a play area for
children.
It's an hour and 15 minute
trip down the river to the
landing area unless you start
racing with another raft). At
the end of the trip, you're
picked up and returned to the
starting point by car.
Expert raftsmen, who have
had nine weeks' training in the
rafting business, maneuver the
bamboo rafts around the sharp
turns in the river, avoiding
overhanging branches and the
thick growth along the banks of
the river. In places, the
branches of trees on both sides
of the river overlap, forming a.
tunnel-like passage. "
In addition to negotiating a
safe
passage
his
for
passengers, the rafter is also a
pretty good home-grown
botanist, identifying trees,
plants and flowers along the
narrow channel as the raft
glides noiselessly with the
current.
Eastward, beyond Falmouth
in the Ocho Rios area, a
number of rivers tumble down
the wooded mountainsides into
the Caribbean. The most
famous is Dunn's River Falls
which splashes down a series of
limestone "steps" to the sea,
stirring up a cool and
refreshing mist as it does.
Natives amid tourists alike
climb up the ledges while the
cool, clear mountain water
splashes over them. You can,
too. There are places to change
into your swimsuit.
Nearby' is another beautiful,
but lesser-known waterfall
where people dance on its
slopes. It is the site of The Ruin,
a nate nightclub where the
spotlight is played on the floorshow dancers as they slither
down the falls There are fire
and bamboo dancers as well.

Dry House

Puts Piano
Out of Tune
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Peking attempting to speed up economy
Editor's Note: Communist
China is presently engaged in a
monumental
effort
to
modernize various sectors of
its industry. This is the first of a
series of three articles taking a
deep look at China's industrial
development.
By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
HONG KONG — In a small
cubicle off one of the myriad
lanes in Peking, capital of
Communist China, a group of
housewives sits at a roughhewn
table assembling capacitors for
the country's electronics industry.
In remote, rugged Ctunghai
province where some of
China's missile and nuclear
tests facilities are located,
workers equipped with little
more than simple hand tools
hammer out pieces of sheet
metal to build trucks.
In Dairen in north China,
eleven small workshops have
been set up around the Dairen
Steel Plant to make use of the
crater, gas, acids, slag and heat
discarded by the plant as
waste.
These examples illustrate the
approach Communist China
has adopted in its efforts to
-speed up the 'country's
dustrial development.
Since the tumultuous cultural
revolution ground to a halt in
1969, Peking has been pushing a
campaign to recover the
economic ground lost during
that upheaval and to spur
China on to new industrial
heights.
Though the method Peking is
using is somewhat unorthodox,
it does appear to be having
some success.
Estimates place China's
industrial output in 1970 at
some 15 per cent more than in
1969. The value of that output,
according to Chinese Premier
Chou En-lai, was some $90
billion last year.
Current official Chinese
reports suggest that further
progress is being chalked up
this year.
The growth is especially
interesting in light of the

checkerboard performance of
economically. A healthy inyears past and the fact that
dustrial as well as agricultural
China's industrial output
performance is essential.
between 1957 and 1969 was only
Even if China manages an
an average of 4 per cent an- economic growth rate of 9 per
nually.
cent a year for the rest of the
Up to 1957, China's economy decade, it will mean only a
grew at a much more rapid
modest 5 per cent average
pace, due largely to the heavy
growth over the period 1957inputs of machinery and plants 1980 The United Nations
purchased from the Soviet
Union. The Great Leap For- figures 6 per cent growth per
as the minimum most
ward which began in 1958, and year
developing countries should
the cutting off of Soviet
assistance in 1960, contributed aim for.
The most interesting aspect
to the slowdown in China's
of China's attempt to step up
economic growth.
industrial output is the apThe cultural revolution,
proach being used.
which lasted from 1966 to 1969,
Rather than concentrating on
crippling
a
effect on
also had
the development of large inChina's economy.
Now that more emphasis is dustrial enterprises in special
being placed on economic areas, the Chinese leaders are
development, China's in- encouraging the development
dustrial and other output is of small, local industries to
an 'impressive produce - -everything frommaking
vehicles, iron and steel and
showing.
The 1970s are going to be chemicals to transistors and
important years for China other components for the

REGULAR

electronics industry_
materials they need themEach of China's 29 provinces selves. Many of these small
or administrative areas — with facilities are set up to process
the single exception of Tibet — the waste from larger connow produces its own trucks. cerns.
Often the truck plants are
One of the important
capable of producing only a elements of the current
dozen or so virtually hand-built campaign is that of envehicles.
couraging workers to renovate,
But these, despite the fact innovate and do whatever else
that they can in no way be they possibly can to make
economical operations, receive better use of equipment and to
full Peking encouragement.
use equipment as long as physiChina has stated publicly and cally possible.
Second, by encouraging the
with much pride that fully 40
per cent of its 14 million tons of development of industries in
chemical fertilizer production the villages, the Chinese are
Last year came from small and able to train a huge number of
medium-size, locally run technicians through a kind of
on-the-job training.
plants.
Three factors appear to lie
Eventually, China hopes to
behind the Chinese leadership's bring about a considerable
desire to promote small and amount of mechanization in
widely dispersed industries. agriculture. One way to.,
First, this approach saves prepare for that is to begin
the state money'. In most cases, acquainting China's peasantry
the small industries are ex- with machines.
pected to provide the funds or
Finally, Peking appears to be

very sensitive to the problems
of too much centralized
planning and, for military
reasons, too much concentration of the country's
industries.
As part of its ongoing "war
preparedness" campaign, the
Chinese are eager to see wide
dispersion of China's industrial
capability.
Needless to say, this approach to industrial development stretches the country's
resources, expertise and inventiveness to incredible
degrees.
The overtaxing of machinery'
by jigging it to work beyond
design capacity is but one of the
problems for which a reckoning
day must come.
But in the meantime, some
fascinating developments are
taking place in China's modern
industrial sector.
Next: A look at petroleum.
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Be Realistic
In Dreams
Of Kitchen
When a dream kitchen turns
into a nightmare, chances are I
It hasn't been properly planned.
So, if you intend to remodel
your kitchen, here are some
hints that may save you some
sleepless nights'
• Remember t h e kitchen
wIll be YOURS, not your
neighbor's or some movie
star's Plan it for the size,
ages, activities, eating habits
and budget of your family—
not someone else's
• Sketch out and study different kitchen designs: Ushape, L-shape. corridor. center island Decide which would
work best for you and stick
with the decision unless a
change is absolutely necessary.
Changes in mid - remodeling
cost money
• Investigate several different appliance models to discover which has the features
you need or prefer -Extrasyou don't need are a luxury.
But money spent for options
that will save you time and
work IS a bargain
• Install as many windows
as possible for the practicality
and sheer pleasure of natural
light, fresh air, and outdoor
views. For use over kitchen
sinks and countertops. the Andersen Corporation (a leading
window manufacturer) suggests casements or gliders. installed singly or in series. The
windows operate easily, without the need to reach or
stretch, and offer maximum
ventilation and unencumbered
visibility. They are also available as vinyl - clad PermsShield units which don't need ,
painting and have the convenience of insulating glass
• When possible, give the
kitchen an outdoor extension
Gliding patio doors, which
brighten and
beautify any •
room, make a convenient entry '
to an adjoining patio, terrace
or backyard eating area. Impact-resistant tempered glass.
standard in Andersen gliding
doors, is recommended as a
safety feature
• If you're adding new appliances, be sure your present
utility systems (electricity, plumbing water heater)
can support them adequately
and safely

Here is a quickie quiz: What
helps keep a piano in tune during the dry winter months and
at the same time cuts down on
heating costs? The answer: A
humidifier!
Professional piano tuners say
that the lack of humidification
will cause a piano to go out of
tune. Within a few years, they
say, a normal piano will be impossible to tune at all.
Restore Moisture
Proper intonation can only be
achieved by restoring the moisture that is needed for the wooden keys in the piano. The most
practical and economical way to
achieve the proper moisture
level in the home is with a portable humidifier.
humidif,..i, in addition to
keeping the piano in tune, also
helps to cut down the coat of
heating.
Home comfort experts of The
West Bend Company point out
that a house heated at 72 degrees with a relative humidity of
45 per cent feels as warm and
comfortable as a house heated
at 76 degrees with only 10 per
The TVA official said that cent relative humidity.
the average home withagriculture is more than an ef- outSince
humidification has a relative
ficient provider—it is a huge humidity of 13 per cent,
it is
customer for the rest of the easy to see how, a portable hueconomy. "Farmers spend $55 midifier allows a home owner to
increase his
while cutbillion a year for their goods and ting down onhumidity
heat and the heatservices. About $42 billion goes ing bill.
for feed, seed, fertilizer, and
Look of Furniture
The newest line of portable
other farm supplies; $13 billion
ype humidifiers by West
buys TV sets, refrigerators, console-t
Bend. "disguised" to look like a
toothpaste, groceries, and other pi--e of walnut furniture, effecti• ly humidify areas from 2,500
things city customers buy
"Nearly 6 million people work to over 3,000 square feet.
Humidification is accomplished
in supplying the materials far- by means of a revolving
water
mers use," Williams said. wheel which remains in constant
contact
with
water
to introduce
"About 8 million people haul,
moisture into the air.
store, process, and
sell
The moist air enters the room
agricultureal products. Five from openings at the top of the
million people work in producing humidifier so there are no direct
crops and growing livestock. drafts'. The units are completely
automatic.
These examples add up to 19
By means of an automatic
million jobs—almost one-third 30 sensing device, they turn on
percent in 196H of the Nation's when the humidity drops below
the comfort level and click off
total working force.
when the proper comfort level is
"The proportion of people reached.
employed in agribusiness in the
Tennessee Valley is higher—over
Now You Know
UNEXPECTED GIFT
one-third (36percent ) of the work
By United Press International
WALLINGFORD,
England
force." Tennessee Valley far- The Owyhee, a river which UPI
—Laundry driver Tim
mers spend about $430 million
flows through parts of Idaho Hartnett lifted the hood of his
each year for farm supplies The
and Oregon, was named after truck and out popped a hen,
average Valley farmer has an old pronunciation of Hawaii leaving an
egg behind.
$38,000 invested in his farming after two Hawaiians ran away "It must
have been there
operation
from a fur trading party in the since I called at a farm three
area in the early 19th Century days ago," he said Monday.
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Starts Friday, Nov. 26
The Great Pre-Holiday
Savings Event

NOVEMBER 24, 1971
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Our annual Mid-Winter Clearance Sale, we
must make room for Holiday and Spring
Fabrics now in transit, costs are forgotten,
buy now and save!
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No exceptions, every yard of Fell & Winter Woolens and
Acrylics must be dewed. Full bolts, 54" to 60" wide, First
ouslity. From such famous Mills as "Milliken", "Stevens",
"Centex", Arneritex" and many, many °then. Come eerly
for best selection.

Never before such fine Polyester Knits at such a low, low
once.' it's bonded, so you need no lining and makes an ideal
weight for slacks, sportswear and dresses. Choose from a
large selection of solid colors and fancies. All 60- wide
guaranteed first quality. Hurry, only 2,000 yards it sect'
store at this low, low price!

18
NTH

INTO't

No exceptions, every yard of our beam Polyester Doulpla
Knits now reduced for quick clearance. All Full bolts, First
aselity, SO" to 62" wide. Choose from, Tr -Color Morotranic Knits, Yarn Dyed Jacquards, Imported Printed Double
Knits, Lures & Polyester Double Knits, all now at one unbelievable low, low pricel

matching Stripes and sonde, First Quality. It's the Velour Knit
buy of a Lifetime. don't miss It. Only 500 yards at each store ..

Machine Washable

CREPE PRINTS Regular $2.99 yd.,
A sensational buy. 100% Polyester Crepe Prints. 45" wide
first Quality In new fail and holiday prints.

Yes Our entire stock of Cotton Broadcloths & Poplins, Polyester
and Awl' Prints and Solids, Polyester and Cotton Prints and
EkoadclothS all now reduce.' for quick clearance. All first
quality, perma-pressed no iron. machine washable. Hurry for
nest selection.

ZIPPERS

Famous Name

from 4" to 22" zipper In all colors now at this low, giveaway
price. (Limit 6 to a customer)
•
,

FRINGE Regular $1.00 to $1.49 yd. 100 yd.

toareria. ,
pradno .1.10•

Surplus from our own factories, 3" and 4" Wool fringe now at
this low, low giveaway price. Selection limited (no
please).
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204 W. WASKINGTON

Paris, Tn

9 - 5(M - Th)
9 -6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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CRANBERRIES come to the Thanksgiving table as a
relish, a mincemeat conserve and a cranberry pickle

Traditional
Thanksgiving Feast

PECAN-RICE TURKEY
STUFFING
1 cup butter or margarine
I cup chopped onion
1 cup chopped celery
cup minced parsley
8 cups cooked rice (cooked
in consomme)
2 cups chopped pecans
2 teaspoons thyme
'2 teaspoons salt

1 teaspoon sage
1 teaspoon celery seed
'2 teaspoon ground cloves
'2 teaspoon pepper
42 teaspoon nutmeg
1‘lelt butter in Dutch oven.
Add onion, celery and parsley.
Saute over low heat until tender, stirring constantly. Add
cooked rice, pecans and seasonings. Toss together lightly.
Makes enough stuffing for a
12-pound turkey. If there is
stuffing left after stuffing the
turkey, place in covered casserole and heat in oven with turkey during last 45 minutes of
baking.
ELLEN'S HONEY
PUMPKIN PIE
Pastry for 1-crust pie
2 cups home-cooked or
canned pumpkin
/
1
2 cup white sugar
/
1
2Cup light brown sugar
Ys teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
I teaspoon cinnamon
teaspoon ground ginger
1.1 cap strained honey
1 cup light cream
2 large eggs, slightly
beaten
Line a deep (9-inch) pie plate
pastry.
with
Mix remaining ingredients
and beat until smooth. Pour
into the prepared pastry.
Bake in preheated oven at
425 F. for 10 minutes, then at
325 F. for 45 minutes or until
filling is set.
Note I cup undiluted evaporated milk may be used instead of the cream. Baking time
will be shorter.
•

An annual event observed
during this period each year is
Farm-City Week.
National
With this being a time for
thanksgiving and appreciation
for food and fiber produced in
abundance, this event has considerable significance.
Farm-City Week was initiated
a number of years ago as an
observance to place added emphasis upon better understanding
between rural and Urban people.
Modern highway developments
plus more rapid communication
facilities have bridged the gap,so
to speak, between urban and
rural people. Thus,there is a less
distinct line between urban and
rural communities today than
was the case in past years.
As I look at farm-city relations,
I feel that our concern is not so
much as question of unBEAL Till ELY BROWN, the turkey is star of the Tha - ,,Iving table The stuffing is
very special-a combi-ialion of pecans and rice with , nedley of flavorful spices.
derstanding but, rather, one of
cooperation. We must be conGrated rind of 1 small
at her family's farm table-the
orange
cerned with the total picture,
vegebrown;
beautifully
WHEN YOU TALK about turkey
In saucepan, combine all in- rather than necessarily atThanksgiving dinner, you must tables bubbling on top of the
gredients
and
simmer
until
talk turkey and all the trim- stove; pies sitting on its hack,, cranberries are tender, about tempting to place a rural or
mings. The big bird is star of shelf warming slowly.
10 minutes. Serve
or cold urban label upon various
"There was never a year," the or spoon while bathot
the feast. Serve anything else
into steriland it just wouldn't be Thanks- author recalls, "when Thanks- ized jars. Seal, co& and store problems.
For example, environmental
giving dinner failed to live up
giving.
Makes about 4 cups
If you don't have a favorite to our expectations, The turkey
quality is an important issue
stuffing for the bird, try the did always turn out to be the
CRANBERRY PICKLE
today. If we are to find answers
Pecan-Rice Stuffing given here. most tender, best-flavored ever
I cup cider vinegar
to the problems of pollution, we
jt's sure to become your fam- served on our table."
1/3 cup water
must have the cooperation of all
And may this be the way your
's tradition. The pecans add
2 teaspoons salt
people, regardless of where they
delightful bit of crunch, the family enjoys this year's
3 cups sugar
asonings spark the rice to Thanksgiving dinner and every
live. Many chemicals being used
2 tablespoons whole
year's harvest feast.
rfection.
pickling spice
in agriculture are being criticized
You must serve cranberries
4 medium-sized onions,
WHOLE CRANBERRY
with some being banned or
peeled and thinly sliced
RELISH
restricted. Farmers need the
and you won't forget them
2 cups fresh cranberries,
is year if, instead of the usual
understanding and cooperation of
2 cups sliced celery
rinsed and drained
uce, you set out a tray offer4 cups (1 pound) fresh
non-farmers in their efforts to
% cup sugar
g guests a choice of Crancranberries,
rinsed and
find chemicals that are safe but
2 tablespoons cider vinegar
erry Relish, Conserve or
drained
1.4 cup water
ickle.
Combine all ingredients ex- at the same time effective enough
Combine all ingredients. cept cranberries.
0 For a Thanksgiving pie-betBring to boil, to meet the demands of a
ter make two-guests will re- Bring to boil, lower heat and then reduce heat and simmer 5 progressive agriculture.
ember, try Ellen's Honey simmer 15 minutes, stirring minutes. Add cranberries and
Resource development is
umpkin Pie. It is borrowed occasionally until cranberries continue cooking over medium
another
issue requiring the
urn The High Maples Farm are tender. Serve hot or cold.
heat for about 5 minutes longer
Makes 2 cups sauce.
ookbook" by Edna Smith Beror until cranberries just begin _cooperation of all people.
stfMacrnittari),a RiniethingCRANBERRY MINCEMEAT
to pop. Stir occasionally during more farmland is needed to
ecial collection not just of
CONSERVE
cooking.
develop shopping centers,
*eines but of family stories of
Remove pickling spices and housing areas, and industrial
2 cups fresh cranberries,
tiew England farm life
pour mixture into hot sterilized
rinsed and drained
. Thanksgiving will take on
glasses. Seal at once. Store for complexes, urban and rural
% cup sugar
iery special meaning when you
2 cups prepared mincemeat at least one week before people must work together in
*ad Mrs. Berquist's rememserving.
planning these developments.
cup slivered walnuts or
ances of the harvest holiday
Makes 7 cup,
almonds
The recreational needs of the
future will no doubt place greater
demands on resources used by
agriculture. Such needs mus
be met through cooperation by
rural and urban dwellers.
There are many other area
where we must work together
the years ahead if our people ar
to realize the maximum from
resources. I feel that Farm-City
Week activities can play a major
role in building the spirit
cooperation which we need as ourj
rural and urban people plan a
build for the future.
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HOLLYWOOD- The human
torch was upset. The MGM
special effects men had tried
unsuccessfully three times in a
row to set him on fire for a key
scene in "Ice Station Zebra"
and failed in each attempt to
create a blaze spectacular
enough to satisfy either the
director or Jack Wilson, the
man inside the suit.
"The whole thing fizzled
out," Wilson complained as he
sat talking in his Granada Hills
garage. The man best known
for setting himself on fire for
such pictures as "The Great
White Hope," -Tobruk,"
"Combat"
. and a host of
television shows, such as
"Wild, Wild West" and
"Bonanza," felt it was a matter
of professional pride to achieve
a good "burn" for the cameras
- giving the studio its money's
worth of action.
Wilson has risked his life for
fun and profit ever since he
first learned to ride a motorcycle when he was 11. Today,
as one of the leading Hollywood
stunt men, he has come to
speciali2e in being burned alive
- without getting hurt. Not
that he rail flip a motorcycle,
'wit'? a car or
futitp4
drop from a 60-foot tower - if
the pay is right, he will. He just
likes the fire end of his
profession better.
When he first came to
Holtywood, Wilson watched
with amazement as other stint
men did special burns for the
cameras. But when he saw the
bulky equipment being used,
and especially the big air tanks
strapped on the stunt man's
back for breathing, Wilson

started to wonder if there
weren't a better way of doing
things.
In a few weeks of concentrated effort, Wilson an
expert scuba diver) had
devised a compact breathing
unit that fit neatly under his
costume, eliminating the need
for the cumbersome apparatus
in use previously.
After a few tests, arui construction of his own asbestos
suit, Wilson was ready for the
cameras. He has been at it ever
since.
selfhard-working,
'A
educated engineer, Wilson
operates out of his own garage.
On the walls are souvenirs of
his many careers, both in the
movies and as a Roller Derby
champion, a motorcycle dirt
track racer, sprint car driver
and sports car driver.
But risks are one thing; doing
a stunt without the proper
safety precautions is another,
Wilson figures. In his years as a
human torch, he has never had
a serious accident. His
homemade equipment has
proved dependable and safe except when improperly
handled. A C4R41
the loan of his suit
equipment to a fellow stunt
man for a special scene.
When the fire was out, the
stunt man had serious burns on
his hands, the results of improper &tiessing unclern;:atit.
-He put on leather gloves instead of wool,' Wilson exp/ained, "so when his body
steamed, the leather couldn't
absorb it. The intense heat of
the burn turned the sweat to
steam under his suit, and that

is what scalded him."
Dressing for a stunt is a little
like getting a knight ready for a
jousting session. Wilson first
dons long underwear. Over this
goes a heavy quilted suit to act
as insulation against the heat.
Next comes his special
asbestos suit which can
withstand temperatures up to
3,200 degrees. His breathing
unit is strapped on under this.
Last is his fiber helmet made
into the shape of a face with
special glass windows to see
through.
Looking like something from
another planet, Wilson is then
ready to work. Usually he
prefers to have the costume he
is to wear covered with rubber
cetnent, as it gives off a thick
black smoke that adds to the
dramatic effect of his stunt.
When this is not available he
uses other fast-burning substances. Napalm is a favorite
stunt
man.
the
with
Cameramen have learned to
keep their distance from
Wilson because the intense
radiation of heat from his suit
has melted one $30,000 camera
lenses
atWilson never likes a turn to
last more than 12 seconds,
although he did do a scene in
"Tobruk'' that lasted almost 20
seconds At the end of the time
he was nearly roasted alive
inside his suit Only the standby
men with foam extinguishers
saved him from disaster if the
burn had lasted a few seconds
longer
On the average, if a director
just wants him to burn up in a
costume, the fee is about $500
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The extraordinary
Santa Clause
covers all your
Christmas
spending
Every bank has a Christmas Club. but only the Extraordinary Bank has the Santa Clause to cover all your
Christmas spending.
Come into the Extraordinary Bank and let us tell you
about all the Christmas Club plans available. Beginning
November 15 and thereafter we'll arrange the amount and
payment schedule that will be most convenient for you.
Then, when your next holiday season begins, we'll have
the money to make Christmas merry and carefree for
you.
Let us be the extraordinary Santa Clause that covers all
your Christmas spending. This years Christmas Club
member's checks have been mailed and will be received
shortly.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you If you
let us.

1. NEW Deep Heat Massager with 5 position
settings.
2. Beauty Cups -gently caress outer skin
layers, helps beautify complexion
3. Chin and Body Contour - gives china
gentle beauty treatment, fits other parts
of body too.
t. Muscle Slitn-utator - reaches deep ctOwn
to help aid muscle tone
scalp Massager - stimulates scalp, helps
make it feel invigorated

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391

Penetrating INFRA -RED h•ot and massage for
quick temporary relief of minor pains often
associated with
Moleuto,
gatirochd
Arthribs
Bursitis
Spasm
RheorriohtH
Neuralgia
Sinusitis
Headaches
Traumatic
Muscular
Muscular Aclain
Strom..
Pain
IL Point due to
lurribogo
Muscular
over•verbon
Tension
Discomfort

9-8 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

Leslie Boyce Houston, Rt. 3,
-Murray, James Ora Futrell, Box
241, Murray, Elvis Franklin
Lamb, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Miss Kim
Tone Lawrence, 700 Broad Ext ,
Murray, Mrs, Dorothy Lillian
Mahan, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Saint
l. Williams, 215 S. 11th, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia Karen Armstrong
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Murray,
Orval Wilson Whitlow, Rt, 1,
Almo, Mrs. Carrie Dunbar
Hudspeth, 709 S. 3rd, Murray
'1'he COrtlerS10,111. 101 I
White flimsy was laid (hi. VI,
171)2.
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BATTLE OF LEXINGTON

RISE OF THE REPUBLIC
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Editor's Note: This is
another article in a series
looking ahead to the nation's
200th birthday in 1976. The
chronological stories will
describe each state's admission to the Union.
By FRANK BAUER
Copley News Service
It is no accident or flight of
fancy that the Massachusetts
state motto reads: "By the
sword we seek peace, but peace
only under liberty."
The state of the Tea Party,
Lexington and Bunker Hill has
ever been fiercely committed
to freedom, even from the
Puritans seeking religious
rights.
Massachusettsis where
"American Liberty raised its
first voice," said Daniel
Webster. Strong voices they
were, and preeminent among
them was the passionate and
persevering exhortation of the
state's first citizen, John
Adams — the nation's second
president.
It was Adams whose strong
stand for independence helped
get the Declaration of Independence adopted by a
reluctant Continental
Congress, still leaninetoward
reconciliation with Britain.
"John Adams was our colossus
on the floor," Thomas Jefferson remarked.
It was Adams' brilliant
selection of the Virginian,
George Washington, to be
commander-in-chief.
This
nominauon forged a sorely
needed
unity
to
the
Revolutionary cause. And then
it was Adams' draft of the
Massachusetts constitution
that established the principles
of the American constitutional
system. These included the
balanced government with
separate legislative, judicial
and executive powers and the
bicameral Legislature. "A
government of laws and not of
men" was Adams' way of
putting it.
The rebellion had begun in
Massachusetts. The stubborn
and self-asserting Yankees
were frequently sharply
divided among themselves, but
they could unite in the common
cause.
The street ruffian, the
seaman, the merchant John
Hancock, the artisan Paul
Revere and the lawyer John
Adams gained the experience
and set the example that
enabled the Colonies to join as a
nation.
Then came the times of test
When, Revolution won, hard
times and disunity threatened
the newly gained liberty. The
Bay State, its vital shipping
ravaged by the war and British
ports closed to Yankee cargoes,
faced economic chaos. Debtburdened Massachusetts
farmers and war veterans rose
up in a fresh revolt against
money obligations and taxes.
Inflation fed the flames.
In Springfield, Worcester and
Concord, the militia had to be
called to prevent the mobs
,from attacking jails and
courthouses, Already the anarchy had gripped Northampton and some other
comcommunities. The
monwealth and its new constitution were in peril — this

, if a director
burn up in a
is about $500

time not from the British but
from the citizens themselves.
Shays Rebellion, as it was
called, emphasized the fact
that the Revolution had not
settled the struggle between
farmer and merchant, between
A

the propertied class on the
seacoast and the less favored
Landowner.
An enterprising shipping
trade probably saved the day
for the commonwaealth. The
British were successfully
challenged on the seas, and the
Bay State ship owners and
merchants began a fabulously
profitable exchange, including
a trade with China. In a few
years after 1790 Massachusetts
more than tripled its merchant
and fishing fleet. Shipbuilding
became big business. The
state's craftsmen found their
products in lively demand.
Each small town, even in the
interior, came to have its
silversmith, its cabinetmaker
and carpenter. Cotton and
paper mills and clock making
became thriving local industries. Waterpower was
applied, and the sawmill and
gristmill added to the bustle of
prosperity.
These were the beginnings of
a Bay State economy which has
expanded arid diversified to the
present times.
Peace and order now were
prized
by the growing

BEATLE BAILEY

citizenry. Massachusetts opposed the War of 1812 and also
the Mexican War, but, as in the
past, did not shirk in supplying
4okiers.
The Civil War was a different
matter. The state had been
anti -slavery from

given generous attention to its
cultural
and
spiritua!
developmefft. Universities
like Harvard and Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology are strongly endowed. The state was the first
to tax for school purposes.

Revolutionary days. A long
indignation burst into flame
with the attack on Fort Sumter,
and Massachusetts troops were
the first under fire even as they
had been in the Revolution. The
state supplied more than
150,000 men, exceeding its
quota, and a walloping $50
million.
The end of the conflict
brought a rapid acceleration of
industrial and mercantile
development. The
state
became a leading producer of
textiles, shoes and tools. Then
came the electronics and
communications indejiries and
the other technologies of the
20th Century, especially
stimulated in World War U.
The old Armory at Springfield
produced rifles for many wars
before its recent closing.
Massachusetts has always

Puritan demands for the
religious
freedom
of
Massachusetts
were accompanied by some shameful
episodes of persecution and
intolerance, but religious
freedom became the fact in the
19th Century. The Christian
Science church was founded in
the state in 1867, and the flow of
Irish, Italian and other immigrants to the Bay State in the
last century saw the strong rise
of the Roman Catholic church
throughout the commonwealth.
Massachusetts, of course, is
rich in historical showplaces
and relics — from the western
Berkshires down to the I3oston
seacoast. Nearly every community of size has its museum
or old home. Houses dating
back to the 1600t are carefully
preserved and open for inspection.

NANCY

Make Payless Your
Christmas Shopping
Headquarters!!
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CHRISTMAS WRAPPING..
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•
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6
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.
411111111111
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100% Flame Resistant
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Family Size
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ballpoint
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pencil
set
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TREE
4 ft. with 38 tips
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AFTER SHAVE
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shoe shine
COMPACT
Attractive 63
/
4" travel kit includes 2 buffer brushes, 2
daubers, 2 shine cloths and
2 tarp caws of farness KIWI
polikft. 1 black and 1 brown.
Perfect for students, servicemen and travelers, as well as
home or office. Makes 3
wonderful gift!
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U.S. is getting dollar's worth in Turk defense
Ambulatory care has become
the fastest growing service in the
nation's hospitals, the Health Insurance Institute reported today.
Through this approach, ill and
injured persons are treated through
out-patient hospitO facilities rather
than in hospitals'—when feasible.
And the public is going along
with ambulatory care, according
to the Institute.
For (-sample. for esers I patient
admitted to a hospital last year,
there were 5.7 outpatient sisits.
The 7.123 hospitals registered
hs the American Hospital Association reported 181.400,000 out-pat[ent s kits in I 970—an increase of
11.1 per ,:ent over the previous year
Ambulatory care reduces overcrowding in hospitals. cuts rising
costs, and eases the doctor and
hospital personnel shortage.
The Institute estimates that if
ambulatory care could cut one Lb)
from the average hospital stay. the
nation would save between 51 billion and 52 billion in hospital bills
annually.
The value of ambulatory care is
one of the major approaches built
into the National Healthcare Program now before Congress. This
program is supported by the Health
Insurance Association of America
which represents private health insurance companies.
When Sen. Thomas .I. McIntyre
1D-N.H..) introduced the bill into
the Senate, he said:
"Properly equipped ambulatory
centers could do 25 per cent of the
4hilliirgery done in hospitals and
much of the tests and diagnostic
X-rays"—at a cost much less to
ali of us.
That. said Sen. McIntyre, is why
the Healthcare Program stipulates
that the Federal government establish minimum standards for benefits in all health insurance
and that ambulatory care benefits
h,- nctuded

Editor's Note: Turkey and
Greece, along with the U. S.
Sixth Fleet, are the Western
world's main guard against
Soviet penetration of the
Mediterranean. This is the first
at two articles discussing U.S.
military aid to those two
nations.

ANKARA — Turkey today
has the capability to completely rebuild a U. S.-made M48 tank. It also builds Jeeps,
with 57 per cent of the parts
being manufactured in Turkey
and 43 per cent imported from
America
These two accomplishments
are among many that are
making this nation's 490,000man military force less
dependent on U. S. assistance.
"There is almost no limit to
what these people can do— and
want to do — to make themselves self-sufficient," Maj.
Gen. Edward C. D. Scherrer,
chief of the U. S. aid mission to
Turkey, said in an interview.
U. S. military aid to Turkey
and Greece still is of major
proportions and it is vital to the
Treaty
Atlantic
North
Organization's defense of the..
'eastern Mediterranean against
Soviet adventure, in the view of
the Nixon administration.
However, there is strong
pressure in the Congress,
particularly in the Senate, to
perhaps
trim,
sharply
military
the
irnina to
assistance program — even
beyond the cutbacks ordered
under the Nixon Doctrine that
places a greater burden cid
America's partners in mutual
defense.
Scherrer says Turkey is
accepting this ''greater burden" willingly and exercising
its new responsibilities efficiently.
"Sure, they often want more
give them, he
The Honor Roll for the second than we can
they understand
"But,
said.
Hazel
the
six weeks period at
that the Congress is intent on
Elementary School, as released
reducing the aid program and
by the principal, Roy Cothran, is with
increasingly
an
as follows:
military
sophisticated
Zana Elkins, organization they are rapidly
Fifth grade:
Steve Enoch, Ricky Garland, filling the role of a true partner
Sandra Hutson, Shayne Lassiter, and assuring the free world
Lisa Mathis, Nancy Murdock, that it gets a full dollar's
Janet Ordway, Shelia Phillips, protection for each dollar
Conde Stubblefield, and Teresa spent."
Wilson.
The dollars amount to $99.8
Sixth grade: Gina Crabtree million in U. S. military
Michael Irvin, Rex Jackson, assistance for the fiscal year
Cindy Mestere, Krista Russell, ending next June 30, under the
Nixon program that is highly
and Shane Tidwell.
Seventh grade: Susan Adams, disputed in the Senate. Turkey
Terri Erwin, Rodney Adams, also is scheduled for $48 million
Kevin Barrett, Vickie Carraway,i in excess military supplies plus
Cheryl' small amounts in cash and
Chrisman,
Roger
Holsapple, Bryon Scott, Rhonda credit purchases.
The aid funds go for air, sea
Stone, Kevin Wilson, and Hugh
and ground equipment and the
Alton
Ken Orr
Eighth grade:
Brandon, Regina Cook, Theresa
Dover, Rita Gibson, Georgia
Starks, Betty Todd, and Monty
Wilson.

cost of maintaining a 190-man
U. S. military assistance
mission here. This mission is a
sharply reduced contingent
from the force of several
thousand that once included
advisers with Turkish field
units. Today, Americans here
are concerned solely with top
level joint staff planning and
procurement duties.
The Turks have mastered the
handling of the most complicated U. S. equipment and
have no need for any U. S.
sergeant or officer telling them
how to fly a jet, fire a missile or
man a submarine. "Turkey's
crews and their handling of
submarines match any U. S.
sub operations," Capt. Edward
C. White, USN, aid mission
chief of staff, said during a
triefing on Turk capabilities.
Although the Turks are
ground force oriented, they
have the high naval skill that
White speaks of plus air efficiency that saw them wie
several first prizes in a recent
NATO bombing and gunnery
proficiency meet.
The Turkish force of 400,000
army men, 40,000 navy and
50,000 airmen, along with
Greece, is a key to defense of
Western interests, particularly
when one views a meip %halo
shows the Black Sea's entrance
to the Mediterranean through
the Dardanelles, plus borders
with Bulgaria, Russia and Iraq.
The Turk army must defend all
these approaches to free world
land areas. The navy must
keep a watch on the Black Sea
and the Soviet fleet. It must
provide antisubmarine warfare
plus escort servas in both the
Mediterranean and the Aegean
seas.
Turkish air units must
NATO's atomic
support
retaliation stance, provide
close tactical aid and defense of
ground installations.
Turkey recently has sought
to better relations both with
Russia and Red China but 13
wars with Russia give it ample
reason to fulfill a serious role
as part of the NATO shield
against the Soviets. Its tough
defense stance also helps
contribute to stability in the
Mideast, where it is a member
the
of
Central Treaty
Organization CENTO).
To fill its role efficiently,
Turkey frequently seeks
equipment that the United
States cannot provide. However, its air force has over
300 F-104s, F-Ss, F-100s and F-

102s, plus transport a;e1
:iaul their own vessels,
reconnaissance fleets and two including submarines and
battalions manning Nike destroyers They have Pot
Hercules missiles. "Yes, they built 18,000-ton ships, the
would love to have the F-111
the
controversial
U. S.
supersonic fighter-bomber) but
a
that's
little
too
sophisticated," a U. S. Air
HERE3 ,JJE
Force officer said during a
sai)L 1-1ANO-lNU
briefing.
ARJOD THE
CASiPtie ON
One of the major conTHANK56iViN6.
tributions Turkey makes to
CAW..
U. S. efforts to reduce aid
outlays is in the handling of
equipment here. Besides
rebuilding tanks and assembling Jeeps, the Turks have
developed their own tire
recapping facility, with only a
$100,000 U. S. investment and
soon will handle 100,000 tires a
year. They build their own wet
battery cells. They have rebuilt
WE'LL TAKE SORE
1,376 M-49 tanks, with a savings
INIVENISHOKI TO NO0
of millions of dollars to the
siAWK AN' St-40W IT
-I'
United States.
TO 11-1' Hc.ADS 0'Ti
THREE TV NETThey overhaul J-65 jet
WORKS
engines both for themselves
and on a contract basis for
Iran. They do their own
modifications on F-100 jets at
an annual savings of $2 million
to the United States. They
manufacture their own artillery ammunition, even 8-inch
shells and 2.75-inch air rockets.
They have the capability to

NEW YORK (UPI-) —Industry is still living off its backlog
of orders and a high level of
inventories indicates manufacturers continue to price their
goods unrealistically, according
to James Dines & Co., Inc. The
Dines letter says a massive
inventory liquidation at huge
losses must take place before
there can
be a
healthy
economy. "Despite the low
usage of American manufacturBaby Boy Bennett (Mrs. ing capacity, we are still
Diana), Route 1, Murray, Baby turning out too many goods at
Simulated walnut cabinets, attoo high a price to bring in a
tractive enough to be found in Boy Driver I Mrs. Sara Ann), 505
sufficient number of unfilled
the most elegant home decor, Central, Mayfield.
orders. Therefore, we continue
are now being manufactured as
home humidifiers.
to see stagnation ahead," the
The humidifier - in - disguise
firm adds.
points up what humidifier manufacturers have learned—that the Mrs. Iva Lee Jackson, Route
general public understands the 2, Hazel, Miss Cynthia Faye Spear & Staff interprets
concept of humidification and
Phase Two policy to mean that
now wants a humidifier to be Cobb, 510 South 7th St., Murray,
Mrs. Mary Jane Futrell, Route 2, the only way profits can expand
that and more.
Hwy. 79, Dover, Tenn., Carney is through increased volume
Fine Furniture Look
"More" has been translated Andrus, 1303 Sycamore, Murray. and this, in turn, is based on
by The West Bend Company to Master Michael
Howard Kanipe, the assumption that the game
mean Site furniture for the
home. The company's 1972 15 Orchard His., Murray, Marvin plan will result in a higher
multi-model line of humidifiers Lassiter, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. volume of industrial activity.
not only provides the ultimate Judy Lane Black arid Baby Boy, The firm says one discouraging
in home comfort, but the units
ruling which allows
have the appearance of walnut Route 1, Farmington, Mrs. Buell point is the
Wayne D Duncan, Route 1, prices to be increased as the
cabinet decorator pieces.
Style leader of the line is a Dexter, Mrs. Sara Louise Hutson, result of increased costs, minus
console model that looks much Hazel, Byron Brandon Dill,
Box the gains in the productivity
like an attractive stereo set. It
features a walnut finish polysty- 567, Murray, Frank Benjamin factor. Confidence and attitudes
rene cabinet mounted to a cor- Leffler, Box 28, Hazel, Mrs. Polly are now the basic imponderarosion resistant steel chassis.
Graves Keys, 1322 West Main St., bles, according to the firm
The unit provides proper hu- Murray, Mrs. ha
Mae Gingles,
3,000
midification for more than
square feet of living area. A 626 Ellis Dr., Murray, Mrs. Opal Tax-loss selling, continued
solid state sensoring system Olive Mayfield, Route 7, Murray, uncertainty over whether a
coordinates fan and water wheel Elias Robertson, 600 Olive St., controlled economy will be
speed to provide and maintain
effective, and heavy new stock
a constant, comfortable level of Murray.
offerings will dampen the
humidity around the clock.
market over the near term,
No Drafts
Fresh. spring-likt air enters
according to Alexander Hamilthe room from the top of the
ton Institute. Longer range
unit, eliminating floor-level drafts CHEADLE, England UPI o prospects
remain favorable,
and helping to make room tem- Policeman Keith Little did a
however, and many quality
perature more uniform from
double take when he saw who stocks can be bought on that
ceiling to floor.
A large, easy-to-fill reservoir was sitting next to the driver of basis, the firm observes.
holds 9% gallons of water and the car he stopped—it was a
an automatic shutoff turns off pony. And there was also one in
Speculators and investors
the humidifier and turns on a
soon can be expected to view
refill light when water is needed. the back seat.
A gauge on the control Panel Plumber John Cotterill ex- the stock market with more
tells at a glance how much water
Christmas realism rather than through
is in the reservoir. The Ultra plained they were
Model humidifier retails for presents for his daughter and jaundiced eyes, the Internationunder $125.
he was merelyalleking them al Statistical Bureau says. The
home from Shropshire Market. firm predicts profits next year
WARNING
SATELLITE
Shrewsbury magistrates Mon- will rise by close to 10 per cent
As many as 50,000 lives were
fined Cotterill nine pounds despite Phase Two and capital
day
warnsatellite
early
by
saved
for carrying the ponies expenditures will rise between
($22.50)
exCamille,
ings of Hurricane
eight and 10 per cent.
vehicle
unsuitable
an
In
perts estimate
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largest ever constructed in
Turkey
This
self-sufficiency
capability is expanding rapidly

EVERYTHING IS CLOSED ..
EVERYONE HAS GONE NOME..
NO CHICKS... NOTHING!

and U. S. officers here expect
that by 1973-75, Turkey will be
able to build most of the
weapons of war that it now
receives in whole or in part
from the United States.
"They know," Scherrer said,
"that there is no advantage in a

weak position. They are loyal to
NATO and to the United States
and they are anxious to build
their own strength with less
U. S. aid. They are very effective and dedicated allies"
Next: The role of Greece.
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By JEANNE LESEM
UPI Food Editor
NEW YORK (UN) - A diet that allows spaghetti with meat
balls, soy sauce chicken and corned beef sandwich on
rye can't be
all bad.
These Italian, oriental and Jewish favorites are typical of the
ethnic foods permitted on restricted diet menus for
patients and
outpatients of New York City's 18 municipal
hospitals and
hospital clinics.
An article in Hospitals, the journal of the American
Hospital
Assn., said the new diets were made up because standardize
d ones
based on American eating habits weren't working.
Apparently,
many patients would rather endangei„their health or go
hungry
than eat unfamiliar food.
Medical tests of many of the 2.5 million New Yorkers who
the clinics upheld this theory. So a committee was appointeduse
to
prepare bland and restricted diets that fit the cultural patterns
of
the six largest ethnic groups here. They are American, southern
American, Italian, Chinese, Spanish and Jewish.
What emerged was a diet manual so flexible that it can be
adapted by dietitians to meet anyone's needs - the healthy as
well as the ill.
To learn more about the program and how it works, we talked
with Mrs. Charlotte Scotti and two dietitians from the comMittee
that prepared the manual.
Scotti is director of dietetics of the New York Qty
Health and Hospitals Corp. Kay Matsu° is a Bellevue Hospital
dietitian and committee coordinator and Mrs. Gwendolyn Watson
Green works at Kings County Hospital, Brooklyn.
There's little feedback from patients, they said, and that's
good because patients and outpatients tend to comment about
the food only when they're dissatisfied.
Mrs. Green said, only a few,compliment the cook, and ask if
they can have a fovorite dish more often.
A few outpatients also ask for advice about food preparation,
itbs. Green said. She said her department provides, by individual
request only, family size recipes scaled down from the hospital's
mass feeding ones.
Miss Matsu°, whose clinic has many Chinese and Puerto Rican
outpatients, said orientals and Puerto Ricans tend to cling to their
'
.f)WTI eating habits, more than other ethnic groups.
"Most are on the lower part of the economic and sociological
ladder. A lot are on welfare, she said. 'They don't understand
the diabetic exchange system, so we try to encourage them to
4alk with the dietitian each time they visit the clinic.
She said dietitians try to get their message microns through
repetition and with visual aids such as posters that show how the
exchange system works in making food substitutions.
Exotic
Many of the foods allowed sound exotic compared with a
standard American diet of meat, potatoes and a few popular
vegetables such as peas and green beans.
The exchange list for southerners allows such favorites as
yarns, grits, collards and other greens, okra, catfish - and even
rabbit, squirrel and casessum.
Frozen rabbit is available in many supermarkets, especially in
neighborhoods with a large Italian population. But squirrel and
iipossum? Mrs. Scotti said they can be Sought in some Harlem
shops.
The exchange list for orthodox Jewish patients contains,
among other things, bagels, matzos, sugar-free borscht (beet
soup), gefulte fish (fish balls) and pastrami.
, The Chinese list containirsock things as soy bean milk, soy
lean curd, hisi-fen, or green bean noodle, bean sprouts and fresh
coriander - a pungent herb sometimes called Chinese parsley.
The Spanish list includes chayote, a type of summer squash,
plantains, which are nonsweet cooking bananas, breadfruit and
,even achiote, a spice mixture used to flavor many dishes in Puerto
Rican cookery.
Predictably, various spaghetti shapes are included in the Italian
list, along with other traditional foods, such as parmesan, ricotta
and mozzarella cheeses, fennel, tuna and chestnuts.
All in all, an international bon apetit!
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Sights On Safety)
by Ul Public Information Office

Safety Rules for Power Tools

The increasing popularity of power tool use has sent sales
skyrocketing, especially at Christmas. But it has also created
a vast array of potential hazards as more and more novice
hobbyists turn to power tools as an ideal activity for passing
leisure time.
According to Underwriters' Laboratories, there are two primary contributors to accidents involving power tools: carelessness and lack of knowledge. So that you might be better
equipped to make safety a part of this hobby, first use common
sense and always follow the points illustrated below. In so
doing, you can assure yourself of a more enjoyable, and
certainly safer, hobby.
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* OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY 12:00-7:00 *
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Kotex
Tampons

ER22.03//
.

40's
$1.95 Valve

DRUG

11 Roll Pack
Gift Wrapping Ribbon

STORE

98L
Value

Prices Good Thru 11/29/71 While Quantities Last
Quantity Rights Reserved

LAY AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
Limit 1

_;%!!!"°--

Toaster

$1.00
Value

510 95

$10 99 Value

4, iviA,d$966
LAY
IT

83'
47C

Bag of 25
Decorative Bows

Electric Can Opener
W Knife Sharpener

2 gire

26- Jumbo Wrapping
Paper or Foil

$Q88

Paper 80

4`i Value

Square Feet

93
34

,Foil 30
Square Feet

each

9 Cup
Coffeemaker

Steam & Dry Iron

Gift Wrapping Foil
6 Roll

Poppy & Avocado
$11 95 Value
$8.89 Value

Pack

$1.29 Value

$988

30

Square

Feet

Gift Wrapping Paper

88

6 Rol, Pack

80

Square
Feet

5 Speed
Electric Mixer

9
xis
3
!Al

$1.19 Value

$11.95 Value

'Dial Sqray
Deodorant

Pristeen

$888

4 oz

163

FEMININE HYGIENE
DEODORANT

dial
$1.09 Value
en PfRkPrIrre

3 Quart
Pop Corn Popper

4oz

Brother
Professional Hairdryer

98
88
OR'

$229

S5 49 VaR,

$23.95

Pepto
Bismol
PeptoPismo+

•
*SS

CP

100's
52 98 Value

Stri-Dex Medicated
Pads

109

4 Speed
Phonograph

$1

LCORN
HUSKERS
LOTION

servo' •
sm.°
.

7o,
Si 19 Value

IT

4 Quart
Pressure Cooker

788

Efferdent
Tablets
4M10

511 95 Value

$888

of fllUla
;
Wilde butrefli

s?195 Value

1

688

3

-,

,
I

$5 95 Value

$633
$7.99 Value

Brass Waste
Basket
59C Value

47'

with

60 s Si 59
Value

Vanquish

87(P
89(P

60 s
$1.09 Value

Polident
Tablets

Worthall Heating
Pad

40's
$119
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Bathroom
Pole Shelf
4,(flirtk

7.;,Z,W711

VANQUI
SH
marn strength

LAY

II

63(P

42
98

8 Speed
Blender
•c..l• AN'

Corn
Huskers
Lotion

%..ansokt

95 Value

12 oz

T1

Miles 1-A-Day Multiple
Vitamins

22

LAY
IT

Never use tools in darn', locations

Outireldy Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (1 l'1)
Las Vegas is known for. more
than its gambling - it also
boasts churches - 150 of
them, representing 35 different
denominations. It is the highest
ranked metropolitan area in
the cpuntry on a churches-percapita basis.

GIFT WRAPPINGS

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

.100°

1110 Of 10011

Recovering from vacation
NEW YORK TITP1) - Many
people feel they need a
holiday to recover from a
maxi-vacation and are booking
quickie holidays 'to the Caribbean, Florida and ?leaks) as
little as a day in advance, says
Eastern Airlines. The airline
calls the three-night holidays
the "plan and pack"syndrome.

4-

f

always read the owners manuat
thoroughly and cerefully prior to

No matter what type of power too,
It is, De sure It bears the UL label

Christmas Cards

•

$1.59 Value

,liways ground tools unless May Sr. double inwiled Whenever power cord is equipped with
three-orong plug. use a three-hole receptacle
'a two-hole reception Is all that is available,
J141 an Adapter and attach adaPtir.wire to •
•nown ground

SAVINGs
GALORE,

$399

Bayer Children's
Aspirin
Medico Butane
Lighter
2

331

36's
43C Value

WI

Fasteeth Denture
Adhesive
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98C Value

Hip Roof Tool
Box

1=11t8
Pertussin 8 Hour
1.1.91'51'. Cough Syrup

$9 99 Value
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EVERYDAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
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Some things she
is thankful for

Se€

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: Today is the day to reflect and give
special thanks for our blessings My personal blessings are
many. May I share with you a few letters for which I am
extremely thankful'
Happy Thanksgiving!
ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I don't think you realize the impact your
column on V. D. had thruout the nation. Your advice to
minors to telephone their public health department if they
suspected they had V. D. brought in a flood of calls. So
many youngsters did not realize that in some states a doctor is able to treat a minor for V D. without informing his
parents. You deserve a medal
AN M. D. IN L. A.
DEAR ABBY If you never do another thing, you will
have earned your place in heaven for that fine column you
wrote telling youngsters what they stood to lose by trying
marijuana We had that column printed up by the thousands
and distributed to all the schools in our community, •-•. •
FOR YOU IN ILLINOIS
DEAR ABBY: May God bless you for your column on
fire prevention. You reached millions with Information that
will surely save many lives.
C K. W., ZANESVILLE, 0.
.._ •
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for the Confidential you had
in your column saying. "Tell your ,parents at once They
are your best friends and no matter what they have said, I
promise you they will help you."
You were right Our daughter came home.
GRATEFUL IN EL PASO
DEAR ABBY. Just a line to say a heartfelt thanks for
the advice you gave me I was so upset until I read your
letter telling me the harm I was doing myself because I
wasn't willing to forgive my husband. You pointed out that
I was really punishing myself by trying to punish him. You
were so right, Abby Thanks for making me see the light.
PASADENA

Nothing In Our Store Is Priced At More Than
$1.00....If The Item Is Not Priced, The Item Is
$1.00.... Items Less Than $1.00 Are Priced.
FULL SIZE

BLANKETS

MEN'S

and BOYS'

PANTS

SHEETS

DEAR ABBY This is to thank you for what you did for
our family We had been scolding our 13-year-old daughter
for her bad posture for about a year with no results. Then
one day you published a letter from a doctor who warned
parents about spinal disorders in teen-agers He described a
simple test a mother could give her child at home I tested
my daughter, and she had all the symptoms We took her to
an orthopedic surgeon and found she had a spinal disease.
With the help of God and a back brace, it is being
corrected. Surgery may be needed later, but even if it is,
we thank you for printing that wonderful doctor's letter. I
hope that article helped others the way it helped our
daughter
MRS J W.

*MACHINE WASHABLE
•SIZES 34 TO 42

RAINCOATS

DEAR ABBY - Your column in the STARS AND
STRIPES has kept a lot of guys here in Viet Nam going
It's the next flung to a letter from home. I know you need a
vacation, to, Abby. but the one day of the week DEAR
YOUR FANS IN 'NAM
ABBY is missing we get the blues

FOR ALL THE FAMILY

For Abbyt new booklet, "What Tons-Agsra Want to
Know," Bead ti to Abby. Box 40701. Lis Moles, CA. NUB.
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What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MSC Los Angeles. Cal.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.

ACROSS
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Aa that one k

Big Ral
sidewalk
looking fc
woods. 1
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and layin
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the Hot
Blackber

LANNEL GOWNS

DEAR ABBY - I'm an old lady who lives alone, and
sometimes the brightest spot in my day is the pleasure I
get from reading your column. You tickle me so much I
often laugh right out loud. Don't ever lose your sense of
MILWAUKEE SENTINEL READER
humor, Abby.

1 Style ot, roof
6 COAled with
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ii Arranged like
rays
12 Full 01 fissures
14 Before
Student
t
17 Reso,
18 Indefinite
article
19 Wooden
supports
21 Exists
22 Nuisances
24 A state (abbr )
25 Woody plant
27 Rocky hill
28 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
29 War god
30 Sumnsrts
33 Run easily
34 Parent
(colloct )
35 lansprey
37 Mud
38 Special (abbr )
39 Essence
41 Ind*finds
article
42 Having no
sunlight
45 Coniunction
46 Openwork
fabnc
48 Walks
unsteadily
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early ill':
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DEAR ABBY: I must say that In your enlightened
attitude toward homosexuals, you are spiritually far ahead
of all the churches in America.
Being strongly religiously trained. I should know, after
three attempted suicides and four psychiatrists. For the
sake of others like myself, please print this. Bless you.
CAN'T SIGN
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